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— News In Brief
Bills total more than $40,000
for work on governor's mansion
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) More than $40,000 has. been spent to
repair and redecorate the 74-year-old Governor's Mansion since
Wallace Wilkinson moved in, The Courier-Journal reported.
Jolene Greenwell, executive director of the commission that
oversees renovation work at the mansion, said the bills may seem
high, but they appear about normal to her.
"Every new first family has different needs and tastes," she said.
Comparisons to spending in previous administrations are difficult.
the newspaper said, adding there is no budget for mansion expenses
or a single office in state government to monitor mansion bills.
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's press secretary, said he could not say
whether the mansion bills in the past year seemed high.
"I would have to go over the bills," he said. "I don't know.'
The Historic Properties Advisory Commission now oversees
renovation work at the mansion, the Lieutenant Governor's Mansion.
the Capitol and the Old Capitol in Frankfort.
Ms. Greenwell said the commission must approve any significant
changes in the mansion, although first families are.ge nerally free to
redecorate the private areas of the mansion — in the basement, second and third floors.
The semi-public building's dining room has been stocked with new
silver, china and linens at a cost of $11,755, while about 25 pieces of
furniture have been re-upholstered and refinished at a .cost of $6,658.
the newspaper said.
Other bills include about $6,892 for miscellaneous ;-eduorating.
about $7,719 for furniture and appliances, about $1,279 for video and
stereo equipment, and $1,525 for carpet. the newspaper reported
Sunday.
There also has been a total of at least $5,856 in bills for
miscellaneous expenses, including $1,100 for framing, $1,200 for a
water-purification system and $125 to put up a basketball backboard
on the tennis court, the newspaper said.
Although most mansion bills are paid from an account in the
Finance Cabinet that also pays many other expenses not related to
the mansion, some mansion expenses are paid from other accounts.
While John Y. Brown Jr. was governor, the Governor's Mansion
was fully restored and refurnished. The three-year project, funded
partly with private money. cost $3.5 million and was completed in
1983.
Ms. Greenwell said the main reason for the past year's expenses is
that the public areas of the mansion's first floor are used for meetings
several times a week.
She also noted that the mansion project had just been finished when
Martha Layne Collins became governor.
"In the past five years, the maintenance and fix-up bills naturally
have gotten a bit larger," Ms. Greenwell said.
"The Collinses and the Wilkinsons have accommodated the public
by letting them use the mansion. That much traffic is rough on furniture," Ms. Greenwell said.
"It's an old building. Because it's
"e Governor's Mansion, it's
rather expensively decorated and furnis ed. And it gets a lot of use.
That's why it's expensive to maintain."

Elsewhere
By The 4S.SOCIATED PRESS

UNITED NATIONS — Arab nations prepare a General Assembly
resolution for a quick vote today asking the United States to reverse
itself and give PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat a visa to come to Ne
York.
WASHINGTON — The next Senate's Democratic majority
gathered today to choose a leader from among three politically different men seeking to guide the chamber through its coming skirmishes with a Republican White House.
NEW YORK — Consumers may cut back on big-tag Christmas
presents now that the nation's biggest banks boosted their prime len,
ding rates to 10.5 percent, the highest level in 31-2 years, some
analysts said.
RALEIGH, N.C. — Tornado-battered victims began trying to put
their lives and shattered homes back in order today. a day after a
series a twisters smashed through eastern Noah Carolina, killing
four people, injuring 151 and causing more than $50 million in
damage.
WASHINGTON — George Bush is promising to work with former
rival Bob Dole on forging an early budget accord but says "we're not
naive" abotit the ease of reaching accommodation with majorityparty Democrats in the Senate.
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Lottery proposals reflect campaign promises

Wallace Wilkinson
Gm ernor

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
G-ov. Wallace Wilkinson, laying
before the General Assembly his
plans for spending the profits of a
Kentucky lottery, chose to follow
through on campaign promises
rather than acknowledge a lack of
legislative sentiment for earmarking funds.
"I'm not sure what to expect,"
Wilkinson said after a speech to a
joint session of the state House and
Senate on Monday. "I think
there's a spirit on both sides of
cooperation and determination."
The legislature convened Monday afternoon in a special session
that Wilkinson called to enact lottery legislation. Voters authorized
a lottery in approving a constitutional amendment on Nov. 8.
In his speech. Wilkinson asked

legislators to appropriate lottery centerpiece of Wilkinson's guberproceeds for senior citizens pro- natorial campaign last year.
grams, early childhood education
In creating a Kentucky lottery.
and development, and a one-time "we are starting from scratch a
bonus for Vietnam veterans.
$250 i million t to $300 million
"I do not believe lottery pro- year business, one of the largest ir,
ceeds should supplant our com- the state," Wilkinson said.
mitment to basic programs and
It would create state jobs and a
services, but, instead, should be network of lottery retailers earnused to take care of special ing commissions on lottery ticket
needs," Wilkinson said.
sales, Wilkinson said. ,
Legislative sentiment, however,
"I think we can begin selling lotwas running against quick ap- tery tickets by April. We can expropriation or earmarking of lot- pect to have lottery proceeds
tery funds. It appeared a majority available July 1, 1989," Wilkinson
of legislators wanted lottery pro- said.
fits to accumulate in a trust fund
"We could begin funding some
or to flow into the state's General of the programs I have recomFund.
mended as soon, as the money is
A proposal for a lottery, with available for transfer from the lotprofits distributed according to
the plan set out Monday, was the (Cont'd on page 2)

House Democrats just say no to spending lottery proceeds
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
Legislators have already reached
tacit agreements to withhold spending lottery proceeds until 1990
and to provide a bonus to Vietnam
era veterans larger than envisioned by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The understandings on the first
day of the special session of the
General Assembly called by
Wilkinson to create a lottery could
resolve some of the stickier issues
that faced lawmakers.
Wilkinson has proposed spending lottery proceeds for a
veterans bonus, early childhood

Zea tells group
about plans for
new nationwide
advertisements
By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will
launch a national advertising program in the spring, centering
around the Rand-McNally No. 1
retirement rating and the Boy
Scout Museum, according to the
chamber's executive vice president Steve Zea.
Zea told the chamber's board of
directors Monday at their regular
meeting that advertisements will
be published in such national
magazines as "Modern Maturity"
and "Southern Living."
The project will not cost the
chamber much money, he said
The state will be paying approximately 90 percent of the bill and
Murray's Task Force on the No. 1
Retirement Rating will also be
putting in some money, he said.
Also in his report to the directors, Zea said he anticipates that
the Van Dresser Corporation, to be
located in the Industrial Park, will
begin its employee selection process after the first of the year.
He said the process will be a
slow one with production beginning about the first of July and full

development programs and senior
citizens assistance.
House Speaker Don Blandford
said Monday those ideas were not
discarded during a closed meeting
of House Democrats who voted
unanimously to delay spending lottery money
"It was the unanimous vote of
The caucus to withhold appropriating any of the proceeds of
a lottery until such time as we
know what we have to spend,"
Blandford said.
Blandford, D-Philpot, said
House Democrats favor a bonus

for veterans even larger than the
Wilkinson said after his speech
one envisioned by Wilkinson and to a joint session that he is willing
may go along with his other pro- to compromise with legislators.
posals. But no decision should be but he believes his version 'A ill
made until the state knows how ultimately prevail.
much money might come from a
"I think there's a spirit on both
lottery.
sides of cooperation and deter"We feel it's just the responsible mination to get it done,- Wilkinthing to do. to put the money in a son said. "I'm very optimistic
trust fund drawing interest." will emerge as is."
Blandford said.
Three bills were introduced
The vote is not binding, but the House on Mondayi to
acBlandford said feelings are strong. complish Wilkinson's goals..House
"As long as we're here ... the Bill 1 would create t
governor's still got an opportunity
to have his input." Blandford said. (Cont'd on page 2)

Rural fire

A
:.;

•

According to a report from the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad, the residence of Randy Mason, Rt. 2
Hazel, suffered damage Monday at 6:11)a.m. when a fire apparently started near a flue in the upstairs portion
of the house. Though major damage occurred in the upstairs area and smoke damage in the rest of the house,
the structure and its contents were saved. Four rescue units and eight men were on the scene for four hours.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Tonight: becoming cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers after midnight. Low in
the mid-30s. Southwest wind 5
to 10 mph, shifting to the northwest toward morning.
Wednesday: mostly cloudy
with a 20 'percent chance of
morning showers. High in the
mid-40s
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Jefferson Judge-Executive Harvey Sloane
tells Democrats he'll run for the Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP — Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Harvey Sloane has told several
Democrats that he will not seek
re-election next year and will instead concentrate on a run for the
U.S. Senate in 1990.
In midsummer. Sloane said he
was inclined to seek another term
while preparing to run for the
Senate seat held by Republican
Mitch McConnell.
Democrats who have heard of
Sloane's plans, either directly

1.

from him or through members of
his staff, said Sloane felt it would
be too much to run for re-election
next year, for the Democratic
Senate nomination in May 1990
and against McConnell the following November, The CourierJournal reported today.
Instead. Sloane plans to concentrate on raising money for the
Senate race, which might dissuade
other Democrats from entering
the primary.
Sloane is expected to announce

his decision not to seek re-election
on Thursday. He could not be
reached for comment on Monday.
"I'm sure he'll want to wait until
Thursday to make his intentions
known," said Becky Brown.,
Sloane's press secretary.
Sloane also is said to have begun
efforts to mend fences with Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, with whom he
had a falling out involving what
Wilkinson saw as Sloane's failure
(Cont'd on page 2)

Harvey Sloane
To run for Senate
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Midwest, Northwest, Appalachia could get needed moisture
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Heavier-than-usual winter rain
and snow could bring relief to
some drought-afflicted parts of the
country including the Midwest and
Appalachia, the National Weather
Service says.
The Upper Midwest — especially Michigan, Ohio and adjacent
areas — have the best chance for a
wet winter, the weather service
says in a long-range forecast'.
December through February
also could provide wet weather in
other Midwestern states. the

Pacific Northwest and parts of the
Middle Atlantic and Appalachian
regions.
"This particular season, we
think, is more likely to be warm
than cold, more likely to be wet
than dry," Donald L. Gilman, the
agency's chief long-range
forecaster, said Monday.
Large areas of the middle of the
country, including the northern
Plains, remain a major question
mark, however, with the forecast
too close to call in those regions.
Gilman said.

A major factor in the prediction
is a pattern of cooler-than-normal
ocean temperatures in the Pacific
Ocean, said Gilman. Unlike years
when this area is warm, the cooler
conditions tend to steer weather
systems from the Pacific across
Mexico and into the Southeastern
states, pumping warm air into
that region.
But Gilman pointed out that conditions in the northern Pacific and
Gulf of Alaska are unsettled, and
changes there could upset the
outlook for California and the

Bush announces
Fitzwater to stay
at post during
new administration

Northwest.
"This is a zone of great doubt,"
he said.
The best news is probably that
there is little severe cold in the
forecast, Gilman said.
Other areas that can anticipate
a wet winter are Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, western Montana,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Kentucky,
New York, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, western North Carolina,
western Virginia and eastern
Tennessee.
Dry conditions are expected
from Southern California
eastward through A H7nrIP NTPw

Another Christmas tradition will
continue this year with the
December Business After Hours
(Cont'd from page 1)
scheduled at the chamber's Comproduction beginning in October merce Centre Dec. 13 from
4:30 to
(Cont'd from page 1)
1989.
6:30 p.m. The Centre is located on
to keep a commitment to support
Zea said the Murray-Calloway U.S. 641, just north of the Chestnut
him for governor.
Economic Development Corpora- Hills Shopping Center.
WASHINGTON (API —
The governor said Monday that
tion had met concerning some
In old business, Zea said the
President-elect George Bush anhe and Sloane had a brief converlong-range plans and hopes to school/business partnership pronounced Monday that White House
sation a week ago at the dedication
have some announcements at the gram training academy was a
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
of an Interstate 64 interchange in
board's December meeting.
great success. He said the new
would remain in his post in the
eastern Jefferson County.
program will have a "tremendous
new administration.
Chamber President Walt Apper.
The governor said that Sloane
impact on the community and its
Bush said he selected Fitzwater
son said the December meeting young
had expressed "some regret" at
people.because "I think he's the best."
Will be in the form of a short lunnot having supported him in the
The president-elect said he had
Zea also declared the November
cheon on Wednesday, Dec. 21 at
May 1987 primary for governor.
no other announcements to make
noon because the Christmas holi- Business After Hours at the
Sloane supported then-Lt. Gov.
during the day, despite speculaday falls on the regular meeting Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Steve Beshear, who finished third
a success. "If you missed that one, tion that he would soon appoint
day.
behind Wilkinson and former Gov.
former Sen. John Tower as
you missed a good one," he said.
John Y. Brown Jr.
defense secretary and name
He also announced that Murray
"It was well-intended and was
Apperson also announced that
received that way," Wilkinson
the annual Christmas Parade will was presented the Gold Award by longtime associate Robert
Mosbacher to head the Commerce
said of Sloane's remarks. "And I
begin at 10:30 a.m. Dec. 3 follow- the state chamber in Lexington
told Harvey last week, I said,
ing the Rotary Ham breakfast. recently signifying five years of Department.
Fitzwater's appointment mark- 'Harvey, we're friends, have been
Zea said the parade is already being a Certified City. Zea said the
ed
the latest in a series of highplaque
has
been
for a long time and I presume
presented
to
ahead of last year in number of
we'll remain so. I just have to
participants. Approximately 50 Mayor Holmes Ellis and will be level holdovers from the Reagan
administration, but Bush said,
think this process through and see
units have registered so far, tit shown to the city council at their
rescheduled meeting tonight ''Stay tuned for the changes."
what I want to do and where I want
said.
He said of Fitzwater, "He
(Tuesday s.
to be.—
represents the old and the new ...
Wilkinson said Monday that
Steve Andrus, chairman of the
The plaque will then be on
the Reagan administration and
Retail Promotion's Committee, display at the Commerce Centre, also the Bush administration," while he expects a Democratic
primary race for the Senate
said the this year's Holiday Open he said.
Bush said.
House for local merchants was
Zea also announced that RoHo
The president•elect added, nomination, he would help Sloane
if Sloane is the only one making a
again a success, with the extra se- service station was named
"We'll have a lot of changes as I
serious
campaign for the
cond Sunday being "nearly as Business of the Month for
said. This is continuity in the best
nomination.
good."
November.
sense."
Attorney General Fred Cowan
said this month that he is interested in seeking the nomination,
RUNNIN
and other Democrats have
G
IS
TIME.
OUT
MIRRY!
TO TA E A
expressed an interest although
REMBLE Ott
VANT
Sloane is the only one preparing a
campaign.
The filing deadline is Jan. 23 for
the judge-executive race and in
late January 1990 for the Senate
campaign.
Sloane's decision not to seek reelection is expected to touch off efforts by some Jefferson County
Democrats to lure former Attorney General Dave Armstrong
into the race for judge-executive.
Republican John Heyburn is expected to launch a strong
challenge to win the office for the
GOP.

Zea tells...

Harvey Sloane...
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Two injured in
three-car wreck

Two people were injured in a
three-car accident Monday at 7:40
a.m. on North Fourth Street, according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Suzanne M. Cary, 33, Hardin,
was stopped in a line of traffic
when she was struck from behind
by a car driven by Bernard G.
Morin, 66, Rt. 3, Murray, according to the report.
The Cary car was then knocked
into the north-bound lane, striking
another car, driven by Cynthia J.
Holland, 27, Paris Tenn., the
report indicated.
Cary and Holland were taken to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where they were treated
and released, according to a
hospital spokesperson
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Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, Florida
and the southern portions of
Mississippi. Alabama and
Georgia.
The only area likely to experience below -normal
temperatures includes Minnesota,
Wisconsin, northern Iowa and
eastern North and South Dakota.
Warmer-than-normal conditions
are expected in Utah, Arizona,
New Mexico, most of Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Kentucky, West
Virginia, Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware and all states to the
south and east of those.

Four more file
for offices in
county, clerk's
official reports
Four more people have filed for
county offices, according to
Calloway County Deputy Clerk
Marianna Stubblefield.
Clyde Hale and Gerald H. Duncan have filed for District 1
magistrate; Ricky Edwards has
filed for coroner, and Ralph
Bogard for District 3 magistrate.
The filing deadline is Jan. 23 for
the May 23, 1989
. election for the
following four-year offices: coroner. judge executive, county
clerk, county attorney, sheriff,
jailer, property valuation administrator, and the four county
magistrates.
The following individuals have
also filed with the county clerk:
Johnny Miller, for coroner; Bobbie Stubblefield, District 3
magistrate; Teresa Rushing,
county clerk • Max Dowdy,
sheriff; and Galen Tripp Thurman. property valuation
administrator.

Carroll Hubbard
says he will back
price supports for
tobacco producers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard said Monday he would support the federal
government's continuing the
tobacco price-support program
even though his constituents had
indicated they opposed the program's extension.
A survey released by Hubbard's
office of 32,819 western Kentuckians in the state's 1st Congressional District asked 15 questions,
including, "Do you support the
federal government's continuft
the tobacco price-support program?" Of those surveyed, 18,606
answered no and 11,173 said yes.
In a telephone interview, Hubbard, a Democrat, said, "I continue to support the tobacco
farmers of my district and the entire state of Kentucky."
He said tobacco remains important to the state's economy.
"It may be true the local pharmacist in Hopkinsville may not be
sympathetic to the tobacco pricesupport program, but indeed a lot
of revenue there at the drug store
where he works comes from
tobacco farmers and their
families," Hubbard said.
"I can see the tide coming every
time I send this out ... more and
more people voicing their opposition to the tobacco support program," the congressman said.
"If we did wipe out the tobacco
support system, farmers in my
district would suffer for sure."
Hubbard said last year marked
the first time that a majority of
constituents in the questionnaire
indicated they no longer favored
continuing the tobacco price support program.

Democrats...

(Cont'd from page I)
bureaucracy to actually operate a
lottery. HB2 would appropriate
(Cont'd from page I)
the proceeds of a lottery in fiscal
tery account. Others will not need 1990 based on an assumption that
funds until they are established $70 million would be taken in
and as eligibility requirements are before June 30, 1990. HB4 would
establish a bonus for Vietnam-era
met," Wilkinson said.
veterans.
TWO legislative leaders — •
Senate President Pro Tem John
Under Wilkinson's proposal,
"Eck" Rose and Rep. Joe Clarke, one-third of
the first year's prochairman of the House Appropria- ceeds of a
lottery would go to the
tions and Revenue Committee —
veterans bonus, or $23 million.
said lawmakers were unlikely to
Blandford said House
meet Wilkinson's timetable.
Democrats are more inclined to
"I don't think very many provide
a set bonus of $500 for
members of the General veterans
who served in Vietnam
Assembly are ready to earmark and
$300 for veterans who did not.
those funds," said Rose, D- The cost of
such a program has
Winchester.
been estimated to be as much as
"My impression this morning is $50 million.
there's no sentiment at all to spend
The session will also apany of it now," said Clarke, D- propriate
money to identify the
Danville.
veterans who would be eligible for
Wilkinson was applauded twice a bonus,
though not the $1.5 million
during his speech — when he singl- requested
by the Wilkinson bill.
ed out in the House audience the
Legislators would decide how to
members of his special lottery spend other
proceeds during the
commission, and when he said 1990 regular
legislative session,
Vietnam veterans "are as deserv- Blandford said.
ing of recognition from us as the
soldiers in other wars at other
In the meantime, lottery proceeds would be earning interest in
times."
Wilkinson also alluded to his a secure trust fund.
previously stated plan to call
"It's going to be fund unanother special session early next touchable by anybody other than
the General Assembly," Blandyear on education.
"With one notable exception, we ford said.
are well on our way to achieving
Other issues relating to the lotour goal of a new Kentucky. The tery were also discussed during
exception is education," Wilkin- the caucus, but no decisions were
son said.
made, Blandford said.
"I know that the members of the
Among the issues to be resolved
General Assembly are as anxious are legislative oversight of a lotas I am to work out a plan for im- tery, whether to make a lottery
proving Kentucky schools and for corporation subject to state
funding them. Early next year, we employment purchasing and
reporting laws and Senate confirare going to do that," he said.
Wilkinson offered legislation to mation of board members
the 1988 General Assembly to
Consideration of the lottery
carry out the three-pronged
education plan on which he cam- legislation will follow two tracks.
The House State Government
paigned. It called for cash incentive bonuses for school employees, Committee began things Monday
creation of a network of "ben- afternoon with a presentation by
chmark" showcase schools, and staff members of questions raised
auspension or repeal of regula- In lottery legislation. The committions determined to be im- tee will meet every day this week
to hear testimony from experts,
pediments to instruction.
His legislation died without a lottery officials from other states
hearing in the House and Wilkin- and others with no vote scheduled
son invited compromise on before Friday.
Monday.
The Senate decided to meet as a
"I have never claimed to have
"committee of the whole" for
every good idea, nor have I said
hearings en masse on the bill to
that only my ideas should be concreate a lottery corporation,
sidered," he said.
which was identical to the bill proposed in the House Hearings ordinarily would be conducted by a
jurisdictional committee — in this
case, the Senate State Government Committee

Proposals...

We need you.
VAT?E FIGHTING Fa?
\CUP LIFE

American Heart
Association

•

An amendment filed by Sen.
Nelson Allen would require a fraction of lottery profits and all
unclaimed lottery prize money to
be spent on treatment of compulsive gamblers.
Allen, D-Greentarr, said his
amendment was based on a pro
gram used in Iowa. Wilkinson said
he could go along with spending
some lottery money on such a pro
gram if a need were shown

a
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It was pretty while it lasted, my London Fog topcoat

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
WE WON THE BATTLE -- BUT NOT
THE WAR -- AGAINST ELECTION FRAUD
One of the best qualities about our State is that when we Kentuckians truly care about an issue, we do something about it. Within
the space of twelve months, the people of Kentucky tackled perhaps
the most insidious problem plaguing our State -- election fraud -and very nearly wiped it out.
Just one year ago, we were bombarded by news reports of vote
buying, coercion at the polls, and other shenanigans. Although election fraud is nothing new to our State, people were outraged at how
brazen the vote buyers had become, and how weak our law enforcement efforts had been in fighting these abuses.
Responding to this challenge, the General Assembly pushed
through a package of tough election law reforms, increasing
penalties, requiring voter identification, and sending special outside
supervisors to watch the polls. At the federal level, I introduced
reforms to make election fraud a federal felony, punishable by long
prison terms and heavy fines.
On the last day of the 100th Congress, I succeeded in adding
an amendment to the Omnibus Anti-Drug Act which restores the
federal government's authority in fighting election fraud and government corruption. President Reagan signed this measure into law on
November 18, 1988, paving the way for federal prosecutions of vote
buyers and election-fixers in the next Kentucky election.
Now, one year after those election fraud reports that shook our
State into action, we recently had an election that has been described as "the cleanest ever in Kentucky". Everyone can share some of
the credit for this triumph.
Yet we should not think that the war against election fraud has
been won. During this last election, over 350 calls were made to a
new election fraud hotline, many of them complaining about election fraud out in the field. And the head of a local grand jury -appointed to investigate a major election fraud scandal remarked,
"all this money to investigate a crime that is just a misdemeanor."
The obvious answer to that remark is.that vote fraud ought to be
a serious felony offense, and I will pursue legislation in the next Congress to crack down further on election fraud and government corruption, using the full law enforcement resources of the federal
government. I have received commitments from the leadership of
the House and Senate Judiciary Committe,!s to hold extensive hearings early next year, to get these measures on the books as soon as
possible.
Kentucky's future has been stunted for too long by election
fraud and government corruption. Finally, we are waking up to the
fact that we don't have to tolerate it any more.
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I hate winter. I believe I would
thoroughly enjoy living the rest of
my life and never miss having it
snow on me, scraping off a windshield or slipping and sliding to
work. I never was one to jump
through hoops at the opportunity
to build a snowman — pardon me,
ladies, I mean "snowperson."
One of the reason I guess I hate
cold weather so much is having to
keep up with a topcoat. I forget
and walk off and leave them. I
get'em taken by someone else, apparently by mistake, and I tear or
soil them in all kinds of crazy
situations.
• • •
My latest topcoat hang-up occured a few weeks ago. I had worn
my brand new London Fog topcoat
to the funeral home to attend services there for a close friend, I
really loved that coat. I had
always wanted a London Fog. My
oldest son has worn them for
years, but I could never afford
one. They're supposed to be the
Cadillac of the topcoat line.
Cathryn had saved her sugar
bowl money and had given this one
to me the Christmas before. I had
worn it only a few times.
The day of the funeral, however,
I hung it on a hook in the funeral
home lobby and went into the
chapel for the services. Once these
were over, I headed for the lobby
and my coat. I saw it hanging
there right where I had left it, but
just before I got to it, the long arm
of a man over 6' tall reached out

Editor's Note: M.C. Garrott is
back in Murray after a stay at
Norton Hospital in Louisville.
and plucked it off the hook.
In almost disbelief, I stood there
and watched him put it on. It came
about six inches above his knees,
and his hands stuck out the sleeves
about a foot, "I beg your pardon,
sir," I said, "But I believe you
have my coat by mistake. I think
that's my new London Fog you
have."
"No, I haven't either!" he
replied defensively. "This is my
coat. I have a London Fog, too!"
"I believe you're mistaken,
sir," I came back, wishing I was
6'4", too, so I could rip it off of
him. -I'm sure you have my
coat!" And, pointing the high.
riding hem and short sleeves, I exclaimed, "See how short it is on
you!"
said this is my coat!" he said
between tightened lips. Then taking his wife's elbow, he stalked out
the side door of the funeral home.
• • •
The coat I ended up with also
was a London Fog, but it looked
like it actually had been worn in
London fogs for the past 50 years.

It was so well worn around the
cuffs and the collar, it was beginning to fray. It also was big enough
for me to use for camping with a
good center pole. It was even a different color from my new coat.
The contention that it wasn't my
coat was sustantiated even more
when, thrusting my hands into the
pockets, I came up with a couple
of screen door hooks And some
other junk. Going quickly outside,
I tried again. I spotted the tall man
in what I believed was my coat,
and going up to him again. I said,
holding out the hooks:
"See! This isn't my coat, I didn't
have any hooks in my pockets!
"Neither did I," he snapped
angrily. "Now will you believe this
is my coat when I show you my
name in it!" Flipping back the collar, there was a name faintly lettered in ink. Not having my
glasses with me, I couldn't read it,
but took his word for it being his
name. Straightening the coat
across his shoulders, he stalked
angrily to his car and.drove away.
• • •
That was the last I saw of my
pretty, new London Fog coat —
rather the coat which I firmly
believe was my coat. But what
could I do? The fellow was almost
twice my size, and right beside a
funeral coach is no place to start a
fight — especially while they are
putting the casket in it.
Nor could I help but wonder:
Now, why didn't he show me the
name in the coat when we were

jawing about it inside the funeral
home'? Was it there all the time?
Or, could there have been a third
coat involved, and he was right all
along? Hey, Perry Mason, you got
a minute?
• • •
Oh, well, I still have a London
Fog, of sorts. But I wouldn't say
it's the most becoming thing on
me. It comes almost to my ankles
and I have to pull up the sleeves to
shake hands. Maybe one of these
days they'll be right uptown!
Incidentally, anybody need a
couple of screen door hooks?
• • •
I had an interesting visit with
Jimmy Smith of the "Johnson City
Chronicle" in the press box not
long ago when the East Tennessee
basketball team rolled into town
and flattened our Racers.
Jimmy told me all about East
Tennessee's new athletic complex, now under construction. It
will be a mini-domed affair, much
like the Astrodome at Houston,
Tex., with football, basketball,
track and a handful of other sports
being played under its roof.
The football playing field will be
artificial turf and a portable
basketball floor will be put down
for the season. It's going to cost in
the neighborhood of $8 million,
provided they hustle and get it
finished. It's supposed to be ready
for the Bucaneers' 1976 football
season. It'll be 1977, however,
before the Racers will have an opportunity to play in it.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Raymond Barber, deputy
superintendent of public instruction for Kentucky. spoke at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club. He
also went on a tour of the Calloway
County School System.
Dr. Gilbert Mathis, professor of
economics at Murray State
University. is in Washington. D.C..
participating in a White House
briefing on domestic policies and
programs.
Twenty years ago
Lt. Col. Gary V. Pugh, on staff of
Murray State University Military
Science Department, was
presented the nation's second
highest award for meritorious service. the Legion of Merit, on'Nov .
26 by Col. Eff W. Birdsong, professor of military science at MSU.
This was for Pugh's service in
Vietnam from February. 1967 to
January 1968.
John Ed Scott, local weather
observer, said 3.76 inchesof rain
fell in Murray from early morning
on Nov. 27 to early morning on
Nov 28.

Thirty years ago
Old man winter pulled out all the
stops on Nov. 28 in Calloway County, pelting the area with rain, sleet
and snow.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Shuffett, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson, a
girl to Billy Joe and Anna Huie,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Ray Thompson.
Forty years ago
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds have accepted a
bid to play a football game with
Sul Ross College of Alpine Texas.
in the Tangerine Bowl. Orlando,
Fla., on New Year's Day.
Eli Alexander, 176-pound end for
Murray High School Tigers' football team, has been named to
Associated Press All-State Football Squad.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Denham
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Bradley, both on Nov. 26.

Letter 'I'() The Editor

Laker Band thanks boosters
Dear Editor,
On behalf of the 1988 Calloway their final marching performance
County High School Band, we at the Kentucky State Marching
would like to thank the Calloway Band Championships. The band
Band Boosters. Throughout this placed seventh in Class A competiyear the Band Boosters have con- tion. It was Calloway's first aptributed greatly to our band pro- pearance at state.
gram, and without them, the band
The boosters' devotion to each
could not have accomplished as individual band member is far
many things as many things as it greater than what is expected.
has this year.
Their fundraising, work, and
This year the band achieved
moral support are depended upon
many new heights. The band
by many. Their presence is known
received first place honors in and truly appreciated.
Class A competition at every conWe hope that through their contest at which they competed. The tinued help and the band's conband boosters conducted conces- tinued effort, that concert season
sion stands at all ball games, and
will be an even bigger success.
attended all of the band's perfor---- — Thank you,
mances. Through their hard work,
Mike Wood,
enough funds were raised to proBand president
vide two charter buses for the
Jennifer Green,
band and supporters to travel to
Vice president
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Georlf and the Dracyn lase

Is this the right to die, or right to kill?
On Jan. 14, 1986, Patricia yard barrister and "human
Rosier, 43, terminally ill with rights" activist, however, has
cancer, held a formal, farewell already rendered his verdict on
dinner for her family in Fort national television. Describing
Myers, Fla. Then,she went to bed, Mrs. Rosier's death in almost
swallowed the 20 Seconal tablets sacramental terms, he called it an
her doctor-husband had provided act of beauty, an act of love, with
for her suicide, went to sleep and which government ought not to
waited to die.
interfere.
The Seconal failed to work. So, a
Derek Humphrey, national
panicked Dr. Peter Rosier then in- president of the Hemlock society,
jected large doses of morphine in- describes it as an "ultimate act of
to his wife. Still, she did not die. love," carried out in the "sanctity
So, her stepfather went into her of the bedroom." The more shockbedroom, put his hand over her ing the deed, the more exface and mouth and smothered travagent the rhetoric required to
her.
dress it up.
Did Patricia Rosier commit
As details of Patricia Rosier's
suicide — or was she murdered? death emerged at trial, however,
Did she kill herself — or did her the portrait of.Dr. Rosier as noble.
husband and stepfather kill her? A loving husband-appears a bit of a
jury in St. Petersburg will decide. forgery. According to the fatherMr. Alan Dershowitz, the Har- in-law, Vincent Delman, who
finally smothered his adopted
daughter, Dr. Rosier was in a
panic, almost irrational with fear
555 hilerl•kight Synd frit
that the botched Seconal suicide,
compounded by his morphine injection, would leave his wife a
"vegetable." According to an
assistant prosecutor, one week
after his wife's death, Dr. Roseir
reportedly was out at a party.
complaining about his lack of
female companionship, even
though he was "The most eligible
bachelor in Fort Myers."
Now, unless words have lost
their meaning, Mrs. Rosier did not
commit suicide. She tried — and
failed. Whereupon, her husband
and stepfather alternately poisoned her — and smothered her.
Legally, this is murder; and it is
time to stop mincing words. As
Rita Marker of the International
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Anti-Euthanasia Task Force
writes in USA Today,"This case is
not about the right to die. It's the
right to kill."
According to the organic
documents of American union, all
Americans are endowed by their
Creator with the inalienable right
to life, which cannot be taken
away without due process of law.
Mrs. Rosier was not treated,
however, as a child of God or
citizen of the Republic, but like
some diseased household pet, to be
put out of its misery. Because she
may have wanted to die gives not
one, not even her husband or
father, the right to kill her. The
end — putting a stop to her suffering — does not justify the means.
That the Rosier case should
have become a national controversy, tells us that many Americans
are coming to share the Hemlock
Society view that the "assisted"
suicide, is, indeed, the "ultimate
act of love."
While America is less "advanced" along this road than, say,
Holland, where, Mrs. Marker
writes, "Medical students are
trained in the techniques of killing
and where some physicians who
attempt to admit elderly patients
are told, 'to give them a lethal injection instead,— we are not that

far behind.
Hubert Humphrey once said a
society should be judged on how it
treats those in the dawn of life,
those in the twilight of life, and
those in the shadows of life.
In America in 1988, we abort
4.000 children a day. our doctors
are into "fetal research," and the
warm bodies of dead fetuses are
cannibalized for spare parts. At
the end of life, we are now being
told, "assisted suicide," and "rational suicide," are the reasonable
way out for the incurably ill and
the very old and very sick. What a
splended messge this sends to
America's elderly: Why not be
reasonable, and move aside, instead of being unreasonable and
staying alive?
Mr. Dershowitz says that the
barrier we must never cross is between voluntary and involuntary
death. But, excuse me, Alan, we
crossed that line 20 million
deathes ago. No one who has seen
Dr. Bernard Nathanson's film,
"Silent Scream," would ever
describe that child recoiling from
the abortionist's probing needle of
death a volunteer.
This case will soon go away, but
the issue will be with us the
balance of our lives because the
conflict is rooted in warring concepts of who man is and what is
right and wrong.
*On the one side of this divide is
Mother Teresa, answering the
despairing cries of AIDS victims
and the incurably ill with love,
compassion and care until God
calls them home. On the other side
is Derek Humphrey, advancing
with his hemlock.
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_m-uRRAY TODAY
Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, Nov. 29
Consolation game will be at 5:30
p.m. and championship game at
7 : 30 p.m. of Hawaiian
Tropic/Shoney's Classic Basketball Women's Teams at Racer
Arena, Murray State University.
-Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Tom Rossman, world masters
pool champion, will be Curris
Center game room at 3 p.m. and at
Hart Hall at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
State University.

Tuesday, Nov. 29
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Paul at 753-7351.
---Calloway County High School
Lakers will host Fulton County in
a basketball game.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in

Kuehn-Burger vows solemnized

Tuesday, Nov.29
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Wednesday, Nov. 30
Five one-act plays, "Not
University Theatre Showcase,"
will be presented at 7 p.m. in
Room 310-B, Wilson Hall, Murray
State University. Admission is $1.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Jim's Garage at Dukedom,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Cuba Grocery at Duba from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 5)

Helen Hodges to speak Thursday
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club wil meet
Thursday, Dec. 1, at 12 noon for a
potluck luncheon at the club
house.
"Special Surprise" will be the
theme of the program to be
presented by Helen Hodges. Jane
Lane will introduce the speaker.
Hostesses will be Ruth Calhoun,
Joyce Fortin, Effie Vaughn,
Mayme Patterson and Mary
Hamilton.
Following the meeting, the
members are asked to meet at the
entrance to the Murray-Calloway
County Park for a group picture to
be made by the new RockJapanese Garden which was
planted and will be maintained by
the Garden Department
members.
The Nov. 10th meeting of the
department was held at club
house.
Paula Crouse presented a program, "Christmas Potpourri." It
consisted of suggestions and illustrations of ways to make
Christmas more enjoyable and
meaningful. She distributed bags
that contained samples of hot
drink preparations, potpourri and
a booklet of suggestions and
recipes to the members.
Mrs. Crouse was introduced by
Janet Wallis.
Joyce Fortin gave the thought
for the day titled "Think of People
in Your Life Who Have Helped
You Live A Better Life." She
shared examples of how Alice,
here sister-in-law, had enriched
her life.
Louise Baker, contest chairman, reported the entry from the
Murray Woman's Club, submitted
by Edna Gowans of the Delta
Department, won second place in
the state contest. Her entry was a
cross-stitched pillow. Mrs. Baker
also announced she had a copy of
,the press book for the Audubon
Distript on display.
Mrs. Williams, chairman,
reported on the Audubon Garden
Club District meeting held Nov 3
at Paducah. Sallyanrie Sawyer, a
Garden Department member, is
Audubon District secretary.
Twelve members of the Garden
Department attended the district
meeting. The Garden Department
won two awards: Membership Extension Certificate for increased
membership in 1987 which was
given by the National Council of
State Garden Clubs; and the Standard of Excellence award for 1987
given by the Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc.
Mrs. Williams announced the
Yards of the Month awards wer.

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

presented to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
1411britton, Canterbury Estates,
and to the new Kentucky Fried
Chicken on North 12th St.
Paula Crouse announced the
Kappa Department's Tour of

Homes planned for Sunday, Dec.
11.
Hostesses were Ruth Wilson,
Martha Cherry, Myrtle Douglas,
Millie Graves, Clovis Jones and
Clover Cotham.

SONI

Gymnastic Team competes
Jo Cleta Williams

Sallyanne Sawyer

Reception Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Newsom of Rt. 5. Mayfield, will be honored in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 4.
A reception in their honor will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, located at Stella, Highways 121
North and 299.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Newsom were married Dec. 24, 1938.
Mrs. Newsom, the former Gladys Hawks, is the daughter of the late
Mrs. Emma Hawks.
Mr. Newsom is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ed Newsom.
They have three sons who afe Bob Newsom and wife, Bernice, and Andy Newsom and wife, Cheryl, all of Rt. 5. Mayfield. and Richard
Newsom and wife, Debbie, South Fulton, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Newsom have seven grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.

MHS winners named
Fall Wet for Lyndia Cochran
Team was held Nov. 5 in the Murray State
tured, from left, first row, Courtney Canerdy, Emily Pyle, Kim Alexander, Shea University gym. PicStonecipher, Heather
Schroader, Keisha Darnell; second row, Misty Forrester, Kim Stalls, Brandy Murphy,
April Peal, Lindsey
Branch, Sara Kingins, Coach Lisa Darnell; third row, Coaches Travis Torsack and Gearld
Stubblefield, Angie
Murphy, Bethany Mathis, Amanda Jackson and Kylie Johnson. Trophy winners were Branch.
Stonecipher
and Schroader who all placed in one event or mat..

Attend Houston event

Fiction and
non-fiction
books listed
for the week

Murray High School Students, from left, Michael Fulton, Candi Maness
and Chaz Carpenter, were recent winners of the "Tiger Spirit
Giveway," co-sponsored by the Tiger Athletic Booster Club and local
merchants.

Gift Ideas For Men

.
10Int$1.03
7 OA

Miss Lori M. Kuehn and Stewart
Alan Burger were recently married at College Hill Presbyterian
Church, Tulsa, Okla.
The double ring ceremony was
followed by a reception in the
Fellowship Hall of church.
Mrs. Melesa Adams of Murray,
sister of the bride, was the bride's
only attendant.
Stacy Burger of Tulsa, brother
of the groom, was the groom's
attendant.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Mary M. White of Murray and
William E. Kuehn of Terre Haute,
Ind. Her foster parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Benefiel of Benton.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Duane Burger of Tulsa.
The new Mrs. Burger received
hrer Bachelor's degree in accounting in 1986 from Murray State
University. She is now an accountant for the U.S. Departmentof the
Interior at the Tulsa Regional
Compliance Office.
Mr. Burger is a computer programmer at Amaco Co. in Tulsa
The couple is now residing at
3422 S. 117 E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla.,
74146.

Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Alan Burger

•COMING •
Dec. 2 Naked Gun
Doc. 9 My Stepmother
Is An Alien
Dec. 16 Scrooged
DP, 23 - Oliver & Co.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

• Cotton Sweaters
• Silk Ties

Betsy Whitfield, left, and Heather Hughes, right, of Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio, are pictured with Joe Trematius at the Dance convention
at Westin Galleria, Houston, Texas, the latter part of October. Lyndia
Cochran, Trims Cooper and students from the Paris, Tenn., and
Camden, Tenn., Studios were also in attendance. One of the jazz instructors was Barry Lather of Los Angeles, Calif., who was
chosen
Chorographer of the 'sear for MTV. Ballet Master was Lawrence Rosen
burg, a member of American Ballet ('ompany who studied with
Baryshnikov.
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Best selling books for the week'
of Nov. 27 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
1. "The Sands of Time." Sidney
Sheldon
2. "The Cardinal of the
Kremlin,- Tom Clancy
3. "One," Richard Bach
4. "The Queen of the Damned."
Anne Rice
5. "Polar Express," Chris Van
Allsburg
6. "Alaska," James Michener
7. "Dragonsdawn." Anne
McCaffrey
S. "Final Flislit;-!---Sisptien
Coonts
9. "Anything for Billy." Larry
McMurtry
10. "Dear Mili," Maurice
Sendak
NON-FKTION
1. "Gracie," George Burns
2. "Child Star," Shirley Temple
Black
3. "The 8-Week Cholesterol
Cure," Robert Kowalski
4. "All You Can Do Is All You
Can Do," A. L. Williams
5. "Where the Sidewalk Ends,"
Shel Silverstein
6. "Seven Stories of Christmai;
Love," Leo Buscaglia
7. "A Brief History of Time,'t,
Stephen Hawking
8. "Talking Straight," Lee
Iacocca
9. "Chronicle of the 20th Century," Clifton Daniel
10. "Christmas in America."
David Cohen
(Courtesy of Waldenboolo
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Community...
Wednesday, Nov.30
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Ladies bridge with Kathryn
Outland as hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Tom Rossman, world masters
pool champion, will be at CUTT18
Cente game room at 3 p.m. and at
Hart at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State
University.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Functional design and ceramics
by BFA candidates Rob and Robin
Tillman will be on exhibition today
through Dec. 11 in upper level of
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
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(Cont'd from page 4)
Wednesday, Nov.30
Church will include RCIA at 7:30
P.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
Meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs,
RAs and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Baptist
Women, Brotherhood, GAs and
Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m.;
Foreign Mission Study, Children's
Choirs and IClaymata Fellowship
at 6:30 p.m.; Beginner's Sign
Language Class at 7:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Need Line will take names for
family Christmas baskets from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at office, 209 Maple
St. Each one should bring proof of
income when applying.
————
Thursday, Dec. 1
MSU Department of Music and
Department of Speech, Corn-

DATEBOOK
Women's bowling planned
The Murray Women's Bowling Association will conduct a Doubles
Tournament on Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 3 and 4, at Corvette Lanes.
Squad times are 1 and 4 p.m. All ABC and WIBC sanctioned bowlers are
welcome to enter. Last year's champions, Betty Smith and Joyce Noel,
will be defending their title. A bowling ball will be given away to one
lucky entrant. For more information call Virginia Swager, 489-2292.

Whitney Nicole Feckley born
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Feckley, Shady Oaks Tr. No. 43, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Whitney Nicole, weighing seven pounds three
ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Monday, Nov. 21, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Judy Tucker.
Grandparents are Donald Lee and Marlene Feckley, Brunswick, Ohio,
Freed Hardman and Chrysteen Tucker, Murray, and
Connie Matheny,
California.

Civitans to meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant. A program of Civitan Education will be
presented. Anyone interested in community service through a local
group os welcome to attend, a club spokesman said.

Thursday, Dec. 1
Thursday, Dec. 1
munication and Theater will preMurray Women of the Moose
sent "An Evening of Opera" at 8 will meet at 8 p.m.
with officers to
p.m. in Johnson Theater, Doyle
meet at 7 p.m.
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
————
University. For information call
Life House will have prayer
762-6797 or 762-4421.
time at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnan————
cy Center, 1506 Chestnut St.
Cub Scout Pack 73 will meet at 7
————
p.m. in cafeteria of Southwest
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Calloway Elementary School.
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
————
Episcopal Church. For informaMurray Civitan Club will meet tion call
753-8136, 489-2628 or
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family 762-6297.
Restaurant.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
Chapter 50 of Disabled p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center,
American Veterans and Auxiliary Benton.
will have its holiday dinner at 6:30
————
p.m. at American Legion Hall,
Phil Garrett will present a piano
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
————
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Five one-act plays, Not Murray State University Center,
. AdmisUniversity Theatre Showcase" sion is fpe.
will be presented at 7 p.m. in
————
Room 310-B, Wilson Hall, Murray
Senior citizens' activities will be
State University. Admission is $1. from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
Single Connection will meet at 7 3 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
p.m. in third floor classroom,
————
Education Building, First United
Garden Department of Murray
Methodist Church. For informa- Woman's Club will have
a potluck
tion call Carol at 753-2596, Brenda luncheon at 12 noon
at the club
at 753-2513 or Jim at 492-8733
-house.
————
————
Front Porch Swing, a local
Grades 6, 7 and 8 of St. Leo's
ladies barber shop chorus, will Catholic
Church will meet at 4
rehearse at 7 p.m. in library of p.m. for
bowling at Curris Center,
First Christian Church.
Murray State University.
————
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
Events at First Baptist Church
VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at Post will include Mothers'
Day Out at
home on Highway 94 East.
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
————
10:45 a.m.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will have Coffee
Health Express of MurrayBreak for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway
County Hosptal will be
church.
at Central Center, Murray, from 9
Calloway County High School to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. This
will be for 2-hour blood sugar
Girls' Lakers will host Paducah
screening.
Tilghman in a basketball game at
6 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
start
at 7 p.m. in weight control
Murray High School Girls'
Tigers will host Fulton City in a classroom, First floor, Medical
Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
basketball game at 6 p.m.
County Hospital.
————
Murray High School Academic
Team will host a meet with
Mayfield and Graves County at
3:45 p.m.

Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, were Ohs(Buddy Anderson and Beverly King, both of Murray, and Ova Lee of Dexter.

Opera programs scheduled
The Murray State University Department of Music and Department of
Speech, Communication and Theater will present "An Evening of
Opera," featuring The Old Maid and the Thief by Gian Carlo Menotti,
and The Impresario by Mozart on Thursday and Friday, Dec. 1 and 2, at
8 p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson Theater, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Dr. Bruce B. Chamberlain is the conductor with Marie Taylor as pianist.
These performances are in lieu of the rained out performances of Nov.
18 and 19; tickets for those cancelled performances can be exchanged by
all calling the box office. For reservations or exchanges call 762-6797 or
762-4421.

Mrs. Bidwell visits family
Mrs. Louise Bidwell has returned home after spending the Thanksgiving holidays with her daughter, Mary Jane Overbey and family of Carrollton. Another daughter, Linda Bidwell of Lexington, was also a guest
in the Overbey home.

Emmanuel revival in progress
Emmanuel Baptist Church, located on Highway 121 Bypass, is holding
revival services now through Sunday, Dec. 4. The Rev. Gordon Downs of
Madisonville is the evangelist for the services at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday
through Saturday, and at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. Sunday. The public is invited to attend, according to the Rev. James Fortner, pastor. For information call 753-3292.

Pack 73 will meet at Southwest
Cub Scouts of Pack 73 of Southwest Calloway Elementary School will
meet Thursday, Dec. 1. in the cafeteria of the school. The program will
feature a mini-museum of individual and group demonstrations by the
Cub Scouts. Refreshments will be served to the Scouts, parents and
guests.
(Cont'd on page 6)

Margaret Boone, left, was presented with a "Special Appreciat
ion" plaque for her 14 years of sen-ice as Adult Choir Director of First
Christian
Church. Dan McKee!, vice chairman of the board and chairman
of
board of elders, made the presentation at the close of the morning the
worship service on Sunday, Nov. 27. She recently decided to retire
from the
position. Mrs. Boone holds a bachelor's degree in music from
Toronto
Conservatory of Music in Toronto, Canada, and a master's degree
in
education from Murray State University. She continues to
serve on the
worship committee, as an assistant Sunday School teacher of
Young
Adult Class, and as vice chairman of Group III of Christian
Women's
Fellowship of church. Over the years she has served in
numerous
leadership roles in the life of the church. She is a teacher at
Murray Middle School.

Dublin is honored

MURRAY
TODAY

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

Patients are dismissed

"Travel, trouble, MUSIC, art,
A kiss, a frock, a rhyme, —
I never said they feed my heart,
But still, they pass my time."
- Dorothy Parker.
Today's West marked time with a
stodgy defense against today's
slam. Study the play to see if you
can find where West went wrong after South had found the best play in
the trump suit.
South won his diamond jack and
led a low trump toward dummy's
jack, West's queen winning. West
punched out a second diamond and
the rest was easy. Dummy's trump
jack was cashed, South got to his
hand via the club ace to draw the
trumps, and the only chore left was
to post the score.
Had West started with a heart or
club lead, it would not have mattered. South would have managed
his entries in a similar way to land
12 tricks.
West's mistake was not in the
opening lead but in his play after he
had won his queen of trumps. To
beat the slam, he must lead the
most unlikely card he holds — the
king of clubs. Look what that does to
South's entry problems.
South wins and cashes dummy's
trump jack, but how does he get
back to draw the trumps? Regardless of which red suit he tries to ruff.
West is ready with an overruff, and
instead of 12 tricks, South suffers
one down.

NORTH
11-25-A
•J 5
•A K7 3
•A K Q 105
•Q 6
WEST
EAST
•Q 10 9 2
+4
•J8
•Q 9 6 4 2
•9 8
•7 4 3 2
•K J 9 8 2
10 5 3
SOUTH
•A K 8 7 63
•10 5
•J 6
+A 74
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
1.
Pass
2•
Pass
3+
Pass
4
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5•
Pass
6
All pass
Opening lead: Diamond nine
BID WITH THE ACES
n 29-8

South holds

North
1 NT
2+

•Q 10 9 2
•J 8
•9 8
K J 982
South
2•

Rebecca Dublin, left, was presented with a "Grateful Appreciation'
plaque for her 16 years of service as secretary and treasurer of First
Christian Church at the annual congregational business meeting following the morning worship service on Sunday, No‘. 27. Dan McKee', right,
vice chairman of the church board and chairman of the board of elders,
made the presentation. Miss Dublin recently stepped down from the
position. She is a partner in the Landolt•Dublin Enterprises and will
become associated with Century 21 Realty in Murray. she continue., tit
serve the church as Sunday Scool teacher of high school Hass.
member of Adult Choir, a participant in the Emniaus Min ement, and a
deacon on the church board.

Beach Follies!
per
person
double
4 DaysiS Nights Sun.-Thurs.

at the Oceanfront Quality Inn-Bucc
• 3 Nights beautiful
accommodations
• Scrumptious Breakfast Buffet
each morning
• Dinner selection front our
Specialty Menu A different one
each night
Lobsterfest Backard Barbeque
Seafood Buffet
Surf and Turf
Faniil Style Fish Fn
o.re
.• tir
1 41
111:606/de

ANSWER: Three spades. On good
days a game will make. Maybe this
is one of the good days.

• A (1.1‘

plcrl,, I'I: ,h
• Afteri,,,I, I- I

There's 111,1

912/635-2261
•R.
2%.1.
Si Iteachvio% Dr.
chart, I.,
Jeks II Island, GA
valid u ith nhytii,•
31520 QualitY
Inn nite (Iffcr \i'vp 2
Buccaneer

Send bridge questions to The Aces, I'D Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 19116, United Feature Syndicate

Open House

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Saturday, December 3rd, 1988

FINAL MARKDOWN

Large Selection of Original Artwork & Unique Crafts
Prices Ranging From $5-$1,000

Water Colors
Line Drawings
Sculpture

Weavings
Pottery
Jewelry

Great Original Gift Idas for Christmas

25%45% off
Silk Arrangements, Silk Christmas Trees,
Christmas Decorations, Showcases,
Antiques, Collectibles, Furniture,
Cash Register and Much More!

— Art Supplies Also Available —

EVERYTHING MUST 001

Olive Street Gallery Gift Shop

Juanita's Flowers, Inc.

753-3188

PAGE
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000 Olive Street
Murray

917 Coldwater Rd

759 9920
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Homemakers hear Tuck at meeting
Theo Tuck, horticulturist,
presented a program on "Indoor
Plant Care, Diseases and Treatment, and Plant Propagation" at
the annual day meeting of
Calloway County Homemakers
held on Tuesday, Nov. 15, at Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Mrs. Tuck has her master's
degree in agriculture horticulture; has owned and operated
her own landscape business, and
has taught horticulture classes at
Murray State University.
Marla Thomason, county vice
president, planned and carried out
the theme of the program, "Green
Up with Plants." Each member
brought a plant to exchange and
these were used as table
decorations.
Cowie Talent, president,
presibled. Colleen Anderson,
secretary-treasurer, took a roll
call of clubs which showed 47
members present. Members were
reminded to turn in individual
dues of $3.25 per person and $1
each for Ovarian Cancer fund by
Dec. 31.
Special guest, Judy Stahler,
presented greetings from the Purchase area as the Area Extension
Homemaker president. Jean
Ooar, county extension agent in
home economics, and Clara
Bramley, EFN representative.
were present to advise and support the county organization.
The Calloway County organization was recognized for being 100
percent in Ovarian Cancer Fund
donations and for having the most
stable number of clubs in the Purchase area.
Local clubs recognized as
outstanding clubs because of
membership were Friendship.
South Murray, and New Concord.
Several members were recognized for perfect attendance.
A memorial moment was
observed for members who have
died in the past year.

(Cont'd from page

5)

Mid-Continent will register

L.

Mid-Continent Baptist College, Highway 45 North, Mayfield, will have
pre-registration for the spring semester, Dec. 5-9, according to Yvonne
Yates, registrar. Anyone, of any faith, interested in class offerings or
tuition costs, is urged to call 1-247-8521. First time students are advised
to contact the registrar's office now. Classes for the 1989 spring
semester will start Jan. 9.
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Connor Dane Olsen born
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Olsen, Rt. 1, Box 285A, Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Connor Dane, weighing seven pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 3:01 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one daughter, Aimee
Noelle, 5. The mother is the former Dawn Eldridge. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Eldridge, Puryear, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lund, Kodiak, Alaska. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Katie Charlton
and Mrs. Mourean George, both of Murray.

Judy Stahler, president of Purchase Area Homemakers, installed the new officers at the Annual
Day meeting of Calloway County
Homemakers at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Cultural Arts award winners
were as follows:
r Donna Jackson, knitting and
soft sculpture;
✓ Jane Key, wall hanging;
r Connie Talent.
miscellaneous;
✓ Betty Kirkenmeier, painting
and stitchery;
✓ Lavine Carter, oil painting;
✓ Delyghte Humphreys,
heritage skill;
✓ Pat Swisher, basket;
✓ Mary Moore, Christmas
ornament;
r luta Hutson, quilt.
Elected as new county president
was Vanda Gibson from the South
Murray Club to succeed Mrs.
Talent who has served for two
years. Ms. Gibson was installed by
Mrs. Stahler,zrea president.
New county chairmen announced were Connie Talent, cultural
arts; Faustine Walker, clothing
and textiles; and Judy Stahler,
international.
After the plant swap and door
prizes, Mrs. Talent closed the
meeting by leading the
Homemaker Creed.

Calloway County Outstanding Homemaker Club awards because of
membership were presented at the Annual Day meeting. Accepting the
awards, are, from left, Betty Kirkenmeier. New Concord Club, Theo
Tuck, Friendship Club, and Vanda Gibson. South Murray Club. Gibson
was also elected as the new county president to succeed Connie Talent.

Lynn Boaz at Salem Academy
Lynn Boaz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lyndel Johnson of St. Louis,
Mo., and Dan Boaz of Murray, has been elected secretary of the
sophomore class at Salem Academy, Winston-Salem, N.C. Salem
Academy is a four-year college preparatory boarding school for girls
located in the heart of Old Salem in Winston-Salem. Founded in 1772, it is
the oldest private school for girls in continuous operation in its original
location in the United States.

Shown here are door prizes and the many plants at Annual Day meeting
of Calloway County Homemakers at Seven Seas. Marla Thomason, vice
president, planned the program. Colleen Anderson is county secretarytreasurer. -

Theo Tuck, standing, speaks about "Plants" at Annual Day meeting of
Calloway County Homemakers at Seven Seas Restaurant.

Photos b) Connie Talent

Carstensen to speak
at Christian Church
Dr. Roger N. Carstensen will be
featured in his "Feast of The
Scriptures" program starting Sunday, Dec. 4, and continuing
through Tuesday, Dec. 6.
The speaker will focus on the
Book of Job from the Bible as he
speaks on "Why Do Good People
Suffer?"
In addition to the evening sessions, several additional talks will
be given including one on "How to
Tell Bible Stories" on Sunday,
Dec. 4, from 2 to 3 p.m. at church
The public is invited.
Dr. Carstensen will speak at
10:45 a.m. Sunday morning. The
"Feast" will begin Sunday at 5:45
p.m. with a mini-concert in the
sanctuary followed by scripture
study. A refreshment break and
Bible question session will be in
the Fellowship Hall beginning
about 7 p.m.
On Monday and Tuesday the sessions will begin with a miniconcert at 6:15 p.m. and the scripture study, refreshment break and
questions from 6:30 to 8:55 p.m.
Also on Tuesday there will be a
"Bible Story" breakfast at 7 a.m.
at Shoney's with Dr. Carstensen as
leader.
Dr. Carstensen, founder of the
Institute for Biblical Renewal,
Inc., headquartered in Athens,
Ga., holds five degrees and has
authored several books and
articles.
Prior to his present position. he
was associated with the Christian
College of Georgia, Northwest
Christian College and Phillips
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University.
His experience in ministry
spans all forms of media with
preaching, speaking and performing at the piano. He is in demand
for evangelistic meetings, youth
conventions, church conferences
and retreats, and Bible seminars.
"Dr. Carstensen's speaker
repertoire includes a broad variety of styles, high-lighting humor,
drama and poetry. He is uniquely
able to address every kind of audience from children to academic
leaders," said Dr. David Roos,
pastor of First Christian Church,
Murray.
The public is invited to attend all
session at the church, 111 North
Fifth St., Murray. A nursery will
be provided for the evening
sessions.
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Dr. R4ger N.Carstensen
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Local hospital lists newborns and dismissals

.c

ORDER YOUR
\
BAKED
COUNTRY HAMS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
Gibson's

Country Hams
make a great gift
Gibson s Aged (1 2 or whole)

Country Hams

Lb

No Charge For Slicing - Center Slices Available

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday.
Nov. 23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Revel baby boy, parents. Lisa
and Barry, Rt. 1, Box 100B, Henry,
Tenn.;
Stewart baby boy, parents. Tina
and David, 509 L.P. Miller,
Murray:
Montgomery baby girl, parents,
Tammy and Mike, 502 Broad St.,
Murray:
Clapp baby girl, parents, Karen
and William, Rt. 2, Wingo.
Dismissals
Christopher Swift. E-4 Coach
Estates, Murray; James Carlos
White, 1503 Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Murray; Mrs. Patricia Sue Ayres,
Rt. 1, Box 100, Stewart, Tenn.;

Register For FREE ountry Ham
to be given away weekly
NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Goin

WE SPECIALIZE IN SPECIAL CUT FRESH MEAT!
100 0o Pound

Ground Beef Patties
Pond Raised

Catfish

$ I 946
. .14 L b Bo.

$359

WE SHIP NATIONWIDE

- Wholesale & Retail Meat -

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-4 p.m, Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stampc
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Markel in Murray

Mrs. Patricia Massey, Rt. 1,
Box 70B, Puryear, Tenn.; John
Bradley Tharpe, Rr. 2, Box 68,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ladone Hill,
Rt. 2, Box 124. Wingo:
Mrs. Betty L. Stewart and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Box 246A, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Janice A. Haynes and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Leonard Liska, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Jackie Ray Murphy, Rt. 3, Box
1065, Murray: Mrs. Joyce E.
McLemore, Rt. 3, Box 283R,
Murray;
Miss Amy Knight, 206 North 13th
St., Murray; Mrs. Ethel Mae
Johnson, Box 247, Paris, Tenn.;
William Ronchetti, Box 101,
Hardin;
Mn. Lila Barddy. Rt. 2, Box 45,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Virgil Lee Edwards. Rt. 8, Box 267, Benton;
William Hoyt, Rt. 8, Box 422,

30%

Murray;
James E. Rice, Rt. 1, Box 552A,
Springville, Tenn.; Dewey 0.
Parks, 1623 Farmer. Murray;
Brown B. Sherbet, Box 48,
Dexter::
Mahlon D. Frizzell, 419 South
Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
Nell Higgins, Box 24, Almo; Neal
B. Brooks, Rt. 1, Box 141,
Farmington.
- --Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Nov. 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Willoughby baby boy, mother,
Melissa, No. 20 Green Acres Tr.
Park. Benton;
Bryan baby boy, parents,

Outof
usutess

Off Already Discounted Prices

•Shop early while supply is good
•Treat yourself to a new pair of shoes this Christmas

Ramsey Discount Shoes
East Side Court Square

753-3120

Elizabeth and Ronnie, Rt. 8, Box
492, Murray;
Crenshaw baby girl, parents,
Kim and Jerry, Rt. 2, Box 172B,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marliyn Gail Baust, 1519
London Dr., Murray; Mrs. Dean
Downey, 1105 Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs. Treva M. Jones, 217
South 13th St., Murray;
Ethelbert Hamil, 301 Ponderosa
Dr., Hickman; Martin J. Koca,
Rt. 6, Box 225B, Murray; J.D.
Robinson, D-26 Essex Downs Apt.,
Murray:
Fonza Orr (expired) Rt. 2, Box
285, Puryear, Tenn.
---Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Friday, Nov. 25. NO
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Benjamin Ewing Lyons, Rt. 1,
Box 454, Dexter; Mrs. Laura .11;
Bratton and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box
47A, Puryear. Tenn.:
. •
Mrs. Lisa Fuqua and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Judy F. Feckley
and baby girl, Shady Oaks No. a,
Murray;
Mrs. Shirley Ann Kirk, Rt.
Box 31, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Judy F. Brumley, Rt. 5, Box Lig
Murray; Mrs. Cora Pafford, Rt.t
Box 36, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mr. Karen D. Clapp and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Tina Li
Stewart and baby boy, 509 L.P.
Miller, Murray.
One newborn admission
dismissals at Murray-C,allo
County Hospital for Saturd*
Nov. 26, have been released
follows:
Newborn admission
Schroader baby girl, pare
Marsha and Kerry, Rt. 10, box
Benton.
(Ooat'd atpage 7)
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— A hush-hush countdown continued today with the space shuttle
Atlantis and its five-man crew facing an unfavorable weather
forecast for Thursday's scheduled
liftoff for a secret military
mission.
A 21-member team of launch
managers and engineers today
was to take over key decisions
leading to the launch, and the
preliminary forecast indicated
high winds and clouds.
Also scheduled today were jet
training flights for the five
military astronauts assigned to
the mission, equipment checks
and operations reviews.
The decision-making group is
headed by former astronaut
Robert Crippen, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's deputy director for
shuttle operations, who has sole
authority to approve or stop a
launch.
A brief statement was expected
late in the day on the readiness of
Atlantis and its military crew for a
mission that reportedly will
deploy the $500 million Lacrosse
satellite to spy on the Soviet
Union.
NASA, meanwhile, remained

silent on the exact status of the
countdown after announcing that
it had started early Monday. Officials will say only that the launch
is set for sometime between 6:32
a.m. and 9:32 a.m. Thursday.
Sources have reported liftoff
will occur about 7 a.m. if wealther
and other conditions are
acceptable.
NASA and the Defense Department issue periodic reports that
the countdown is progressing but
want to keep its precise status
secret to cloak the exact time of
launch.
There also will be a news
blackout through the flight on
what the astronauts are doing in
orbit.
Pentagon officials contend the
secrecy makes it more difficult for
the Soviet Union to monitor the
flight and learn its purpose.
But the Soviets, through its news
agency Tass, have indicated they
know much about the mission.
Tass said Sunday the main task
of the flight is to release a new
generation reconnaissance
satellite, codenamed Lacrosse, to
"conduct surveillance over the
territory of the Soviet Union with
the help of updated radar." The
agency also said the satellite will
play the role of "eye" for
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(Cont'd from page 6)
Dismissals
Mrs. Elizabeth Bryan and baby
boy, Rt. 8, Box 492, Murray; Miss
Melissa Willoughby and baby boy,
No. 20, Green Acres Tr. Park,
Benton;
•
Mrs. Vivian D. Nolan, Rt. 2, Box

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1.988

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll get a lot accomplished, but
concentration wanes towards the end
of the work day. In matters of
pleasure, your tendency now is to go
overboard. Watch expenditures.

.TAURUS

Fir

(Apr.20 to May 20)
Be practical about home repairs.
You're definitely in a romantic mood
now and should plan something
special. Some will bring a creative
project to completion.

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Be sure of your

CANCER
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SCORPIO

SAGFITAR RJS

(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You're in a compassionate mood
today and will help someone in need.
It should be a productive day for you
on the job, but don't mix business and
pleasure tonight.

(June 21 to July 22)
Handle executives in business with
tact. A friend exhibits signs of
boa-stfulness. An evening of soft lights
and dreamy music with someone you
love would suit you fine now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Friends tempt you to unnecessary
extravagance, but concentration is
good on the job. You'll gladly do a
family member a favor. Be careful
driving in the late hours.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Singles meet with romantic intro
ductions now. Couples are busy with
the concerns of children. Going out
'for the evening is favored as long as
you avoid excess spending.

,LIBRA

(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Social life may be more costly than
anticipated. Decorating projects at
home are favored today. You may buy
someone a -gift or other thoughtful
'reminder.

(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You could go way overboard in
spending, hut you're practical where
educational interests are concerned.
You may meet with romance today.

AQUARIUS
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WE'LL WRAP IT
WE'LL SEND IT
If you wish — any gift* purchased at The Party
Mart will be properly packed and delivered in excellent condition anywhere in the U.S. to the
street oddress you furnish. . . only the U.P.S.
charges will be added to your purchase.
•(alco)'ol.c be.eroues excluded)
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The Part•y Mart
poducah's most interesting store

Hannan Plaza
442-0011

Cl MU NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE
A.S.SN

Colson, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Lisa M.
WASHINGTON (API Interest
Revel, Rt. 1, Box 100B, Henry
rates on short-term Treasury
Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary E. Cowan, 1017 securities rose in the latest auction
Reynolds, Paris, Tenn.; Rexie W. to the highest level in more than
Jackson, Rt. 1, Hardin; Edward 0. 317,2 years.
The Treasury Department sold
Chadwick, 205 South 12th St.,
$7.2 billion in three-month bills at
Murray;
Mrs. Esther Doores (expired) an average discount rate of 8.05
percent on Monday, up from 7.97
and Rev. Malcolm Roberts (expercent last week. Another $7.2
pired), both of Long Term Care
billion was sold in six-month bills
Unit, MCCH.
at an average dikcount rate of 8.13
percent, up from 7.99 percent last
week.
Two newborn admissions and
The rates were the highest since
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
three-month bills sold for 8.14 perCounty Hospital for Sunday, Nov. cent
on April 8, 1985, and six27, have been released as follows: month bills
averaged 8.2'7 percent
Newborn admissions
on April 15, 1885.
Muse baby girl, parents, Wanda
The new discount rates
and Jeff, 311 Cedar St., Paris, understate the actual
return to inTenn.;
vestors — 8.33 percent for threePaschall baby boy, parents Tina month bills
with a $10,000 bill selland Stephen. Rt. 2, Box 275A, ing for $9,796.5
0 and 8.60 percent
Puryear, Tenn.
for six-month bills selling for
Dismissals
$9,589.00.
Mrs. Tammy L. Montgomery
In a separate report, the
and baby girl, 502 Broad St., Mur- Federal Reserve said Monday
that
ray; Paul Copeland, 1626 West the average yield for one-year
Main St., Apt. 2, Murray;
Treasury bills, the most popular
Mrs. Fanellis Birdsong, Rt. 3, index for making changes in
adBox 161, Murray; Bradley Guy justable rate home mortgages.
McCuan, Rt. 1, Box 132, Tunnell rose to 8.71 percent last week after
Hill, Ill.; Miss Janette Louise averaging 8.55 percent the week
Allen, 401 Ash St., Murray.
before.

ty luncheon at around 2 p.m. EST
During his tenure as president,
Monday and was taken to Berea Hutchins was responsible for readHospital, where he died at approx- mitting black students to Berea in
imately 11 p.m.
1950. He also established new
Hutchins, a native of Northfield, degree programs in nursing, inMass., served as the college's fifth dustrial arts and business adpresident from 1939 to 1967. suc- ministration. Berea enjoyed
Li
ceeding his father, William J. fivefold increase in its budget an , .
Hutchins.
endowment under his leadership.
Hutchins graduated with a
Hutchins is survived by his wife.
bachelor's degree from Oberlin Louise Hutchins, and four
College in Ohio in 1925 and went on children.
to earn a master's degree in interFuneral services will be held at
national relations from Yale 2 p.m. on Friday at the Union
University in 1933.
Church in Berea.
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Outs And this year comes a new •
give it even more versatility Shift ur•
pullinpbs
Any vehicle can be dangerous if'ndden impropeny or pry
,
owners manual carefully Mom you ride Get proper training an
•
maneuvers beyond your capabilities Never ride
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wpas
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sow
Don't let things slide at work today.
Partners face extra responsibilities
together. Some are busy making
plans for an unusual pleasure trip.
IF BORN TODAY, you are creative
and adventurous. You may be especially skilled with the written and
spoken word. Inventive, with leadership abilities, you're a person destined to stand out from the crowd. At
times you can be fixed in your views
and must be careful not to force your
views on others. Teaching, writing,
law, and medicine are some of the
fields which promise you fulfillment.
You're responsible by nature, hut do
not trust others readily. Birthdate of:
Dick Clark, producer;
Winston
Churchill, statesman; and Abbie Hoffman, actitist.

509 Lone Oak Rd

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
ANY PURCHASE
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al blockage from arteriosclerosis.
This makes sense because exercise
has been shown to have beneficial
cardiovascular effects, including the
reduction of blood cholesterol, high
blood pressure, psychic stress, elevated blood sugar and the risk of heart
attack, breast cancer, colon cancer
and calcium loss. It also lessens the
consequences of aging.
In short, exercise is healthful.
DEAR DR GOTT. Our grandson, 7,
is hoarse most of the time The
doctor
says there's nothing that can be
done
for the nodules in this throat,
except
keep the boy from talking too
much.
He's obviously never lived with a
7year-old. Isn't there something we
can do?
DEAR READER: If your grandson
is hoarse because of nodules on his
vocal cords, he should be examined by
a
qualified pediatric otolaryngologist, a
children's ear, nose and throat
specialist_
Voice rest for a 7-year-old -is impractical. He needs the attention of an
expert.

(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
1/11A
Social contacts are helpful to your
career today. Do further research
about an investment matter. Cut
down on extravagances in connection with home_

ty
he

NO
d.

coe

(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You'll be hearing from some old
friends now. You're in the mood to
write a love letter or to take a chance
on your creativity • today. An early
night is best for you.

CAPRICORN

facts. Curb a
tendency to exaggerate. Someone at
Work may appeal to you romantically.
Attend to domestic tasks and other
family obligations.

Box

118, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Catherine R. Starks, Rt. 1, Box 81,
Almo; Mrs. Sanova Dodd, 809
North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Kimberly D. Crenshaw and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 172B,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. 011ie C.

in the bloodstream) she should be examined to
find the source of the clots. Sometimes surgery is necessary to remove
roughened arterial linings on which
blood can clot and, later, break off,
possibly causing stroke or visual
disturbances.
On the other hand, if she has arterial spasm (or migraine equivalents),
the treatment would be non-surgical.
Your wife needs a diagnosis. This
should be possible through the combined efforts of an eye specialist and
an internist, a physician trained in.
diagnosis.
For more information. I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Medical Specialists." Other readers
who would like a copy ,should sent El
with their name and address to P.O.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I've heard that
exercise increases the amount of
plaque on the artery walls. Is this
true?
DEAR READER: I do not believe
so. All the studies I have read tout the
value of exercise in preventing arteri-

Hutchins dead of stroke at 86

Short-term security
interest rates rise

Hospital...
stry
'th

America's new B-2 stealth
PETER
bomber.
GOTT, M D
The Tass information is similar
to that reported in recent weeks in
this country.
The Atlantis commander is
DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife has had
Navy Cmdr. Robert L. Gibson, the
pilot is Air Force Lt. Col. Guy S. several incidents — each one lasting
longer —in which she loses part of her
Gardner, and the mission
vision. She could only see half the obspecialists are Col. Richard M. ject
she was looking at. Doctors mutMullane and Lt. Col. Jerry L. Ross
ter "optic nerve" but that's as far as it
of the Air Force and Navy Cmdr. has gotten. Can she be helped?
William M. Shepherd.
DEAR READER: The loss of half
the visual field is usually due to a cirCrippen's team of NASA and
culatory problem.
contractor experts was assembled
For example, a blood clot in a retifor the first time before
nal artery will usually cause visual
September's launch of Discovery
difficulties in half the retina. Arterial
— first shuttle flight since the spasm acts
the same way. Some paChallenger disaster of January
tients with migraine will temporarily
1986.
lose part of their vision because of
One reason it was established
spasm.
If your wife is having episodic
was a breakdown in communicablindness due to emboli(fragments of
tions that prevented cold weather
concerns of some engineers from
reaching those who made the decision to launch Challenger on its illfated mission. The cold was cited
as contributing to the rocket
failure that destroyed the shuttle
and killed its crew of seven.
The Crippen team monitors the
BEREA, Ky.(AP — Dr. Francis
countdown closely and makes the
Hutchins, president emeritus of
go-ahead decisions for important
Berea College, has died after sufmilestones such as filling Atlantis' fering a stroke. He was 86.
fuel tank, scheduled for WednesHutchins was stricken at a faculday night.
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After the Rotary Christmas Parade.....--4 t
I III
Join Us for the

Bel-Air Christmas Kick-Off,
Visit Santa 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
Photos with Santa 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
- Register For These Great Gifts To Be Given Awa
y.
PeoPles Bank.
Bank of Murray, & Murray Ins
$300 Savings Bond
Murray Cablevision
3 Free Mo. of Disney
Merele-Norman
Bottle of Decollette
Judy 8z Shere's
A Curling Iron
Pier I Imports
A Rattan King Chair
Sears
A Boom Box
Artcraft Photography
Free Photo' Package
Carolyn's Corner
Swivel Rocker
Keel's Vacuum
$25 Gift Certificate
Murray Florists
$25- Gift Certificate
Video Mart
A Weeks rree VCR Rental and 5 Movies
Spoke 'N Pedal...
....A Scooter
Treas Do-It-Center.
A Cordless Power Screwdriver
Murray Sewing Center.
POrtable SingertZg-Zag Sewing Machine
Bel-Air Laundry
$25 Worth of Free Dry Cleaning
Storey's Food Giant
A Country Ham
Sirloin Stockade
$25 Gift Certificate

All Prizes Will Be Awarded by Santa at 4:00 p.m.

Don't Miss the Fun
At the Bel-Air Center
Saturday, December 3rd
SO

,
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0
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Martin puts on second-half shOw for NBA scouts

Jeff Martin

Staff Report
Martin, held to only nine shots
BEAUMONT, Tx. — The NBA before going to the bench with
scouts from the Dallas Mavericks three fouls in the first half, conmay have thought they'd wasted nected on eight of 12 shots in the
their ticket in the first half — but second period for game-high totals
6-6 senior forward Jeff Martin put of 27 points for the Racers, while
on his scoring show in the second Chris Odgen collected 14 points
half Monday night at Lamar and 12 rebounds.
University.
"We asked Jeff to move more
Plagued bY first-half foul trou- without the ball," Murray State
ble, Murray State's Martin fired coach Steve Newton said of Maroff the bench for a second-half bar- tin's second-half offense, "and
rage that lifted the 2-0 Racers asked others to screen for him
away from the rallying Lamar more. Our guards did a good job of
Cardinals, 96-83.
looking him up."

Newton also praised the "defensive fast break" of the Racer
guards. "Our ability to keep them
in their halfcourt game was important," he said. "We placed emphasis on shutting down their
passing lanes and getting our
guards back in what we call our
defensive fast break."
The coach was also pleased with
Murray's patience on offense in
the second half, calling it a sign of
"more maturity."
Lamar, 1-1, took a 2-0 lead on a
slam dunk, but Murray State tied

the game, then took the lead when
Ogden deflected an alley-oop pass
into Linzie Foster's hands and
Martin sank a jumper off an
Ogden assist at the 18:30 mark.
The Racers began surging and
falling back in front of the Texas
crowd. Murray led by seven
before Lamar cut the margin .to
20-18, prompting the Racers to extend the cushion to 28-21 with 9:11
left in the half.
The Racers went on to a tenpoint lead before Lamar sliced the
gap again, cutting the lead to

Marshals, Tigers seen
as district contenders
BY DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The battle for the Fourth
District title this season seems to
boil down to a clash between
defending champ Marshall County
and the Murray High Tigers.
"I think history shows that the
fourth district is the toughest in
the region," Calloway coach Craig
Morris said. "I think Murray and
Marshall are the best teams in the
region, with Marshall having a
slight edge."
Murray coach Cary Miller
doesn't quite feel his team is up to
par with Marshall at the present
time.
"I think Marshall is one of the
five best teams in the state,"
Miller said. "I don't know yet how
good we're going to be.
Both teams seem to have strong
inside play, while the Marshals
also have the luxury of a returning
starting point guard. Mayfield and
Calloway County look to be a notch
below the defending champs and
the upstart Tigers.
The Marshals, who lost last
season in the state tournament to
Pleasure Ridge Park, return two
starters arid a top reserve from
last year's First Region champs.
The big two are post players Dan
Hall and Mike Langhi. Hall, who
has already signed a letter-of-

Miller gets
hot for UK
in 89-71 win

intent to play for C.M. Newton at
Vanderbilt, averaged 16.3 points
and 10.1 rebounds a contest.
Langhi, an inch tallier at 6-8, complements Hall well inside. Junior
point guard Aaron Beth returns in
the backcourt to run the offense.
However, the Marshals will feel
the loss of Mitch Cothran, now at
Murray State, whose long-range
bombs kept the defense from sagging in on the inside game. Coach
Allan Hatcher must find someone
to fill Cothran's shoes.
Murray lost the district champipnship title to Marshall in Draffernville last March, and fell in the
first round of the regional to
Hickman County, the regional
runnerup.
Murray's run for the district title will also depend on a strong inside game. Jim Hornbuckle and
James Payne return to give Miller
a strong tandem inside the paint.
Jason Joseph, a transfer
sophomore, could figure into the
Tiger attack as the year
progresses.
Despite returning Hornbuckle
and Payne, both two-year
starters, Miller also notes the
Tigers lost four out of their top six
players from last year's team.
The big question marks for the
Tigers will be in the backcourt.
(Cont'd on page 9)

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
Before the third-place game of the
Great Alaska Shootout, Derrick
Miller thought of his grandparents, who had passed away last
winter.
"I asked the Lord to help me do
something to make them proud,"
the 6-foot-5-inch Kentucky guard
said.
He then went out and scored 36
points, one shy of the Shootout
record, leading the Wildcats to an
89-71 victtry Monday night over
California.
Miller didn't get in the game until late in the first half after Chris
Mills, Kentucky's second-leading
scorer, got in foul trouble.
Miller made his first two shots,
both 3-pointers, and his nine points
in the last two minutes of the half
trimmed an eight-point deficit to
38-34 at intermission.
"Once I hit my first two shots, I
just got that feeling," he said.
Miller made his first seven shots
of the second half, four of them
3-pointers. "I didn't take any bad
shots," Miller said. "I just let the
game come to me."
He made 13 of 15 shots in all, but
he missed his easiest shot of the
night. a baseline jumper in the
final minute that would have given
him the Shootout record.
"I don't care about the record as
long as we win," Miller said,
especially since few people expected Kentucky would finish as
high as third in the Shootout.
Miller did set a record for most
3-pointers — seven — in a Shootout
game.

Lady Marshals 'stumble,
but are still the favorites
BY DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The mighty may have stumbled,
but they have yet to fall.
The Marshall County Lady Marshals are clearly the favorite in
the girls' Fourth District race, but
the powerful Marshals may not be
the absolute sure bet they've been
in the past.
"I still think they're the
favorite, but they'll be weaker,"
Calloway coach Rose Elder said.
"Not only will they be weaker but
I think the other teams in the
district are stronger than they've
been."
"I don't think they are going to
have the size they've had in the
past," Murray coach Jimmy Harrell said. "But they'll still be
tough."
"We're going to be different
than we have in the past because
we don't have the big post player,"
coach Howard Beth admits.
The Lady Marshals have had the
luxury in the last few seasons of
possessing a strong inside game.
paced by all-state players like
Mary Taylor and Staphanie
Gossum. But now Beth, who lost
four starters from last season's
regional champs, will have to rely
on much more of an outside game
Beth will count on Alicia Sells
and Kristie Walker, who was hobbled by injury last season, if the
Lady Marshals are to dominate
the First Region as they have in
.
the past.
Calloway and Murray both dropped their district tournament
openers last season. Both coaches

feel that their ball clubs should be
better than last season's teams.
"I feel like we're going to be better than we were last season,"
Harrell said. "We're going to have
to play the games to find out."
Murray will be led by two
seniors, 6-1 center Michelle Jones
and 5-4 guard Yolanda Greenfield.
The thing that concerns Harrell is
the inside play of his ball club.
"We're going to have to count on
young people for depth," Harrell
said.
Harrell, whose team lost to Marshall in the first round of the
ditrict last season, sees the Lady
Marshals as the "clear favorite."
Elder, whose team fell ta
Mayfield in the tournament
opener last season, said her club is
going to be led by Erika Musgrow.
"Erika Musgrow is starting for
the fourth year in a row. She was
our leading scorer last season."
Elder will also count on two
other seniors, Stephanie Barnett
and Holly Cherry to provide
backcourt leadership for her club.
Cynthia Garland holds down the
center postion. And like Murray,
Calloway is counting on some
young people for depth.
"Our young kids will have to
solidify our defense," Elder said.
Mayfield finished 11-16 last
season, dropping a 62-34 decision
in the district final to the Lady
Marshals. The Lady Cardinals will
be led by junior Lori Beth McCuller, who came on slrong
towards the end of the season last
year. Merri Stratton and
Stephanie Bell also return from
last year's top players.

38-34. Even with Martin on the
bench, the Racers held off the
Lamar surge, however, closing
the first half with a 48-45 edge.
Lamar held a brief 57-54 lead in
the second half before a steal and
two free throws from Terence
Brooks pushed the lead back
toward the Racer side. Brooks added 16 points to the Racer ledger.
Murray began pulling away,
taking their largest lead at that
point on a Martin 3-pointer with
7:45 left to play for a 77-65 lead.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Ohio State's 1,40 Bobcats tried without success to block Sheila Smith's
view of the action in Monday's
open'àound victory in the Hawaiian Tropic-Shoney's Classic.

Staff photo by David Ramey

Smith paces `sluggish' MSU women
III' D.-'i% ID R AMEY
Sports Writer
It was a sluggish effort, but the Murray State Lady
Racers pulled out a 94-70 win over Ohio University in
the opening round of the Hawaiian Tropic-Shoney's
Classic Monday night in Racer arena.
The Lady Racers. now 2-0 on the year. will battle
Evansville tonight at 7:30 for the tournament title.
Ohio meets Montevallo in the consolation contest at
5:30 p.m.
For the second staight game, MSU came back
from a second half deficit, this time trailing by seven
with 16:02 remaining. But behind the offensive production Of Sheila Smith. who tossed in 38 points.
breaking a tournament single game scoring mark,
the Lady Racers bounced ,back for the victory.
MSU overcame a first half which saw the Lady
Racers connect on just 38 percent of their field goal
attempts while the Lady Bobcats were shooting 57
percent.from the floor.
"We haven't shot the ball well this season," Lady
Racer coach Bud Childers said. "Even in practice
we haven't shot the ball well "
•
Childers' blamed the poor shooting on poor shot
selection. He also took blame himself.
"I take part of the blame myself," he said. "My
g,oal Innight west:).pl2y a loLoi_people and I think-we
lacked continuity on offense early.
Childers shook up the starting line-up replacing
Rona Poe and Michelle Wenning, who both missed
practice Sunday. with Tawnya Pierce and Angie
Waldon.

MSU jumped out to a 6-2 advantage, with Smith
hitting two field goals, including one 3-pointer. The
lead got up to six, at 10-4, when Pierce hit a jumper
with 16:01 left. Smith hit a free throw to move it to
seven, and it eventually got up to nine, with 12:30 remaining, when Poe hit a jumper from the left side.
But the patience of the Lady Bobcat offense paid off
as they outscored the Lady Racers 13-4 over the next
four minutes. taking the lead with seven minutes left
when Laura Reding hit a jumper from 17 feet.
OU built up its led to four, but MSC battled back to
take a two point advantage, as Smith hit a 3-pointer
and a free throw. and Tresina Ezell had a charity
toss. The teams battled back and forth until OU
claimed a three-point advantage when
Leslie
O'Brien hit a jumper from the right side with 25
seconds remaining. Smith answered with a bucket,
giving OU a 41-40 halftime advantage.
Ohio scored the first five points of the second half.
with Reding hitting two field goals and Kristen Holt
connecting on a free throw A Tracy Williams
jumper just inside the 3-point line gave OU a sevenpoint advantage with 16:02 left.
Smith then hit a lay-up on a feed from Poe. A Wenning free throw, a Poe conversion off a steal, and a
Wenning turn around in the lane with 13:33 remaining knotted the seore up at 62 with 13:a3 left. Holt
answered tack with a 15 tooter. but Cindi Brazee.
who came off the bench to spark the Lady Racers.
tied it right back up with a banker off the glass.
Dawn Heideman scored on a turnaround inside to
(Cont'd on page 9)

Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton.
who has coached Darrell Walker,
Sidney Moncrief and Rex Chapman — said he's never seen
anything like it in his 19-year
career.
"I've had so many great guards
in my career... but I don't believe
I've ever seen a guard shoot the
ball that well," Sutton said. "He
was on fire. I don't think I've ever
seen anybody shoot any better
than he did from that range."
Miller had played only 24
minutes in Kentucky's first three
games, scoring just nine points. In
16 games last season, he scored a
total of 21 points. The soft-spoken
Miller said the deaths of his grandparents a month apart affected his
play last season.
Miller's 3-pointer with 16:25 left
gave Kentucky a 45-42 lead, its
first of the game and one California never could overcome.
Sutton said to the coaching staff
earlier in the afternoon that someone else had to step'forward to
relieve the scoring burden from
Mills and LeRon Ellis, who had
provided most of Kentucky's offense this season.
Mills finished with 21 points,
despite limited playing time
because of foul trouble. Ellis add-ed 14 for the Wildcats, 2-2.
Keith Smith led California with
19 points, 17 in the first half.
Leonard Taylor had 16 for the
Golden Bears, 1-2.

Krieg throws five touchdown passes as Seahawks repel Raiders
SEATTLE ;AP ; — Steve Largent. pass catcher extraordinaire. says
he has never seen Seattle Seahawks quarterback Dave Krieg throw any
better.
"I told Dave that during the fourth quarter," Largent said Monday
night after Krieg passed for,five touchdowns in a 35-27 victory over the
Los Angeles Raiders.
"I told him I'd never seen him throw the ball with more confidence and
accuracy." said the NFL's multiple record-holding wide receiver.
So how did Krieg respond to Largent?
"I think I could have thrown the ball better sometimes, especially on
the interceptions," Krieg said. "The two interceptions stick out in my
mind more than the five touchdowns "
Krieg did throw two interceptions in the third quarter as the Raiders
took a 27-21 lead, but he threw five touchdown passes in a game for the
third time in his nine-year career with the Seahawks, a club record

Krieg completed touchdown passes of 15 yards to Largent. 6 yards to
rookie Brian Blades, 11 yards to Paul Skansi, 7 yards to Curt Warner and
20 yards to Louis Clark. It was Largent's first touchdown catch of the
season and Clark's first NFL reception.
For the first time in the Seahawks' history, they had two men rush for
more than 100 yards in a game. Warner gained 130 yards on 27 carries
and John L. Williams rushed for 105 yards on 17 carries.
"You've got to give all the credit to our offensive line," said Williams,
the Seahawks' fullback. "They created the holes for us to run through."
Bo Jackson, who shredded the Seahawks for 221 yards in a 37-14
Raiders' win in the Kingdome in a Monday !light game last November,
was held to 31 yards on 13 came,
"We tackled him." replied Darren Comeaux, who replaced $11-million
linebacker Brian Bosworth in Seattle's defense Monday night. Bosworth
missed the game because of a sore shoulder

In his third game back after missing seven games because of a
separated right shoulder suffered in Week 3 in San Diego, Krieg completed 16 of 28 passes for 220 yards.
"That's what makes it really impressive," Largent said. "Dave Krieg
misses all those games and comes back and has this kind of game for us.
He was really on the money. He was really outstanding."
The victory allowed the Seahawks, 7-6, to move into a first-place tie
with Denver in the AFC West. The Raiders, who stalled the weekend
tied for first place in the division, dropped to 6-7.
"The people who think this is a ho-hum division should have seen this
game tonight," Seattle Coach Chuck Knox said
"We're still in it, but we have to win the next three," said first-year
Raiders Coach Mike Shanahan.
The Seahawks, Broncos and the Raiders play each other once in the
final three weeks.
4
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Lady Lakers open with road victory, 62-51
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Staff Report
tributed for us."
The Calloway County Lady
Calloway jumped out to a nine
Lakers opened their season Mon- point first quarter
advantage, and
day with a 62-51 victory on the led by ten at
halftime. CCHS
road over Lone Oak.
withstood a Lone Oak rally, as the
Erika Musgrow led the way for Lady Flash cut
the lead to
the Lady Lakers as she bucketed entering the fourth quarter. five
21 points. Pam Bucy tossed in 14,
"Pam Bucy hit the big shots in
while Cynthia Garland, despite the fourth quarter,"
Elder said.
battling an illness, added 11.
"We were 9-of-10 from the free
Lone Oak was led by Shawn Huf- throw line in the fourth
quarter."
fwe who had 18, while Patricia
Calloway connected on 23 field
Jones had 12.
goals to LOHS 15. The Lady
"We had a real good first Lakers outshot Lone
Oak from the
quarter," Lady Laker coach Rose free throw line, hitting 16-of-2'7
Elder said. "I felt like we got from the charity stripe,
while the
tired. Everyone who played con- Lady Flash was
9-of-18.

CCHS outrebounded Lone, Oak nine entering the scoring
column
30-25, with Ann Paul leadinethe
Both teams are in action Thursway with nine, followed by Holly day evening as they
host Paducah
Cherrrwith eight. Lone Oak was Tilghman. The
doubleheader
led by Niki Henderson with four.
starts in Jeffrey Gym at 6 p.m.
The Lady Lakers' junior varsity
Calloway (62) — Muskgrow 21,
came away with a 46-39 victory Bucy 14, Garland
11, Cherry 6,
over the Lady Flash. Freshman Herndon 6, Paul
4, Evans,
forward Ann Paul led the way with Lambert. 23 FG, 16-27
FT, 30 re12 points and six rebounds, while bounds (Paul 9).
sophomore gurad Monica Evans
Lone Oak (51) — Huttwe 8,
tossed in nine points, and pulled P.Jones 12, Meadows
7, Brantley
down five rebounds.
5, Henderson 4, C.Jones 4. 15 FG,
"We had a real good balanced 9-18 F1', 4 3-pts., 25
rebounds
effort," jayvee coach Tommy (Henderson 6).
Greer said. Eleven players took
Records — Calloway 1-0, Lone
the floor for the Lady Lakers, with Oak 0-1.

Defending Super Bowl champs reduced to
playing out the season for pride and jobs

HERNDON, Va. (AP) — The Washington Redskins have resigned
down.
themselves to playing out the season with only their self-esteem on the
Even defensive end Dexter Manley. who leads the Redskins with 10
line.
sacks, isn't totally sure whether he'll be around next season when
Last year at this time, the Redskins had already wrapped up the NFC Washington tries to pick up the pieces.
East title. Now, however, the defending Super Bowl champions are
"Some guys are going to be out of here. I may be one of them," he
mired in a three-game losing streak that has left them at 6-7 and with declared.
virtually no hope of making it back to the playoffs.
While it appear ludicrous to throw Gibbs' name in among the people in
"It's a pride factor for them, kind of a test of what's inside of you," the organization who must worry about
job security, the NFL's winn-Coach Joe Gibbs said Monday. "It's a situation where you're going to ingest active coach discussed the
possibility.
have to really want it bad."
"I can only lose so many games and owner Jack Kent Cooke is going
The Redskins harbored hopes of returning to the playoffs until Sunday, to tell me, 'Hey, Joe. I can't go any further,"
Gibbs said. "But let me
when the Cleveland Browns twice came from behind to register a 17-13 say this: I don't worry one bit about that."
victory. With that loss, Washington all but assured itself of becoming the
Gibbs, in fact, thought he and the Redskins might one day derive
fifth defending Super Bowl champion in the last nine to miss the something positive out a season that
has been ruined by, among other
playoffs.
things, injuries, costly turnovers and countless untimely penalties.
"I'd say the odds are pretty gloomy," said Redskins quarterback
"Sometimes the downturns and the tough times make you a better perMark Rypien, named the team's starter next Sunday against the son, a better coach, a better player,"
he said. "It's been a long time
Philadelphia Eagles.
since we lost like this, and now we've got to find out what we're made
Since Gibbs took over as head coach in 1981, Washivton has been of.
among the league's most successful franchises. But not the Redskins
Gibbs would dearly love to see his team rebound against the Eagles,
have lost four out of five and their incentive for the remainder of the who are perched atop the NFC East with
an 8-5 record.
season has nothing to do with playoff booty.
"We're walking into something there that's going to be tough to over"You've got to take the bad times with the good times to see what come. We know that," Gibbs said. "It's
going to be a real test for us.
you're made of," offensive tackle Joe Jacoby said. "We'll find out about Very few people will give us much of a
chance in this one."
that the next three weeks."
For his part, Rypien is looking forward to giving the Eagles a bit of
In addition to gauging his team's character over the upcoming three what the Redskins have been experienc
ing this season as defending
weeks, Gibbs will attempt to determine which players are worth keeping world champions.
around for next year.
"Now we can take some licks at someone else," Rypien said. "People
"Each of us wants to keep his job. That's what the coaches will be look- have risen up to play the Redskins this year.
Now we have a chance to
ing at," Rypien said. "They've seen what we can do under ideal condi- get them to spend the holidays the same
way as us — watching the
tions, and now they want to see what we can do when' the chips are playoffs on TV."

Loyola-Marymount offense sets record
The Associated Press
Loyola Marymount led the
NCAA in scoring last season.
This season, it didn't take long
for the Lions' offense to enter the
NCAA record book.
Loyola. which led NCAA Division I in scoring last season with a
110.3 average, beat Azusa Pacific
164-138 Monday night, tying the
NCAA record for points scored by
a Division I team against a non-

Division I opponent.
Nevada-Las Vegas set the
record in a 164-111 victory over
Hawaii-Hilo on Feb. 19, 1976.
"It was a first game," Loyola
coach Paul Westhead said after
the Lions' opener. "You're just
trying to get a feel of where you
are, who's healthy and who's fit.
The 302 points set an NCAA
record for a game involving a
Division I team. The previoliQ

record for a non-overtime game
was 275 in Nevada-Las Vegas' victory over Hawaii-Hilo. The record
including overtime was 282 in
Nevada-Las Vegas' 142-140 tripleovertime victory over Utah State
on Jan. 2, 1985
Hank Gathers scored 33 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds for
Loyola and Jeff Fryer scored 27.
Enoch Simmons had 21 points and
six assists for the Lions, who had

ix Vters in double figures.
In games involving teams in the
Top Twenty, No. 4 Syracuse beat
Cornell 91-66, No. 8 Missouri beat
Tennessee-Martin 97-55, No. 10
North Carolina beat Stanford
87-76, No. 12 Georgia Tech beat
Coastal Carolina 95-65, No. 16
North Carolina State beat Akron
87-67 and No. 20 Tennessee beat
Mississippi 84-76.

Smith paces...
(Cont'd from page 8)
regain the lead for Ohio. but Smith
tied it on a 20-foot jumper. Brazee
gave MSU the lead for good when
she connected on a drive from the
right side with 10:49 left. MSU held
the Lady Bobcats scoreless until
Heideman hit two free throws with
7:36 left, while Smith tossed in
eight points for Murray during the

same stretch. For the remainder
of the contest, the Lady Racers
built their lead, until Ezell made it
24 when she scored with six
seconds left.
In addition to Smith's 38 points,
on 15-of-27 shooting from the field,
Poe and Wenning came off the
bench each to contribute 10, with
Karen Johnson adding nine. Smith

Marshals, Tigers...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Miller is counting on a committee
system for handling the guard
duties.
"We're going to have depth in
the backcourt," Miller said. He
said it is too early to decide the
two starters but Willis Cheaney,
Chris Dill, Brian Sowerbey, or
Mike Fulton are definitely in the
hunt.
Calloway County seems to be a
notch below Marshall County and
Murray and a notch above
Mayfield. The Lakers have just
one starter and four lettermen
returning from last season's team
which lost to Murray in the first
round of the district tournament.
Coach Craig Morris is looking for
some Lakers to step forward to
give his club a shot at the district
title.
"We're very inexperienced,"
Morris said. "We're going to be
bigger and hopefully we'll grow
stronger during the season."
The lone returning starter is
Tim Armstrong, a senior point
guard. Armstrong will run the offense and is a three point shot
threat. Harv Newton joins Armstrong in the backcourt to give the

Lakers strong tandem.
But Morris said he is counting
on some unproven players along
the baseline.
A pair of juniors, Cliff Curd and
Mike Ruccio at 6-2 and 6-5. and a
6-6 sophomore, David Hart, will
have to develop for the Lakers to
have a shot at the district crown.
"We have a lot of players who
have not played together as a unit
on the varsity level," Morris said.
Mayfield, coming off a disappointing 8-17 record will welcome
a new coach. He's a familiar face
however, as long time assistant
Scott Schlosser steps into the top
spot. One familiar face to him will
be his son, Tim, who returns at
point guard. Tim Schlosser, who
quarterbacked the powerhouse
Cardinal football team, also
quarterback's the basketball
team. He'll need help from Kerry
Stroup and Scott Duncan if the
Cardinals are to be a factor.
Despite the Tigers and the Mar.
shals sticking out of as favorites,
Miller cautions that Mayfield and
Calloway better not be counted
out.
"I think anybody in the distri(
can be a factor."

Martin puts on show...
((ont'd from page 8)
The Racer lead was never seriously threatened again.
"He's a very smooth player,"
Mavericks scout Garfield Heard
said of Martin, adding that he
thought Martin's NA position
would be at small forward or
2-guard "He has good size and
great range," Heard added. "He's
a good athlete with a good body
"He makes the hard shot look
easy," Heard said. "And he's

capable of having good nights."
Freshman center Popeye Jones
added 12 points to the Racer attack. while Don Mann, Paul King
and Foster each scored eight. Jeff
Robbins added three points for the
Racers, who will face Tulsa
University on Friday night, 6:(X)
p.m. in Bowling Green during the
first round of the Western Ken
tucky University Classic.
Anthony Bledsoe led the Cardinals with 22 points.

also led MSU in rebounding with
nine, while Johnson and Wenning
had eight, as the Lady Racers
outrebounded OU 49-36.
Ohio was led by Reding with 17
points, followed by Holt with 16,
Williams with 14, and Carolyn
Welch with 10.
OU outshot MSU 47 percent to 44
percent, but MSU forced 24 Ohio
turnovers, and outshot the Lady
Bobcats 72 percent to 60 percent
from the free throw line. MSU
came up with 16 steals in the
contest.
Smith, who struggled in Friday's win in Carbondale, said her
offensive performance was rather
simple.
"It was just a matter of taking
the ball and sticking it in the
basket," she said. "My teammates were setting a lot of picks
for me to get open, so I was just
concentrating on shooting."
Brazee, one of many who came
off the bench to spark MSU, said
the bench just "wanted to go in

there and pick up the tempo.'
Poe, another who came off the
bench, said the team didn't get 't
down mentally when they were
down on the scoreboard.'''Nobody
seems to get dowa. We don't seem
to realize were losing, we just
know we have to play harder. I
think sometimes when we get
down it helps us out because it
pumps us up."
Evansville won their season
opener by defeating Montevallo in
the opener Monday night behind 22
points from Diane Starry.
"I think our girls look at
Evansville, Southern Illinois, and
Arkansas State as regional
rivilaries. In our series against
Evansville, every game has been
close," Childers said. "I know our
girls remember last year's 65-61
defeat."
"I think they're going to come
out here and play us tougher than
Ohio U. did," Smith said. "We've
got to come out and execute. If we
do. I think we'll come out on top."

Announcing

SPOKE & PEDAL
Murray's only exclusive bicycle store

has relocated to
BEL-AIR CENTER
(in former Overby Honda location)

Over 200 Bicycles in Stock
Featuring
Sales
iService
Accessories
v•Apparel

ALPIGH

YffCD3233.735eE"
BICPIZES

LAYAWAY NOW!
BEL-AIR CENTER — 753-0388
Keith Overby, Owner-Operator
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SCOREBOARD
Good service.
good coverage,
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."
Anderson Co 12. Frankfort 39
Ashland 69. Lawrence Co Ni
'Bardstown Bethlehem 51. Lex Catnon.
ifo;12,Co 77. Danville 51
Boyle Co 77. Danville Si
lireckinridge Co 45, Greenville 43
Butler Co 47. Muhlenberg..Cent
t'asey Co 41. Wayne Co 34
'entral City 46. Ohio Cu 41
'lark Co 511. Breathitt Co 19
irakesboro 64. Graham 37
F. Hardin 73. N Hardin 39
Itaimonson Co 55.('ampheii5 ii. 13
Elizabethtown 59, Hart Co 41
Eminence 53. Spencer Cu 37
;allatin Co 46, Henry Co :11
.;arrard Co. 64. Harrodsburg 11,
.;rayson Co. 54. Hancock Co 43
Harrison Co. 47. Fleming Co 45
Hughes Kirk 44. Bremen 31
Knox Cent. 73. Rockcastle Co 41
LaRue Co 6.5. Bardstown 3s
Lee Co 52. Wolfe Co 47
Lex. Henry Clay,61. Sheldon Clare
Lincoln-Co. 55. Lex. Lafayette 4•!
Livingstown Cent 63. C.I5r1.ell •
Marion Co. 45. Taylor Co 41,

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is therf

>tate Farm Insurance Companie,
Home Offices Bloomington Mince,

McLean Co. 73. Dawson Spring- I.
MerCer Co 52. Scott Co 4,a
Monticello 67. Burgin ar,
Owen Co 75. Western Anderson
Owsley Co 76 Estill Co 54
Prestonsburg 74. Millard 39
Providence fac, Trigg Co 46
Pulaski Co 66 Somerset Is
Riverside Chrtst;,:r,
Russell 62. Ma- •
Walton Verona .•
Warren East 93 il,pkais',
.
Western Hills 56 t ;rant ro
V. hit,-'TrimtN 54. i.c4e,:••
50
Killianisburg 54 Berea 3s
H.xxiford t:o 52 Jessamine I
i
001
Ballard Memorial 52 F.'
Clay Co 1416.
Clinton. Tenn '93 Lyni
Corbin 91 1. Harlan 59
Cordia 63. ASM1.•
Ca'. Catholi,
Cov Holmes sl
F.
Knox Cent 79: Cao,cosi r.
I.eslie Co SO Scott(5.
Russell 94, F;Iliott C. •

Collegiate Basketball
The Top Tuenly
•
Press' college h.c4kett•311 P,,,: •• ,1'
place votes in parent!..—e•
.1
20-19.19-17-16•15 14-13 I.: 1
,• 7,
1. record through NI I%
.,11,1 .
3. • •
ranking
1 Duke .47,
2 Michigan .7.
3 Georgetown . 7 •
4 Syracuse
5 Oklahoma
6 Iowa ii.
7 Illinois
Ii Missouri
9 Nett Las ega,
10 North Caron:,
11 Arizona
12 Georgia Te.
11 1

• ar..1.11., •
H.,
.5 Ind,
\fetr1,01,•
1^kAr.s.t- •
,•inSiA•
•hip
\ Fr

1..
•

National Football League
VIERIC .331 031-1. HI 34
Vast
1%
I
I
xi-loft:do
New England
N V Jets
Miami
I entral
('inc innat
Houston
Cleveland
Pittsburg h

'''1,1.,

Seattle
Denver
1..3 Raiders
San Iiiego
4
Kansas Cit,
VTION. 3IA4131
,
11D
F ast
Philadelphia
Y Giant,
I'hn9.
Was,
1 6,11.
ent ro I

I

i

National Hockey League
41.1
,
,SCO•1.1:RFACt.
Patrick IN,1.i4011
VI
I. 1- 14% 4,1
NV Rangers
.'ittsburgh
ashington
New Jersey
I

.

Islanders
%dant..
14
,1

'ilontreal
•1oston
uffa lo
• tarttord
quebei•

Winn
•
•

'1.11103 • • • • •I
ONF 11.10.311 F.

National Basketball Association
3(4)311.1(1
3,1
t 3)1
Vdantic 11%v4sion
I
t
V%
Neu York
Philadelphia
New Jersey
Boston
Washington
l'harlotte
nutria 11%, ,,,,,
I ietrod
Cleveland
Atlanta
Chicago
Milwaukee
Indiana
'Al'-tIK%(5)%1FI.4"'I
Midwest Ills,-,

I•

,11011•11 •
Laker,;09 I

. Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald si

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
jt\-'ITafilk
k. F
F
- -

Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bedroom suites have sully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and Hf30.- Swtmmrrrig ./500157-surrdecks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95
just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions

121BECILISZLIELSIGEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Speclal Rates:
$35.00' ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50' TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night, double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

Based on availability.
Valid thru 12/31/88

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904) 423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

t
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The 1988-89 Basketball Preview

Racer forward Jeff Martin (1.5) has his eyes set on being one of the nation's top scorers while Don Mann (inset) hopes to guide Murray State

By CLAY WALKER
Contributing Writer
Last season was the most exciting in Murray State University's rich
basketball history. The only things missing from the 22-9 team in 1988-89
which knocked off North Carolina State 78-75 in the NCAA tournament's
opening round are two centers and the element of surprise.
Newton doesn't worry about the latter. He says first-place predictions
should not add pressure to a.team because first place should be every
team's goal anyway. Still, only one team can get the nod when league
coaches gather for their annual preseason meetings across the nation
and when the Ohio Valley Conference coaches met in early November,
Newton's squad was picked to repeat.
"When you get a taste of success and you have that thrill of competing
in the NCAA tournament, I believe it's a motivating factor," Newton
said. "I've been very pleased with the attitude of our personnel. They're
certainly not complacent.
•
"I think establishing new goals and reaching high in terms of our
potential is really what we're looking at. I see it (the first-place prediction l as a plus. I don't see it as a negative at all."
With the nation's top returning scorer in Jeff Martin and the league's
premier point gdiard in Don Mann, Newton has senior leadership that
isn't likely to allow a letdown.
As for the loss of two centers, Newton says that depth at the position
will be a key. The Racers lack a true center, but have several inside
players who are battling for playing time.
Power forward Chris Ogden seems to be more than capable of complimenting Martin. After struggling through a dismal freshman campaign, Ogden turned his game around last year, scoring 7.8 points a
game and bringing down a team-high 6.8 rebounds.
Ogden, who scored the first eight points of the second half to lift Murray past Austin Peay in the OVC championship game last year, believes
that now that he's found a niche, nobody's going to move him out.
"My freshman year I had a hard time," the 6-7 banger said. "But you
have to realize that as a freshman, I was in a new system and didn't
realize what was going on. I came back my sophomore year and made a
drastic change.
"I work hard and the newcomers look at it and realize what it takes to
be good. Now they're putting forth that effort."
Regardless of the effort, senior Linzie Foster is doing his part to ensure that there won't be a newcomer starting at MSU's post. The 6-6
Foster came off the bench to spell Ogden and Martin last season. Now
he's moved into the number ftve spot and has played well there.
Freshman Ron "Popeye" Jones figures to see a great deal of playing
time as well. Jones finished his Dresden ) Tenn.) High School career with
270 pounds resting on his 6-8 frame. MSU's media guide generously lists

back into the NCAA Tournament in the senior season for the "NI&M
Boys."

Jones at 270, but it's obvious that he's at least 15 pounds over that mark.
If Jones plays his way into shape as the Racer coaching staff hopes, he'll
be a key down the OVC homestretch.
Guards Paul King and Terence Brooks return to take pressure off
Mann. Both are outstanding 3-point shooters and King is one of the
league's top defensive players. With the abscence of a true center, all
three guards can expect plenty of playing time. Newton says a threeguard offense may be in the works with returner Jeff Robbins and
freshman Mitch Cothran seeing floor time as well.
Still, the Murray State future relies on the M&M boys. Martin became°
the OVC's first-ever basketball player to be invited to the Olympic
tryouts after averaging 26 points in 1987-88. Martin is an honorable mention on several preseason All-America teams after being named the
OVC's Player of the Year for his outstanding junior season. He was also
tournament MVP, but isn't quite satisfied with his collegiate career.
don't think that we've accomplished all that we can accomplish,"
Martin says."We have four seniors (Brooks is also in his final year) who
want to go out winners. I think we can go farther than we did last year."
Mann, who finished runner-up as the league's Player of the Year last
season, agrees with Martin. And Mann will have a great deal to say
about the Racers' future.
While Martin leads the nation's outstanding scorers, Mann leads Murray State. Newton refers to the 5-8 spark plug as his "floor general" for
good reason. Mann dished out a league-high six assists a game and
scored 17.7 points a contest (20.3 in OVC play) last year.
"If this year means any more to anybody, it will be me and Jeff,
because we've been through the hard times," Mann says. "I feel like it's
really important for the two of us to go out as winners."
Murray State will not be without challenge this year, however. Middle
Tennessee State and Tennessee Tech appear to have strong, experienced teams returning and the Racers face their most ambitious nonconference schedule in recent memory with trips to Louisville and
Vanderbilt and a home date with Memphis State.
Still, Murray State is happy to be atop the OVC, even if it's only in the
polls for now. As Newton puts it, "We'd rather be where we are now than
where we came from."
The Racers enjoyed up-tempo preseason practices and appear to be
taking nothing for granted. The challenge is something they are ready
for and are looking to make the most of being in the league's driver's
seat.
"We know that all of this is just media attention and we appreciate it
and are enjoying it," Ogden said as reporters fired questions his way at
the league's November media gathering. "But we're willing to do
whatever we have to do to repeat what we did last year."

Good Luck...Racers, Tigers & Lakers!

• Crop
• Bonds
• Life & Health • Homeowners
• Commercial • Farmowners

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.

BY DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
After last season's bitter end,
the Murray State Lady Racers are
on a mission to pick up where they
left off at the end of the year — on
the verge of an Ohio Valley Conference title.
"We are definitely on a mission," junior forward Karen
Johnson said. "But we have to
start each day in practice forgetting about what happened last
season and concentrate on working hard every day in practice."
Despite the best season in school
history, with a record of 21-7, the
Lady Racers were unable to compete in the OVC tournament due to
a scheduling mishap, tarnishing a
team which seemed to be on the
brink of shining brightly.
The Lady Racers set 30 team
and individual records, including
a 12-1 home record. They finished
eighth in the nation in scoring and
fifth in rebound margin. They had
the best overall record in the OVC.
And now BdIll Childers goes into
his fifth season as head coach of
the Lady Racers, finding four
starters returning.
"We feel like this year's team
has the potential to be better than
last year's team," Childers said.
Not only does Childers feel his
team will be better, he feels his
star player may be even better.
Senior guard Sheila Smith
finished the year 25th in the nation
in scoring, in second place on the
MSU all-time scoring list, and
needs just 109 points to surpass
Laura Lynn. She is a two time allOVC selection, and set nine Lady
Racer scoring records last season.

"Sheila is a better player this
year," Childers said. "We've
given her added responsibility this
year defensively. Sheila does a
tremendous job of pressuring the
ball and we're going to take advantage of that."
Smith said she feels the defek
sive aspect has helped bring hef
game up another notch.
"Defense has been the key to me
picking up my game," she said.
Johnson's role has als,
increased.
"Karol Johnson is going to be
more of a ballhandler this year,"
Childers said. "When she's got the
ball in her hands, we run the break
fairly well."
Childers also said Johnson has
improved her shooting touch from
the outside.
Johnson, named second team
all-OVC last season, set a school
record of 40 points in one game,
had the first "triple-double" in
school history, and notched double
figures in both scoring and rebounding nine times. She finished the
year with a 12.9 scoring mark and
7.8 rebounding average.
"I feel very confident in a
leadership role," Johnson said.
"I've always saw myself as a
domineering person. Now I can
use that in helping out the new
players."
Johnson, a high school teammate of Smith's, does not feel
overlooked in Smith's shadow.
"I see it as working hand and
hand," she said.
Another top returner is
sophomore forward -center
Michelle Wenning. The New
(Coned on page 13)

753-5842

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API — guard Rex Chapman to the NaThey're more like kittens than tional Basketball Association. He
Wildcats at Kentucky this basket- averaged 19 points and four assists
a game with his razzle-dazzle
ball season.
Coach Eddie Sutton begins his play.
fourth season with a youthful
The Wildcats are also without
squad composed of one senior, one sophomore forward Eric Manuel,
junior, three sophomores, five a target of the NCAA investigafreshmen and three walk-ons.
tion, who voluntarily withdrew
Besides playing a grueling from practice and competition
schedule that includes the regular while the university tries to deterSoutheastern Conference foes mine if he cheated on an collegealong with Duke, Indiana, entrance exam in 1987.
Syracuse, and Louisville, the
"Assuming Chapman and
Wildcats are playing under the Manuel played this season, it
dark cloud of an NCAA investiga- would be a very good team," said
tion into recruiting violations.
Sutton. "They were two possible
But Sutton remains undaunted first-team SEC players."
But Chapman is gone and
about the season.
"I'm not pessimistic about the Manuel remains in basketball
squad," the 52-year-old coach limbo.
said. "I think it's kind of exciting
"I think we have enough talent
to have a young squad because of to be competitive," said Sutton.
us on the staff still think of "We'll play the game a little bit
ourselves as teachers. We are go- differently than we played in the
ing to be doing a lot of teaching." past.
"On offense, we may have to
And the NCAA probe?
"It will pass and it will get much play it more conservative than we
better," he said. "I'm optimistic did in the previous two seasons.
about that. It tests your faith at Because of the lack of numbers,
times."
it's possible we might play more
Kentucky graduated five seniors zone defense. Playing zone
from last year's team that finished defense is not nearly as tiring and
27-6, but the most devastating allows you, maybe, not to get into
blow was the loss of sophomore (('oned on page 11)

We wish all of you
Racers, Tigers and Lakers,
a successful season!
"Let our specialists
custom design
your new bathroom"
Visit our Showroom.

THORNTON TILE & MARBLE
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Kentucky's 'Cats are
looking like kittens

Tony Boyd Agency
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Miller says 'jury's still out' on how good Murray Tigers can be

a

By DANIEL T.PARKER
Sports Editor
Although the court battle has yet
to begin, the majority of unofficial
judges have decided Murray High
is the second-best team in the
First Region, trailing Fourth
District rival Marshall County.
But Murray head coach Cary
Miller believes the Tigers will file
an appeal. The jury's still out as
far as how good we're going to
be," Miller said. "We hope we'll
improve and that we'll be a quality
team."
Losing four contributing seniors
from the 1987-x season leaves
Miller thinking the Tigers may not
make as good of an opening statement, but that their closing argument could be convincing. "We
lost four of our first six, and that's

hard to replace, especially until
you get people ready," Miller
said.
"Early on, we may not look as
smooth as we'd like. Once we get
some game experience under our
belts, we have the potential to be a
really good basketball team."
To reach that potential, Miller
has designed a schedule with an
increase in competition, including
the addition of two more tournaments. In addition to the
Hopkinsville-Christian County
Tournament on Dec. 28-30, the
Tigers will appear in the Lyon
County Tournament Dec. 21-23 and
then take on state-wide competition in the Famous Recipe Classic
in Covington on Jan. 12-14.
"It's a tough one," Miller said of
the Tigers' schedule. "But we felt

that for this group to develop like
we want, we needed to increase
our tournament schedule. It'll be
good experience for our kids."
The Tigers do have experience
returning on the front line, where
6-5 Jim Hornbuckle and 6-2 James
Payne return for their final season
at Murray.
"They're the two with the most
experience," Miller said. "They
should be able to produce for us.''
Hornbuckle, an All-Purchase
performer last year, has been
given the same treatment as the
Tigers in most preseason predictions. He's ranked as the secondbest player in the region, behind
Marshall County's 6-7 Dan Hall.
But while Miller doesn't doubt
Hall's abilities, he's not sure Hornbuckle is getting his due. "He's

shown a lot of improvement,"
Miller said
Payne, like Hornbuckle, is a
three-year letterman for the
Tigers and is expected to once
again pull down rebounds in
double-digit amounts. "We're just
getting him out from football, so
I'm not sure how ready he'll be,"
Miller said. "But he shouldn't
have any trouble being ready."
Michael Fulton, a 6-2 senior, is
also expected to contribute to the
Tigers' success this year, as he
closed his junior season with a fine
performance in the Tigers'
opening-round loss to Hickman
County in the First Region
tournament.
Bruce Thurmond, 6-2, and 5-10
Justin Crouse round out the senor
class Miller is depending on to pro-

vide leadership. "That never
seems to be a problem here at
Murray," Miller said of senior
leadership. "We hope we have a
group that has been there before
and realizes the importance of being ready to play every ballgame.
"We hope we have a bunch of
seniors who realize this is their
year," Miller added.
Backing up the seniors will be a
junior class that includes 6-6 returning letterman Scott Gordon, 6-2
Robbie Danner, 5-11 Brian Sowerby and guards Randy Hansen and
Jody Ward, each of who may be
called upon to fill the gap left by
graduated backcourt performers.
But Miller's 'guarded' optimism
centers around the continuing
development of Willis Cheaney, a
5-6 sparkplug who came on mid-

way through his freshman season
last year to show un-freshmanlike
composure at point guard.
"He's going to have that role
this year," Miller said. "He'll be
our playmaker and do the bulk of
our ball-handling chores. He'll be
able to step in and run the show for
us."
Another sophomore may figure
highly into Tiger plans, Miller
said, depending on the development of 6-7 transfer student Jason
Josephs. ''He's a young kid,
without much experience," Miller
said. "It'll take him a while to
learn what we're doing, but he has
the capabilities of being a good
player."
Five other Tiger sophomores
have Miller optimistic about Murteont'd on page 13)

Taller Lakers will be short on experience at Calloway County

ri

a

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Sports Editor
Calloway County second-year coach Craig Morris won't turn to magician's tricks to cure his Laker squad's math problem.
"We're inexperienced, and there's no magic formula for curing that,"
Morris said of the Lakers, who will be long on height but short on tested
competitors when the varsity season opens.
"We're young and we're going to make mistakes," Morris said. "They
know we're not always going to shoot the ball as well or handle the ball
as well as we'd like. As long as those mistakes are out of effort...1 may
not like it but I can live with it. We can't reach into the bag and pull out
experience."
While the lack of playing time under their belts may leave them lesspolished than desired, Morris said he couldn't question the young team's
desire.
"Our kids are confident and they're competitors, and that makes them
fun to work with," Morris said. "They're not afraid to sweat."
The two senior co-captains on the team, returning starters Tim Armstrong (5-10 guard ) and Han/ Newton (6-1 forward ) have been emphasizing the importance of being earnest to the younger players, he said.
"They have really developed team leadership," Morris said. "You know
people say it all the time, but from a vocal standpoint of helping young
players, it has really been good."
With Newton and Armstrong as the only seniors, Morris is expecting
quick maturation from juniors Mike Ruccio (6-5 center-forward), 6-2
Cliff Curd, 6-3 Benji Kelly and 5-9 Tim Carpenter.
Carpenter and Armstrong will run the offense from the guard position
while Newton will be the Lakers' steady influence on the front line.
"He's playing with much more confidence," Morris said. "He does a lot
of little things the average fan doesn't catch."
Ruccio and Curd have impressed Morris in the Lakers' practice session, as has Kelley's sudden five-inch spurt of growth from last year,
changing a guard prospect into a front-line man — one who has

ballhandling experience
"I can play him anywhere," Morris said of Kelly. "He's got the versatility, but has to get game experience."
Sophomore help could come from 6-6 David Hart, who is currently nursing a hip injured in a threewheeler accident, 6-0 guard Travis Turner.
6-1 James Williams, 5-10 Ed Chapman, 5-10 Chuck Holt, 5-10 Rob Dennis,
5-11 Robert Tabers or 6-0 Tony Clinton.
Eight six-footers on the squad are enough to help take Morris' mind off
their youth. "We're going to be bigger," he said. "We'll rebound better,
and our kids are getting to the point of understanding their roles."
With no way of overcoming their lack of experience except through a
season's dose of competition, Morris wants the regular season to be a
learning process for the Lakers.
"We've got to quit being such an up-and-down team," Morris said.
"Last year we were so peak-and-valley We want to work on stabilizing

Kentucky...
(Cont'd from page 10)
foul trouble."
Forward LeRon Ellis, a 6-foot-10
sophomore, will be counted on to
provide the Wildcats with some inside scoring punch and rebounding. He saw limited playing time
last year, and averaged 4.3 points
and 3.0 rebounds.
Sophomore guard Sean Sutton,
the coach's son, will run the of-

fense. He suffered a ,fracture
cheekbone in an intrasquad scrimmage and isn't expected to return
to the lineup until early
December.
Also expected to see extensive
action are sophomore forward
Reggie Hanson, junior guard Derrick Miller and senior center Mike
Scott.

RACERS

TIGERS
November

November

Tue. 29

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE,7:30
at Lamar,7:30

WKL'Invitational, TBA
WKU Invitational, TBA
Louisville, 7:05
TEXAS WESLEYAN,7:30
UAB Classic, TBA
Vanderbilt, 7:30
NICHOLLS STATE,7:30
EVANSVII
7'30

Januar EASTERN ILLINOIS, 7:30
Austin Peays, 10:30
LAMAR,7:30
Morehead State*, 7:30
Eastern Kentucky*, 7:30
TENNESSEE TECH*, 7:30
TENNESSEE STATE*, 7:30
MIDDLE TENNESSEE*,7:30

February
Sat.,4
Wed. 8
Sat. 11
Mon. 13
Mon. 20
Sat. 25
Mon. 27

Trigg County

A

December

December

Mon. 2
Sat. 7
Mon. 9
Sat. 14
Mon. 16
Mon. 23
Sat. 28
Mon. 30

will define their roles and what
each player can give to the
ballclub."

LAKERS
Tue. 29

Fri. 2
Sat. 3
Tue. 6
Sat. 10
Fri. 16
Mon. 19
Wed. 21
Sat. 31

"This team, when you evaluate
the talent, could be
overachievers." Sutton said. "We

Although the Wildcats are picked to finish fifth in the SEC, they
are shooting for a 38th title this
season.
"Our first goal is to win the
SEC." Sutton said. "That's a very
high goal, but that's the goal we
have every year. I'm optimistic
about the ballclub. and I think the
team is."

Murray High

November
Sat. 26
Mon. 28

the starting lineup are swingman
Chris Mills and guard Deron
Feldhaus.

Freshmen who are may crack

Calloway County
Murray State University

their play — as the season goes along, we hope to make progress."
Included in their learning process will be steady reminders of the fundamentals, Morris said. "We have to play smart. We have to take care of
the ball, rebound well and take good shots.It may sound simple, but the game can often hinge on such basics.
Morris said. "It really does come down to that," he said. "The things all
the coaches emphasize."
Morris will also emphasize his patience, as the young Lakers get a
baptism of fire with a December schedule that includes five of the
region's top teams.
"It's no secret: we're not one of the top five teams in the region, not
now, anyway," Morris said. "Our kids know that — but they also know
that good things happen to people who work hard, and these kids do work
hard. I believe in them and I know they believe in themselves.

Fulton County H

December
Fri. 2
Tue. 6
Fri. 9
Tue. 13
Fri 16
Tue. 20
26-27

Fulton City A
Marshall County A
Hickman County H
Christian County A
Murray High' H
Paducah Tilghman H
Crittenden Tournament
Calloway vs. Trigg County
Crittenden vs. West Hopkins

.1anuary
Tue. 3
Fri. 6
Tue. 10
Fri. 13
Sat. 14
Tue. 17
Tue. 24
Fri. 27
Tue. 31

Carlisle County
Mayfield*
Grraves County
Hopkinsville
West Hopkins
Fulton County
Heath
Murray High*
Marshall County

H
A
A
H
A
A
A
A

Fri. 3
Mon. 6
'rue. 7
Fri. 10
Sat. 18
Tue. 21
Fri. 24

Mayfield
Fort Campbell
Reidland
Graves County
Oldham County
Fort Campbell
Hickman County*

H
H
H
H
A
A
A

•11•••r

Paducah Tilghman H
Hickman County A
Marshall County H
Calloway County* A
Lyon County Tournament
Lyon County Tournament
Lyon County Tournament
Christian County Tournament
Christian County Tournament
Christian County Tournament

1.anuary
Tue. 3
Fri. 6
Tue. 10
Thu. 12
Fri. 13
Sat. 14
Mon. 16
Tue. 17
Tue. 24
Fri 27
Mon. 30

Heath H
Fulton County* A
Fulton City* H
Famous Recipe Classic
Famous Recipe Classic
Famous Recipe Classic
Mayfield* A
Heath* A
Carlisle County H
Calloway County* H
St. Mary's H

February

February
AUSTIN PEAY*, 12:30
MEMPHIS STATE,7:30
Middle Tennessee*, 10:30
Tennessee State*, 7:30
Southern Illinois, 7:30
EASTERN KENTUCKY*,7:30
MOREHEAD STATE*, 7:30

Fri. 2
Tue. 6
Thu. 8
Fri. 16
Wed.21
Thu. 22
Fri. 23
Wed. 28
Thu. 29
Fri. 30

Sat. 4
Tue. 7
Fri. 10
The. 14
Fri. 17
The. 21
Fri. 24
'—Boys-Girls doubleheader

Ballard Memorial
Mayfield
Marshall County
Graves County
Christian County
Hickman County
Fulton c.>_ unty*

A
H
A
A
A
H
H

•••

Calloway, Murray High and MSU Racers
"We're behind you all the way—
have a great season!"

Atif_iirtirdm's
/CrkcycciffGood Luck Racers, Lakers & Tigers!

WAI:MART
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

"I

Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat.9-6
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High school hardwood heroes

Lady Lakers hope to
mix veterans, youth
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Sports Editor
On a team rich with returning
talent, Calloway County Lady
Laker head coach Rose Ross
Elder is paying close attention to
her sophomore and freshman
classes.
The blend of returning experience with incoming talent
may provide the alloy the Lady
Lakers have been looking for in
their eight-year quest to unseat
Marshall County as Fourth
District and First Region
champions.
The Lady Lakers return all but
three players from the top eight of
last year's team, and the five survivors have gained from a season
filled with injuries and illness.
They took their knocks last
year," Elder noted. "But it's paying off now."
As a result of last year's
medical mishaps. each of the five
returning players — Erica
Muskgrow, Cynthia Garland,
Stefani Barnett, Holly Cherry and
Pam Bucy — has experience in the
starting lineup.
We lost two good starters from
last year, but we have a lot of experienced people back." Elder
said. "It's a change from last
year, where we had one starter
back and had lost seven of the nine
top players."
With five returning players, the
Lady Lakers will look quite
similar philosophically as well as
physically. "We will probably be
the same type of team," Elder
said. "quick. pressing, a fastbreak type of team, led again by
Erica Muskgrow."
Muskgrow's quick hands and

feet set the tone for the defensive
and offensive pace of the Lady
Lakers. Elder noted, as the senior
starts her fourth year as
Calloway's guard. "Overall, we're
so much quicker than we were last
year, and we were one of the
quickest in the region then," she
said.
Muskgrow, Barnett and Bucy
leave the Lady Lakers thick at the
guard position. "The only position
where we'll be very experienced is
at guard," Elder said. "But our
veterans inside are small — experience can't make you tall."
For the heighth, the Lady
Lakers look to their youth. "In addition to our experience, we have a
much improved sophomore group
and a very talented freshman
group," Elder said. "That will
hopefully add some strength and
size to our inside game."
Betsy Herndon, a sophomore
forward, and Christy Lambert, a
freshman forward-guard are two
of the younger Lady Lakers the
team is expecting to contribute to
this year's season.
Elder nottd that Garland and
Cherry proved last year that
technique and hustle can cancel
out a height disadvantage, but that
contributions from the younger,
taller girls would take some of the
pressure off the returning frontline players.
"We should have pretty good
depth," she said. We think we
have three big girls to come off the
bench and play inside."
Meanwhile, the guard position is
a three-girl struggle. "Hey, it's
tough for a young guard at
Calloway right now," Elder said.
((ont'd on page 13)

to
earn region's respect
Lady Tigers seek

Among the players returning to lead their squads into competitio
n in the
Fourth District and First Region battles are (clockwise from
top left )
Calloway County's Tim Armstrong,shown scoring against Graves
County; Calloway Lady Laker floor leader Erica Muskgrow, bringing
the ball

downcourt against Carlisle County; Murray High's Jim
Hornbuckle (51)
stuffing the ball in against Logan County while
teammate James Payne
(23) looks on; and. Murray Lady Tiger
Jennifer Parker, scoring on a
layup against Marshall County.

You're Always
A Winner With...

#11
We carry

CENTURY

Boats

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy 121 Bypass Murray
753-5315

By DANIEL T.PARKER
"We've got a. real go,od bunch
Sports Editor
coming back," Harrell...4(d. "We
You can't gain respect by asking have an experienced* group out
for it, says Murray High School front, one inside, and one who's
girls' basketball coach Jim Har- really come a long way."
rell. But Harrell believes the Lady
The blending of experience
Tigers' work habits during the off- with youth doesn't worry Harrell
season will bear fruit this winter as much as the Lady Tigers'
when First Region foes find assembly of outside-inside
they're facing a team much better offense.
than their reputation.
"We have got to get the ball in"We have to earn our respect," side — and score when it get inHarrell said. "We've been beat side," Harrell said. "That's the
around for the past two-three big key: if we can get production
years by teams in this region who from inside. We feel like we'll get
shouldn't have been beating us our point production from
like that.
outside."
"But we don't make any exThose feelings are generated
cuses," Harrell added. "We're because of the returning tan 1,.!m
just going to go out there and play of Ann Greenfield and Pat xer,
to win. I think we've got the right who led the Lady Tigers in scoring
mix of girls to do that."
and free throw shooting last year.
The "right mix" is a blend of
"She'll give you 100 percent all
youth and experience, Harrell the time," Harrell said of Parker.
noted, with two seniors and two
— JP' plays the way it was meant
juniors returning to the starting to be played — all out."
lineup. Michelle Jones, a 6-1 partHer two-year teammate at point
time starting center last year, and
guard also reduces Harrell's
5-4 wing Yolanda Greenfield pro- guard worries. "Ann has really
vide the senior leadership, while
come a long way," Harrell said.
juniors Ann Greenfield. at point "She has good quickness and has
guard and Jennifer Parker at learned how to control the tempo
shooting guard present a well- of the game "
oiled ballhandling machine to opThe center of attention will be
posing defenses.
center Michelle Jones. who HarThat only leaves a basekine posirell feels may be ready to come intion to fill, and Harrell believes to her own inside the paint. "She
help there will come from one of came,on real well at the end of the
two sophomores: 5-11 Stephanie
year," he said. "We're lookink for
Vanover or 6-0 Melissa Bogard. her to take the leadership role this
Vanover lettered last year and
year, and produce points and
Harrell feels she has made much
rebounds."
improvement, while Bogard is
Yolanda Greenfield will provide
returning to the Lady Tiger squad
quickness and leadership on the
after a knee injury forced her to
offensive and defensive ends of the
miss the entire 1987-88 slate.
(('ont'd on page 13)

CHRISTMAS
TRAVEL GIFT
CERTIFICATES!
HOW ABOUT A TRIP TO A
NICE SUNNY DESTINATION....
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA
Contact one of the
Professional travel consultants:
Patty Greenvvay or Kim House

House Zrauel
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subhy'so

759-1074
1-800-631 -1903
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Lady Racers...
((ont'd from page 10)
Washington, Ind. native averaged
15.2 points a game and 9.2 rebounds a contest. She was selected
second-team all-OVC last season,
while also being named all.
freshman. She spent the summer
touring Korea with Athletes in
Action.
"It was enjoyable," she said. "I
learned a lot of new things that
will help make me a better
player."
Rona Poe also returns for her
senior year. She started 13 games
after sitting out last fall to concentrate on academics. Having the
Benton native around during

preseason has helped solidify the
guard position.
The big question mark is the
center position. Jeannie Pollman
retired from basketball because of
nagging knee injuries, and senior
Stacy Camp and freshman Angie
Waldon are battling for the starting spot. But Childers said he
likes the depth of the post players.
"I think the biggest suprise so
far has been the depth of the post
players," he said. "We feel like,
depending on who we play, we
have five post players we can
use."
In addition to Wenning, the
powerful Camp, and the heralded
Waldon, Childers can use agile

Cindy Eddy or hard charging
Tawnya Piqrce.
Junior Melissa Huffman comes
off the bench to spell both Smith
and Johnson. Huffman shot 52.7
percent from the field last year,
and has the potential to hit the
3-point shot.
Cindi Brazee returns to back up
Poe. Talented freshman Tresina
Ezell and Julie Pinzon provide
back court depth. Wq,lk-on
freshman Belinda Williams and
Jill Evilsizer also could
contribute.
The Lady Racers were picked
third in the OVC preseason as they
joined Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech in a near-dead heat at

"We think we have nine or ten
players who'll be able to interchange," he added. "If we can
play an up-tempo game and press
some, it'll be advantageous to
have that many who are able to
play."
He hopes Murray's blend of size
and quickness will enable the
Tigers to apply pressure and score
on the transition game. "But that
could all change," he warned.
"It's hard to tell exactly what

we're going to do until we have
some time." He does hope for improved defensive play, especially
in the paint, "although we weren't
that bad last year."

the top. But Childers feels injuries,
which decimated MSU last
season, could be the key.
"Tech has the best talent, and
Middle has a great tradition. We
have good talent returning but
we've never won it and we have to
get over that hump. But I still feel
that the team that avoids injuries
and plays well on the road will win
it."
His team seems committed to
being that club.
"We want to win the tournament
real bad, and I think we have a
good shot," Weaning said.
Smith also feels confident.
"Everything is falling into place."

Miller says...
(Cont'd from page II)
ray's youth movement; 6.1 Josh
Johnson, 6-0 Allan Rayburn, 5-11
Keith Walls, 5-9 Chris Dill and 5-8
Jon Burkeen. "I really feel like
this group is going to be good,"
Miller said of the tenth-grade
Tigers.
The strong junior and senior
class gives Murray more depth
than they've had in years, Miller
said "And that's really pleasing.

Miller, who became the unofficial "dean" of First Region
coaches with the retirement of
Mayfield's Roger Fields, knows
that the outcome of a season can't
be judged from preseason publicity and "expert" predictions.

"I've been coaching for a long
time," he said. "I know there are
so many things that have to happen; the group has to play
together as a team, all players
have to make their contribution to
the total effort..."
"We just hope we take every
game as a challenge," Miller added, "and improve game-to-game.
If we do, by the time the tournament rolls around, we'll be a
contender."

the front line, while transfer
sophomore Jackie Krieb (5-6) will
provide guard duty.
While he's wary about putting
too much pressure too soon on his
younger girls, Harrell is confident
about the potential of the MHS
freshmin class, which includes
Mary Catherine Wooldridge, Colette Jones, Christy Bell, Tammy
Hansen and Michelle Woods. All,
however, are on the small side,
Hansen being the tallest at 5-7.
Last year's season was littered
with bright spots along with
frustrations, but Harrell noted
that the Lady Tigers' attitude
seemed to change near the end of
the schedule. That attitude adjustment showed up during the summer months when the MHS girls
began working together on their
game.
"We had a good summer program," Harrell said, noting that
the Lady Tigers' experience in
tournaments and camps provided
a "winning atmosphere that will
hopefully carry over."

Another key will be to improve
their shooting. "You're not going
to win many games shooting 33
percent," Harrell noted.
"Hopefully we'll shoot better, our
shot selection will be better."
A respectable team shooting
grade and respectable contributions from a young bench are just
two of the factors which must
come together if the Lady Tigers
are going to gain the respect they
want.
Marshall County, Calloway
County and Mayfield all stand in
the way of the Murray girls surviving the Fourth District race,
much less the regional
competition.
"In the district we play in, you have to earn your respect."
The best way to earn that
respect, he said, is by winning.
"Winning — that's our first goal,"
Harrell said. "Another is to get into the regional tournament. Those
are the goals, but mainly, we just
want to win the first game, then
look at the second, and so on."

Lady Tigers...
(('ont'd from page 12)
court, Harrell said of the fourthyear Lady Tiger.
Vanover showed promise last
year as well, Harrell noted, and
has complemented her potential
with her work through the offseason. "She has good hands and
runs the floor well," he said. "We
will depend ore her to help us
inside."
Bogard, he added, is working
her way into the system. "She's
come a long way," Harrell said.
"She's learning the system and

getting into condition. We're expecting good things out of her."
Vanover and Bogard head a cast
of sophomore and freshman
players that will contribute heavily to any succeis the Lady Tigers
enjoy this year.
"We're going to have to depend
on the sophomores and freshmen
to step right in and help us," Harrell noted. "T,hey're going to get
varsity playing experience; we
have to have them."
Sophomore Jennifer Fairbanks
5-9) should supply backup help on

Murray State University

LADY RACERS
November

nce
rell
rs'
ide

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1988

Fri. 25
Mon.28
Tue. 29

at Southern Illinois, 7:35
HAWAIIAN TROPIC-SHONEY'S CLASSIC
Evansville vs. Montevallo, 5:30
Murray vs. Ohio, 7:30
Consolation game, 5:30
Championship game, 7:30

December
Sat. 3
Tue. 6
Sat. 10
Fri. 16
Sat. 17
Thu. 29
Sat. 31

SAINT LOUIS; 7:30
ARKANSAS STATE,7:30
CUMBERLAND,5:15
at Midwest Roundball Classic
Murray vs Texas Christian, 5:00
at Midwest Roundball Classic
Murray vs. Nevada-Reno, 6:00
at Loyola Marymount, 9:30
at San Diego, 9:30

January
Mon. 2
Thu. 5
Sat. 7
Sat. 14
Mon. 16
Thu. 19
Mon. 23
Sat. 28
Mon. 30

Sat. 4
Tue. 7
Sat. 11
Mon. 13
Sat. 18
Mon. 20
Sat. 25
Mon. 27 ...

AUSTIN PEAY STATE*, 3:00
SOUTH ALABAMA,7:30
at Middle Tennessee St.*, 8:00
at Tennessee State*, 5:00
at Tennessee Tech*, 5:30
at Chicago State, 7:00
EASTERN KENTUCKY',5: 15
MOREHEAD STATE*, 5:15

(Cont'd from page 12)
-We have as much depth at guard
as we need."
Elder could have been knocking
on wood as she said that. After last
year's season of injuries and
lness, this year's campaign
started with Barnett tearing knee
ligaments during summer camp.
But while injuries may — pr
may not — pose a problem for the

Lady Lakers, Elder believes the
key to the season will be in the
development of the young players.
"I hate to keep harping on it,"
Elder said, "but our veteran
players are goipg to do the job.
"I think what will determine
whether we have a good season or
a very good season will be how our
young, big people come along,"
she added.

Calloway County

LADY LAKERS-

Murray High

Mon. 28

LADY TIGERS

Thu. 1
Fri. 2
Mon. 5
Thu 8
Mon. 12
Fri. 16

Thu. 1
Mon. 5
Thu. 8
Mon. 12
Fri. 16

Thu. 5
Fri. 6
Mon. 9
Tue. 10
Mon. 16
Tue. 17
Fri. 27

Fulton City
Lone Oak
Carlisle County
Heath
Calloway County'

H
A
A
H
A

Carlisle County
Fulton County*
Marshall County
Fulton City*
Mayfield*
Heath*
Calloway County*

H
A
H
H
A
A
H

February
Thu. 2
Mon. 6
Thu. 9
Mon. 13
Thu. 16
Mon. 20
Fri. 24
'—Girls-Boys doubleheader .

Chinese/American Buffet 11-3 p.m.
Daily Luncheon Special 11-2 p.m.
Every Sunday Buffet 11-2 p.m.
Carry-Out Orders
Catering Meetings,
Parties and Banquets
Upon Request

Lone Oak A

)ecemher

December

May your winning spirit continue
into the '88-'89 Season!

Open 7 Days A Week
11 a.m.- 10 p.m. Sun.-Fri.
4:30-10 p.m. Sat.

Lady Lakers•••

)\

Paducah Tilghman
Fulton City
Caldwell County
Ballard Memorial
.. Graves County
Murray High

sr s..•

Mon. 2
Fri. 6
Mon. 9
Mon. 16
Thu. 19
Tue. 17
Mon. 23
Thu. 26
Fri. 27
Mon. 30

Marshall County A
Mayfield*
Paducah Tilghman
Fulton County
St. Mary
Fulton County A
Ballard Memorial
Hickman County
Murray High* A
Marshall County

Fehrliary

•

Hickman County
Graves County
Marshall County
Hickman County
Mayfield
Reidland
Fulton County*

A
A
A
H
H
A
H

Thu. 2
Thu. 9
Mon. 13
Thu. 16
Sat. 18
Mon. 20
Thu. 23
Fri. 24.

Mayfield
Lone Oak
Heath
Carlisle County A
Todd Central
Fulton County A
G raves County
Hickman County' A

PRE-CHRISTMAS

SALE

20% Off

WarAmil-Ups

Men-Women-Children
Great celprtion to choose from!

The New

4/

Wem
e
,
Restaurant

on

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Hwy 641 N. Murray

753-4488

A
A
A
A

Januar\

January
at San Diego State, 10:00
at Tennessee—Chattanooga, 7:30
at Austin Peay*,8:00
at Morehead State*, 4:00
at Eastern Kentucky*. 4:00
WESTERN KENTUCKY,7:30
TENNESSEE TECH',5: 15
TENNESSEE STATE*, 5:15
MIDDLE TENNESSEE ST.', 5:15

Lady Racer senior guard Sheila Smith hopes to land on All-American
honors and as the Lady Racers' all-time leading scorer following the
1988.89 campaign.

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1203 Chestnut St

Phone 1s3-844

Murray K y 41071
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This old building
commands respect;
our theater program
has earned respect,
and.1 enthusiastically
support a plan for
renovation that
acknowledges that
respect by providing
our company
members, volunteers,
and audiences the
theatricaL home they
deserve.
Richard Valentine
Founding Executive Director
Playhouse in the Park

Business and
industries
tend to
9
develop in
communities where
people are involved in
good education, active
recreation, and
various arts
programs.
Community theater
offers relaxed family
involvement and is
viewed by almost aiL
industry as a positive
factor in Locating and,
expanding their
operations.
Gary Flickinger
General Manager
Ryan Milk Division of
Dean Foods

ljou know how
important my drama
is to me.
Bryan Dennison
Third -grade student and
aspiring actor

The Kentucky Arts
Council has provided
(want awards for the
administration and,
production of the
Murray/Calloway
County Community
theater year after year
since the theater's
inception. These
awards were granted
in recognition of the
Theater's standing as
one of K-entucky's
strongest community
theater programs."
Mark Miller
Ducctor of Community Arts
Development, Kentucky Arts
Council

As a young artist
working with the
community theater,
1 enjoye,d, a wonderful
and inspiring freedom
to play and to grow in
the theater. 1 believe
that experience has
played an invaLucibie
rote in my foundation
as an actress -- and it
was Loads and Loads
of fun!
Kellie Overbey
Actress

The Playhouse in
the Park is opening
our world to joy!
Because everybody
goes and sees it, Loves
it. Everybody goes ...
young'uns, okl'uns.
Emma Sue Hutson
Patron and supporter
of community theater

•
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Chug-a-chug,woo"All Aboard! This Theater's for You!"
THE PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
The Playhouse in the Park is the community theater for Murray and
Calloway County. Founded in 1977, it has operated continuously since that
time. Its goals are both education and entertainment, and its activities are
designed to "promote the appreciation of literature and fine arts and to foster
interest among the children and adults of the community in all branches of good
theater and arts."
The home of the Playhouse in the Park is a railway freight depot which has
been relocated to a picturesque spot in the city/county park. Built nearly a
century ago, at a time when the commercial life of the area depended on the
railways, and when the railways provided the best links with the outside world,
the depot has enormous historic and sentimental value or the community. Many
older people remember the important occasions of their lives tied to the structure
that is now their theater.
In many ways, the depot is an excellent theater facility, and it abounds in
charm and character. However, the building is woefully inadequate for the kind
of theater program that has developed at the Playhouse since its beginnings
eleven years ago.

5.

In the past eleven years, the Playhouse has produced
nearly 100 plays averaging nine each year Plays are
selected to appeal to and involve a broad base of the
population, with classic drama, light-hearted comedy.
musical comedy, mystery, and contemporary drama
all taking their turn Pictured above are mother and
son team Louise and David Weatherly in the 1287 production of No. No, Nanette

Because of the established audiences, the Playhouse
has been encouraged to take artistic risks Kathy
Thomsen and Kay Bates are pictured in last season's
production of The Medium the first opera staged at
the Playhouse

Renovation priorities
The Playhouse Committee for Building Renovation established renovation
and new construction priorities for the depot in the summer of 1988, as follows:
The Playhouse needs more space. With ten shows produced
each year, plus workshops, cabarets, touring shows, and special events, the
community theater has outgrown its home. Sometimes several activities are
going on at the same time,-.and there simply isn't enough room for storage of
costumes and scenery. The Committee recommended (a) providing additional
rehearsal space; (b) adding an area specifically for workshops and other
educational activities; and (c)separating the office space from dressing, rehearsal,
and education space.

A new design for the depot
In August of 1988, the Playhouse commissioned the architecture firm of
Tate/Fitzsimons of Lexington to study the structure in light of the theater's
needs. The architect's fees were paid through a grant from the Kentucky Arts
Council.
The architect's plans include (a) an enlarged stage and seating area:(b)space
for both educational activities and rehearsal; (c) a new air-conditioning and
heating system;(d)additional storage space;(e)a lobby exhibit area; and (f) fixed
auditorium seating. New exterior and interior finishes recommended by the
architect will make the theater both safer and more aesthetically pleasing, while
retaining the character of the old structure.

The Playhouse must make
diences more
comfortable. The Committee recommended reshapin
d enlarging the
auditorium to make certain every scat has a good view of the s ge, and that we
provide fixed, comfortable seating.
The Playhouse should be usable year-ro nd. Although
theater programming takes place year-round, the depot isn't adequately heated and
there is no air-conditioning. In the winter months, we're forced to find other
places for rehearsal and performances; in the summer we swelter in intense heat
and humidity. The Committee recommended (a) adding insulation to the walls;
(b)installing interior wall and ceiling finishes;(c) upgrading the heating system:
and (d) installing air-conditioning.

Probable construction costs
Insurance, permits, fees
New construction
Education space
14,000
New stage
43,000
Roofing
5,000
Renovation of existing structure
(includes reworking auditorium floor, repair to deck,
railings, and entry stairs, and insulation and weatherizing)
New heating and air conditioning system
Electrical work and plumbing
Sprinkler system
New seating
Contingency

The general condition of the building should be
improved. Specifically, the Committee would like to (a) patch and repair
the outside decking for a more comfortable walking and standing surface;(b)
repair the wood skirting around the foundation of the building; and (c) rework the
entry stairs.
The Committee emphasized that all renovation work must be in harmony
with the existing structure and maintain its historical integrity. Preliminary
plans for new construction design were included with its report.

Total

$ 1,000
65,000

24,000

25,000
8,000
7,000
10,000
10,000
150,000

WAYS TO GIVE
TO THE BUILDING FUND

Since its beginnings the community theater has em
phasized programming for young people Over seven
ty children are currently involved in the two corn
panics of the Christmas production of Babes In
Toyland Pictured above are Widow Piper played in
the Red Company by Rachel Cella. center and some
of her children including from left, top row
Ton
Glover Lon Cook Lindsay McNutt I center row ,
Beth Brockway Cella, Keri Hassell and front row ,
Charles Taylor and Michael Boone

The goal of the fund-raising campaign is $150,000. Two-thirds of this
amount is to be raised from local businesses and individuals.
All contributors to the Playhouse in the Park Building Renovation
Fund will be recognized for their gifts. Gifts may be made in memory or honor
any person. Recognition will range from a permanent listing in the theater's
new lobby exhibit to various facilities named for individual contributors.
The following are named gift opportunities. After the renovation
project is completed, the named area will be appropriately acknowledged with a
plaque.
Gift
Name
Auditonurn
$25,000
Deck
$25,000
Rehearsal Hall
$10,000
Education Room
$10,000
Administrative office area $10,000
Lobby recognition wall
$ 5,000
Auditorium scats
Producers' Circle
$ 1,000
Directors' Circle
$ 500

The Young Actor s Guild was organised in 11178 YAG
members participate in various theater activities in
eluding informal gatherings, workshops. and shows
,off stage on-stage and bark stage , In INS VAG and
the Children's Theater('ompany shared the stage for
A Midsummer Night's Dream Trish Drake as Titania
, center in picture above, is surrounded by the
members of her Fairy Court , clockwise from top,
Meliasa Clement, Laura Lawson. Katie Miller Adam
Meloan. and David Graves

All gifts are Lax deductible
Pledges arc welcome and may be
extended over a three year period
Contributorsto the Building Fund at the 8.500 or Shuts,
level will be recognized for their gifts with a braes pis
que attached to a new chair in either the Director
Circle or the Producers' Circle

The Playhouse spends•considerable amount at time an th‘road". Mien I:
•
sees who do not
get to the theater In the picture above members of the two companies of
the 1088 production of FlyIn'Jinny s
('Woeful Adventure check their tour schedule i back row from left
Michael Boone Erica Rowlett. David
;is,es Dusty Wilson Laura I mvin and Michael Robinson and I front row,
from left Tracy PervIrie, Rot,
carpenter. Michael Carpenter and Rachel McShane

Total Pledges
As Of
Nov. 29, 1988
$62,375

To assist the Playhouse in the Park in its building renovation, I/we pledge the sum of 5
to be paid over the next
years months beginning
_

, Ja!fn

My payment is enclosed
Please bill me annually,quarterly or as follows

Make checks payable to
Playhouse In the Park
Building Fund
P 0 Box 952

Murray. KY 42071
(502) 759-1752

Signed
Address

Telephone
Total Pledge
Payment EncloSed

Date

ri ht
Tra. k

The Playhouse in the Park
Building Renovation Project
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Furniture designs
use fur as change
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
What would furniture look like if
it were a handbag or a fur coat?
This is not a joke. The question
came to mind when viewing some
new furniture bearing the name of
Fendi, the Italian high-fashion
designer of fur coats, handbags
and apparel.
This fall, Fendi became one of
the growing number of fashion
names to appear on home furnishings. Others include the House
of Dior, Norma Kamali and
Paloma Picasso.
Fendi's stylish Italian modern
seating and accessories — even an
upholstered bed — introduced in
Milan this past fall, made their
American debut at the New York
showroom of Casa Bella in midNovember.
If you love the Fendi sisters'
pricey handbags and furs, you
may like the furniture, too. The
upholstered pieces combine the
same leather detailing and striped
fabrics found in the purses and the
furniture is accessorized with fur
throws and pillows.
According to Maria Teresa Fent, 28, "There's a tradition of 70
years of workmanship in leather
that we tapped for the furniture."
Early furniture prototypes were
upholstered in the Fendi signature
fabric, but these did not pass
muster. The 17 pieces of furniture
were actually designed by Milan
architect Claudio Lazzarini with
contributions from the Fendi's
longtime fabric designer Karl
Lagerfeld.
They were vetted by the five
Fendi sisters and are manufactured under license in Italy.
If fashion designs can translate
successfully into home designs.
it's because "fashion designers
are very careful of details, color
and proportion," said Maria
Teresa, who is Anna Fendi's
daughter.
"We wanted to use our expertise
at working in fur," she added. So,
feit example, an armchair is stitched and finished with detailing
similar to that of the firm's fur
coats. A number of cushions that
can be used in different ways are
offered as furniture accessories.
One leather-banded cushion, for
example, is hollow like a handbag.
It can be unsnapped and stuffed
with knitting, magazines and
books.
"It was a suggestion of one of
my aunts. The cushion becomes a
handbag which you stuff and
close. Then you know where
everything is the next time you
want it," she said.
The New York introduction
followed a good reception at the
Milan Furniture Fair this past
September. "We were very anx-

Construction costs
of nation's
housing soar
during October
WASHINGTON AP I — Housing
construction soared 7.2 percent in
October, the sharpest increase in
eight months, with all regions of
the nation posting gains except the
Northeast, the government said
today.
The Commerce Department
said new homes and apartments
were built at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 1.55 million units
last month, up from a 1.45 million
rate in September.
The big gain followed a revised
0.8 percent decline in September
and a 1.1 percent drop in August.
Previously, the department said
housing starts increased 1.5 percent in September and fell 311 per- cent in August.
The October jump, the biggest
since a 9.9 percent increase in
February, suprised analysts who
were expecting a decline of about
1 percent.
The housing start statistic is
historically very volatile and early
estimates are often sharply revised as the government collects
more data.
The increase last month can be
explained, at least in part, by mortgage interest rates, which fell
steadily from mid-August through
early November, but have since
started to creep higher
The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. said 30-year fixed rate
mortgages averaged 10.24 percent
last week, excluding special addon fees known as points. That was
down from a peak this year of 10.71
percent in August.

ious because Italians can be very
critical," said Maria Teresa, who
is one of 11 Fendi cousins, some of
whom are now the third generation to work in the family apparel
business. They were relieved
when orders were placed by stores
from many parts of the world.
She said that though her mother
and four aunts who achieved fame
as purveyors of women's accessories and apparel were rarely
home, each was attracted by interior decoration. "They all adore
their houses and have strong ideas
about decorating them."
While preview invitees were sipping champagne and admiring the
Eurostyle Fendi designs q the
Upper East Side of Manhattan, a
funkier crowd could check out the
new Norma Kamali home furnishings at a shop in Soho. Furniture, accessories and bed linens
by Kamali are being sold along
with antiques she has selected.
Like the Fendis, the designer
has translated the feeling of her
clothing into upholstered pieces
and accessories. There is, for example, a sequined throw that
doubles as a scarf. Black velvet,
satin and brocade are some of the
fabrics she employs to translate
her vision of fashion into home
fashion.
Paloma Picasso, who is known
for her jewelry and fashion accessories, used her jewelry-design
skills to create ceramic wall tiles
as well as bone china and crystal
vases which Villeroy & Boch introduced to the marketplace this
fall.
Those selecting her ceramic tile
designs will find it easy to recall
her ties to jewelry. Diamondshaped lead crystal ornaments are
embedded in the tile center. This
is Picasso's first venture into
home furnishings.
The Dior contribution to the
fashionable home starts with the
family's newest member — the
newborn baby. It's a collection of
five ensembles of coordinated bedding sheets, comforters, bumpers,
headboards, diaper bags and accessories for infants, all bearing
the label, "Baby Dior."
"We think Baby Dior fills a need
in the marketplace for luxurious
infant bedding," said Colombe M.
Nicholas, president of Christian
Dior-New York, Inc. "Today
parents are willing to spend a little
extra to be sure they'll get the best
for their children."
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Housing affordability
As monthly housing
expenses rise ...

$1000

j

Housing's share of
income rises.. .

Squeezing young buyers
out of the market

Median expense
in dollars per
month
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*All ages through 2d quarter; 30-34 through 1st
Chicago Tribune Graphic by Tim Wiftiams, Sources US Census Bureau. US League of Savings Institutions

New varnish removers
usable several times
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I plan to remove the finish
from four wooden kitchen chairs. I
already have selected a varnish
remover, the type that does not
need to be neutralized with water.
I chose that kind because a friend
said it will not raise the grain of
the wood. Is he right? Also, is
there any special way to handle
the legs of the chair?
A. — Your friend is correct. As
for the chair legs, just before you
apply the remover, place each leg
on an aluminum pie pan or even a
tin can. The remover that runs
down the leg can be collected and
used again.
Q. — I am going to put up a
chain-link fence around my property. My wife isn't too keen about
it, because she thinks the fence
makes it look like commercial
property, but I disagree and she
now has decided to go along with
it. Is it something I can handle
myself? I am reasonably handy.
A. — Your wife has a point, but
chain-link fencing has been put up
around thousands of residential
properties. No way to answer your
question, since "reasonably handy" can mean different things to
different persons. Installing a
chain-link fence is more difficult
than erecting a wooden fence, get
some bids on having it done professionally and then make up your
mind what to do If you decide to
do it yourself, better get some advice from somebody who has done
it and see what intructional

literature you can get on the subject. In fact, it wouldn't be a bad
idea of get the instructional data
ahead of time. That will give you
some idea of the problems you are
likely to encounter and enable you
to make up your mind.
Q. — I applied an oil-based stain
to my dining room floor. Now I
would like to put on a finish coat of
lacquer. I read somewhere that
lacquer should not be used over
paint, since it tends to act as a
remover. Will the same thing happen with lacquer over an oil stain?
A. — Probably. The lacquer
thinner in lacquer acts as a
remover for maiiy finishes. Incidentally, when lacquer is applied to floors, there must be plenty of ventilation. It is both toxic
and flammable. Even professionals must exercise extra care
in using it. So, even if there were
no possibility of the stain being affected by the lacquer, it would
have to be considered carefully.
Should you still want to try it, ask
your paint dealer to tell you about
some products that have a lacquer
base and are very popular.
(The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, remover,
stain, bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which.
can be obtained by sending 75
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-how,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column.1

Tis the season to spend
with family and friends...
Let us help make your home
beautiful this holiday.
•
I/

P.A. ROSE

Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
Steam Extraction—Dry Cleaning
Philip A. Rose

Telephone
759-4450

Murray
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Students visit NASA space exhibit
•
le

The cafeteria workers at
Robertson Elementary joined
in the Halloween costume
parade as they dressed for the
special day. Shown above, left
to right, are: Pam Thornton,
lunchroom aide; Codelle
Williams, cafeteria head;
Marilyn Weatherford; Kathy
Painter, who made the skeleton
costumes; and Judy Clark,
cashier. At right, parent
cafeteria volunteer Linda
Parker joined the Halloween
dressing up for the day.

Students in Mrs. Bloodworth's first-grade class at Robertson Elementary recently participated in an election party recently. They voted in a
voting booth, learned about the election process, made flags, wore hats
and celebrated with refreshments. The whole party was planned and orchestrated by two parents, Jacqueline Farrell and Margot McIntosh.
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The fifth-grade classes at Murray Middle School attended the
NASA Space Exhibit at the Executive Inn Paducah recently. The exhibit, sponsored by the Paducah Tilghman High School, included
models of space crafts, a large variety of space equipment and a look
at Main Street USA — the 21st Century.

Southwest students pictured above were the high salespeople in each
homeroom for the Fall Festival.

The day before the national election day was Election day at
Robertson kindergarten. The
children discussed the candidates and the process of voting
for one person. Special ballots
were made and a voting booth
was created to simulate the real
environment. The children completed the process from registering and signing their names, to
voting in secret ballot for their
favorite candidate. Shown
above, left to right: Stephanie
Sturgeon and Kayla Olive
observe Lindsey Krouse signing
her name in the registration
book before voting. At left,
Joseph Harris proudly displays
his ballot before he enters the
voting booth to cast his vote. The
children later counted the votes
and made an election graph of
the results.

Third and fourth graders at Carter Elementary enjoyed "Launch
Sacks" on the day they attended a NASA program at Murray Middle
auditorium. Pictured, left to right, are Autumn Alcott and cashier Glenda Wilson.

AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK — Support personnel were honored
with refreshments and gifts during American Education Week at Carter
Elementary School. Leah Powers and Josh Price are shown honoring
cafeteria manger Lillian Gilbert and custodian Jack Johnson.

Pictured left to right are Jana Herndon, Molly Melson and Scotty
Schecter with the bulletin board they helped to design for American
Education Week. They are students at East Calloway Elementary
School and wanted the board to portray good qualities of education.

Education Week celebrated
By Marjorie Grady

Calloway County High School senior Karen Dale was named Student of
the week recently through a program sponsored by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realty, WAJP radio and the school system. The daughter of John
and Marsha Dale, 10013 Wiswell Road. Dale is the vice president of Beta
Club, assistant editor of the yearbook and The Most Outstanding Senior.

1
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(beryl(larkson, a nursing student at Murray State I niversity, recently
visited Mrs. IlloOdworth's first-grade class at Robertson Elementary
School with a lesson on nutrition.

For American Education Week,
Mrs. Marjorie Grady and the
fourth-grade Gifted and Talented
students designed and put up a
bulletin board near the front door
of East Calloway Elementary
School
It was titled, "We're Gathering
Up a Good Education at East,"
and showed squirrels gathering
•

acorns with words on them. The
words depicted characteristics of
good educational surroundings.
Included on the acorns were
"concerned parents, caring principal, great teaching, good equipment, good behavior, learning, using time wisely, listening, computers, and homework." These
were the characteristics the
students thought quality education
would include
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WHAT IS A PET? First graders at North Calloway Elementary can tell
you its a "favored animal." They have been studying about pets and pet
care with the help of Dr. Thomas of Westside Veterinary Clinic and Mrs.
Kathy Cohen of the Humane Society. The children learned that some
types of animals make great pets and other types of animals need to be
left In their own habitat as wild animals. The unit was taught by Mrs.
Anita Burkeen. Pictured above from left to right, are Matthew
Gearheart, Dr. Thomas, Dustin Morganti, Jason Hargrove and Mandy
Jones. Below, left to right, are Cathlen Laticker and Kathy Cohen of the
Humane Society.
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Jan Seargent's kindergarten class recently made stick horses while
studying the letter "H." The children got to ride their horses in
the
playground before taking them home. This class also released a helium
baloon with a message inside during "H" week. They hope someone
finds it and sends them a letter. Pictured are Larry Kirks, Mitchell
Young, Brittney Lowery, Annisa Harris, Brandy Reed, Michael Pasley,
Dwight Rutledge, Darrell Hargrove, Clayton Elliot, Anthony Cogdell,
Michael Lopez and Mrs. Seargent. Absent was Kiana Webb.
Students fro Mrs. Port's and Ms. Cooper's second-grade at Southwest
Elementary commemorated the 60 th birthday of Mickey Mouse recently be wearing Mickey clothes. Left to right are Tiffany White,
Chris
Jones, Nancy Selim, Candace Jones and Kim West.

Dr. James Courtney was guest speaker as part of a health unit on "Helping Care for You Baby" in the second-grade class of Lashlee Foster.
Above, Dr. Courtney demonstrates for Chakeia Manly how he looks into
your eyes during an examination. Below, Courtney Williams, John
Young, Jennifer Skaggs and Tyler Williams look on as Murray dentist
Dr. Joe Rexroat explains proper dental care to the class.

Tina Ratterree's class recently toured the I) & M Fruit stand. Pictured
are Lindsay Lawson and Jennifer King holding a turban squash. The
Ford family, owners, invited the class to taste test apple cider, sorghum
molasses, and strawberry popcorn. The children also made craft items
from the gourdes donated by the operators. This visit culminated a unit
on foods and fall harvest time.

Elizabeth Allen. a second -grade
student in Mrs. Potts' class at
Southwest Elementary. gave a
presentation about herbs which
she gathered from the mother's
herb garden.

ti

Allison Orr, Kim Poole, Heather Myers, Shasta Stockwell and NI rs. Betty Lyons examine crafts from Thailand.

Peter O'Rourke discusses African lifestyles with a group of students.

Mrs. Cleaver's fourth grade health class rei ciitly enjoyed a tasting
party upon completion of a nutrition unit. The students sampled a
variety of
fruits, vegetables, nuts and punch made from fruit juices. Heather
Lennox tries kiwi fruit whice Brock Ray. Brad Sheton, Tisha
Peeler and
Susan Hosford go back for more.
Jane Steely, Calloway County extension agent for 4-H, visited
kindergarten students at North Calloway Elementary to discuss nutri
tion. The children enjoyed eating her nutritious snack and listening
to
the story "Please Don't it'Avt the Hears-"42tton Ha h7,,Jeviiiifei flawkifts
Chase Redden, Mitt Thorn, Sarah JohnsOn, Allen Erwin and Eli Chester
gathered to listen.

Middle school students see
MSU's international bazaar
By Franklin Beim
Students from Calloway County
Middle School recently had an opportunity to experience a unique
cultural happening This event,
known as the International
Bazaar, was held on the Murray
State University campus in the
Curtis Center.
The primary focus of this
presentation was to present
graphic examples of the cultural
and ethlnic diversity that can be
experienced abroad

Students responded with delight
and curiosity upon close inspection of the displays.
Instrumental in this regard
were the efforts of Mr. Peter F.
O'Rourke, chairman of the history
department at Calloway County
Middle School. O'Rourke, acting
as coordinator for the event, provided commentary and fielded
questions from the students.
Ruth Perkins is also to be commended for her invaluable
assistance as contact person for
the field trip.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger t Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-43611) or the Callow-ay County Public Schools
(753-2143)

The kindergarten classes at North Calloway Elementary have recently
completed a unit on community helpers.(iinny Hulse, registered nurse
from Murray.('alloway ('ounty Hospital. spoke to the children about her
emergency room work. She also addressed many of the childrens'
health concerns. With Hulse are Jason Haley, Sarah -Johnson and Tyla
Tabers, looking into Ashley Hulse's ear with an °toss vpe.

Sixth grade students in Susan Darnell's science classes at t'alloway
('ounty- Middle School have been studying the respiratory system.
Michael Crouse and Michael Enoch use microslide viewers to see the
results of smoking and pollution by comparing healthy and damaged
respiratory tissues.
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MSU design students in contest with UTM
A quartet of housing and interior
design students at Murray State
University have added an important entry to their resumes this
fall in a cooperative effort between higher education, private
business and a nearby
community.
The Murray State students,
along with nine interior design
majors from the University of
Tennessee-Martin, accepted the
offer of Johnny Emmons, sales
manager at Dinkins Mobile
Homes in Paris, Tenn., to enter a
competition and demonstrate
their decorating abilities with two
of his double-wide units.
"I just came up with the idea out
of the blue," Emmons said. "I've
done several things to improve the
image of manufactured housing,
THE FAR SIDE

and with this, one thing led to
another."
His idea included opening the
home to the public to emphasize
the possibilities available in
mobile homes. The open house,
scheduled Nov. 25 through Dec. 4,
is also designed to benefit both
schools.
"The $1 admission will go into a
'kitty' with $500 I have set aside,
and each school will receive 40
percent of the total," Emmons explained. "The folks who tour the
homes will have an opportunity to
vote for their favorite, and the
winner will receive a 'Peoples
Choice' award, 10 percent of the
pot."
The other 10 percent will be
awarded based on the opinion of
Stan Moser, an interior designer
By GARY LARSON

with Isbell Gerhardt and
Associates, Memphis, Tenn., who
toured the homes prior to the
opening. His selection will receive
the "Decorator's Choice" award.
"This is possibly the only project of its kind in the United
States," said Dr. Mary Conover,
assistant professor in the Department of Home Economics at MSU.
"There are similar projects that
involve conventional homes with
furniture and accessories loaned
to the students by merchants, but
in this case Johnny has provided
virtually everything, not to mention the financial and recruiting
benefits for our department."
Emmons has invited high school
home economic teachers and their
students from throughout the area
to tour the homes free of charge
after Dec. 4, Mrs. Conover noted,
"and that will be a great opportunity for prospective students to
see what our program has to offer.

"It's also been a good ex- a sunken whirlpool tub in the
perience for our students. It's a
master bedroom-bathroom suite
good project for them to include in
Because of the response the protheir portfolios."
ject has received in its first year,
The MSU students involved in Emmons is already working on
the project are Amy Anderson, ideas for the second annual no
sophomore, Greenville; Ashley
contest.
Hall, senior, Kirkwood, Mo.; Kim
"Next year, I'd like to get the
Koehler, Marion, Ill.; Jamie
agriculture departments from
White, senior, Danville; and
each school involved in some landDenise Willis, senior, Murray.
scaping, and the marketing
The Murray State home, which
was manufactured by AtlanticConcord Homes in Henry, Tenn.,
is a 1,600 square foot unit with
three bedrooms and two
bathrooms. It is one of the bestselling floor plans the company
makes, according to Jim Smith,
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — A
Manager of the Henry plant.
Kentucky man charged with
The house includes a bow win- murder, rape, robbery and kiddow in the living room, etched napping apparently cut his way
glass panels in the dining area, through a screen window at
skylights and a work island in the Western Missouri Mental Health
kitchen, a fireplace and sliding Center on Friday night and
glass door in the family room and escaped.
An arrest warrant was issued
Monday for Bobby G. Dennie, 38,
who has been charged with
several crimes in Ohio, Kentucky,
Missouri and Nevada since his
parole from the Kentucky prison
system in September 1986. In
March, Dennie was arrested in St.
By Abigail Louis and charged with raping and
abducting a woman from an Oak
Grove tavern.
Van Buren Dennie was returned
to Jackson
County to face charges of forcible
rape, forcible sodomy, firstdegree robbery, kidnapping, armed criminal action and felonious
restraint. While he awaited trial,
his attorney requested that he
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departments to do some surveys
— I think this is something that
can really take off," Emmons
said
The homes are located on the
east end of the Lakeway Village
Shopping Center of U.S. 79 East in
Paris. Hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday and 1 to
5 p.m. Sunday.

Kentuckian charged with rape,
murder, escapes from Missouri

Clenched Fists Might Be
Response to Open Mouths

undergo a mental evaluation to
determine whether he was competent to stand trial. He was then
transferred to Western Missouri.
Center officials would not say
Monday how long Dennie had been
there.
Kevin Pose, an investigator with
the Jackson County prosecutor's
office said Dennie had a visitor at
the center about 7 p.m. Friday.
The visitor left Dennie's room
about 7:30 p.m., and when staff
members checked the room a
short time later, they found wire
cutters next to a hole in a screen
window.
After he committed a string of
alleged violent crimes in Ohio,
Kentucky and Nevada, Jackson
and St. Charles County prosecutors allege that Dennie abducted a woman in March from an
Oak Grove bar, raped her and thenl
drove to Wentzville, where he
raped her again.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DEAR ABBY: If someone could bands, lovers or boyfriends" —
compile an accurate statistic of all another statistio‘would say, "In
reported and unreported incidents 1987, 3,450,785 males were verbally
of men beating up women — say, abused by their wives, lovers or
ACROSS
"Last year, 3,450,785 females were girlfriends"!
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DEAR ABBY: Our problem is a 4e
moisture
49
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pair of amorous but obnoxious
53 Therefore
neighbors.
51
52
54
The Mr. leaves the house about
6:30 a.m. for work. The Mrs. kisses
55
56
57
him goodbye at the door. Then he
53U
gets into his car, and as he drives
off, he yells to his wife, "I love you."
LOUISE, I THiHK
BIG DEAL'I
IT'S NOT THE
Then she answers him with, "I love
YOU'RE SPOILING.
WARM HER
MILK, ITS THEyouutsuuu!" This can be heard in
BELLA
MILK IN THE
STERL ING our house even with all the doors
MORNING
SILVER
and windows closed.
STRAW!
They both holler "I love you"
until he is out of sight. Abby, we
believe in love, too, but this is really
annoying for neighbors who are
retired and don't have to get up at
6:30 every morning.
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Maybe if you print this, it would 2
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DEAR K.: I suppose it's better
than being awakened at 2 a.m.
by a couple of battling neighbors. But no matter how you are
being disturbed, these neighbors are disturbing your peace.
Don't rely on their seeing this
in the newspaper. Ask them
(nicely, of course)to please tone
down their loving farewells in
the morning.

MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES

Center, 701
St., Murray

ing

• ••

What teen-agers need to know about
sex, drugs. AIDS. getting along with
their peers and parents is now in
Abby's updated, expanded booklet,
"What Every Teen Should Know."
Send your name and address, plus
check or money order for $3.50 1$4 in
Canada/ to: Dear Abby's Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Norris, Ill. 61064.
Postage is included

(Located inside
Uncle Jeff's)

753-2600
New and used furniture Quality furniture at competitive
prices

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355

Professional Chimney

FIND
IT
FAST

Business Hours
Monday-Friday
8 am-5 pm
Saturday
8 am-12 noon

Murray
Furniture
Mart

4th

-

in the
classified

• ••

CONFIDENTIAL TO RUTH
IN EL PASO: Thanks for the
day brightener: "Life is uncertain. Eat the dessert first."

S

Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair.
Damper Installation
PAM Hoods and Bird

Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service

s

CRANNY'S !Country
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec
11th, 1988 it will then
close for winter
Sweatshirts, pillows,
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths

Hours: Friday
6a.m.-aa.M.; Saturday
10a.m.-ap.m.; Sunday
12a.m.-ap.m 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121

Wallpaper
In Stock Paper
$

99
V

Doubt* Roll

Borders
S fl99
lir

5 Yds

TERRY'S PAINT
Si DECORATING
louthsids Shopping Conte/
753-3321
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Notice
1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible
and
copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital.
you or your insurance will have to
pay the first $540.00
before
Medicare
pays anything. For
free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th 'Year"
LEATHER Snakeskin
Come see our new line
of all leather billfolds at
just $5. Leather vests,
purses, key chains,
belts, belt buckles. Will
engrave your name on
leather belts. Snakeskin
(Python, Rattlesnake)
buckles, hats, belts,
billfolds. Shop early for
great savings on
Christmas gifts. Ward
Leather, 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 492-8580.
*NEW Concord Family
Hair Station* New
Hours: 8:30a.m..4p.m.
Special
150 minutes
tanning with shampoo,
cut and style! Phone for
appointment 436-2714.
SANTA suit rentals!
759-4073.

BURGESS
WATER WELL &
PUMP CO.
Water Well Drilling
Limp Sales and Service

I.

Alan Burgess
(502) 247-6658
Mayfield, Ky.
Water For America
Since 1954
assiasabahfamMrnoshon•Industriai
Fres Estimates
Reliable SIOV•C•
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6. Help

Wanted

Job Opening
Sales lady for work in
appliances, light fixtures and electrical.
(Part-time to start.)
Apply in person
December , 1st and
2nd, 8 am-12 noon
No Phone Calls
Wholesale Electric
Supply Company

206 E. Main St.
Murray
BABYSITTER in my
home (Elm Grove).
Occasional days and
nights. Infant, 1 year
old, 5 year old. References required. 436.5463.
Apple Cafe now
hiring female kitchen
help. Apply in person,
Puryear, Tn. or call
(901) 247-5798. Must be
21.
DENTAL assistant. Experience necessary, must
be personable and enjoy
working with children.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray.
EARN Money At Home!
Assemble jewelry, toys,
electronics, others. FT
& PT work available.
Call (,Refundable) 1-407:`
744-3000 Ext. S 973, 24
hours.
A SY Work! Excellenf
Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for
information. 504 641
8003 Ext. A-8047.
r3rPERIENCED
C.N.C.Mill
programmer operator.
Top wages and benefits.
Paris Mold Inc., P.O.
Box 1268, Paris, TN
38241. 901-642-3764.
rETTERAL, State and
Civil Service Jobs. Now
hiring. Your area. $13,
550 to $59,480 Immediate openings. Call
1 (315) 733-6062 Ext. OF
2558..
BIG

r

6. Help

Wanted

GET PAID for reading
books! $100 per title.
Write: PASE- 187X, 161
S. Lincolnway, N
Aurora, IL 60542.
INTERNATIONAL
student org. seeks local
volunteer to find host
homes and supervise
teen-age foreign high
school exchange
students. Fees paid
1 800-221-0509.
WANTED Experienced
dairy help. Preferably a
couple. House and ben
efits. Call collect 1 901
352,3881.
9. Situation

15. Articles for Sale

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

PROFESSIONAL hair
dryer chairs left. Price
greatly reduced for
quick sale! Need space!
JJ & Co. (formerly
Joyce's) 753-2511

1987 PACESETTER, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, 14x66,
central heat and air, on
rented lot. $230 a month
plus deposit, owner
pays lot rent. For more
information call 753
8651.
7 BEDROOM mobile
home, good location,
$11-0 per month.
753-8216.
SMALL trailer on Blood
River Lake. All electric,
$75 a month. 436-2427.
TRAILER for rent. Dill
Electric.

TORO sell propelled
leaf vacuum and
blower. Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
759 9831.
16. Home Furnishings
COUCH, 2 wing chairs,
dark pine coffee table,
hex table, end table,
dining table with leaf,
six chairs, china
cabinet. 759 4648 after
5p.m.
kING size waterbed,
bookcase headboard,
side rail caps, $225.
759-1142.
MATCHel NG 7 couch
and -chair, $75. 753-0324
after 5p.m.
NICE couch, matching
chair and recliner, $200.
753 6084.

Wanted
CHRISTIAN lady will
do housecleaning Re
ferences available 492
8899.
DEPENDABLE lady
will do housecleaning
753-2622.
XPERIENCED child
care in my home in
Hardin. Anytime, full
and part-time, drop-ins.
Ages infant 4 years.
Meals and snacks. ReWater Damage
asonable rates. Pay in
on some of
advance only. 437-4678.
Woodcrafters
JOB Wanted Will live
stock.
in and care for patient.
Good references
The
water
(502)365-5910.
mattress that fits
MURPHY'S Cleaning
Service plus office
your bed
janitorial specialist.
2-King Size,
Honest, reliable, re
ferences. Free es
4-Full Size &
timates. Also
1-Queen Size
commercial- residential
painting. 489-2869, 759Damaged
1837.
759-4522
WILL clean up leaves
and haul them off.
19. Farm Equipment
759-4644.
WILL sit with sick or )'JEW Holland 472
elderly 753-0785 or 759mower conditioner, 254
4171
Tedder rake, 316 square
baler 492-8659.
10. Business Opportunity
20.
Sports Equipment
PRIME business location for sale or rent. DP Universal weight
Good investment. bench plus 165 pound
Sacrifice due to health.
weight set Practically
For more information
new. 753 7147.
call (502)354 6075 or
24 Miscellaneous
(502)474-8891

r

17177t5 a lob? 4 openings

35 GALLON barrels for
sale Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831.
FIREWOOD for Sale.
Tree removal
Free
estimate. 436-2758.
FIREWOOD for sale
Red oak seasoned or
green $25 dumped; $30
stacked. 436 5430.
FlREWOOD for sale
437 4667.
GO carts, go carts, go
carts! 5 HP single and
double seats. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Road
Call
759-9831.
HAND crafted knives
Just in time for hunting
season or Christmas!
For the person who has
everything. 753-6308.
kINDLING wood 70g
South 3rd Street 753
2639
L•ARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
ORDER Now! Christ
mas trees, wholesale
(502)247 7831
SEASONED firewood.
436-2744.
THE Gold Nugget:
Gold Diamonds Black
Hills Gold. Discount
jewerlry every day. We
buy old gold. If we don't
have what you want, we
will get it. •Free ring
cleaning We sell for
less
Guaranteed.
Special orders available. Southside Court
Square, Mayfield, Ky.
247-6762
WATER heaters, elec
tric, 40 gallon, double
heating elements, 5
years, glass-lined tank,
$119.99 Wallin Hard
ware, Downtown Paris,
Tn.
WE service all brands
of kerosene heaters and
carry a full line of parts
Keith's Lawn 8. Trac
tor, Industrial Road,
759.9831.
WOOD for sale oak and
hickory, $25 a rick
759 9313 after 5p.m

Instruction
11
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GEC) or your high
TRANSFER your 8MM
school diploma, (2) you
701011Pik. .:`,
"
home movies to video
have been out of school
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
9 months or more, (3)
reel, tape included.
you are between ages 16
Also, slides, negatives
Train to tie a
& 21. We are a EOE
and photographs. Free
•TRAVEL AGENT
This project is funded
pick up and delivery.
• TOUR GUIDE
by the Western Ky.
Call Donna Darnell, Pri vate Industry
•AIRLINE
Video Production CouncilJTPA. Call
RESERVATIONIST
Specialties 759.t146.
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
Start Locally, Full time/pan
c ean your rings, 753-9378 between 8:30
time. Train on live airline
free. We discount 12:01) 5 days a week.
computers. Home Study
jewelry, every day. We
WEED qualified in
and Resident Training.
buy old gold We sell for
in my home to
Nat'l headguaters.
less, we guarantee it.
care for 2 month old
Pompano Bch., FL.
Gold, diamonds and
from 7:30a m.
Black Hills gold If we
•FINANCIAL AID
Ref erences required
don't have what you
AVAILABLE
753 6812.
want we will get it for
PLACEMENT
•JOB
hiring
•
W
for
you Gold Nugget, 106
ASSISTANCE
E. South Street, Christmas: Earn up to
Mayfield, Ky., Phone 5Oo of what you sell in
Call
A's on products
502 247 6762.
At T TRAVEL SCHOOL
752-0171.
N -LPN *anted for
lAccsedifod Stornt*r IVHSC)
busy physician's office.
Salary negotiable, bet
ter than average ben
eft. Send resume to
TRAIN
P .O. Box 1040 C.
TO BE A
Murray.
mi NO 01 Murray
RROFESSJONAL
•EECH-LANGUAGE
•SECRETARY
"New Hwy 641 4 Lane
PATHOLOGISTS In
•SEC PRECEPT1ONIST
Speech, Inc. has im
•EXECUTWE SECRETARY
OPEN EVERYDAY
rr ediate openings for
sgan
sme/pan trne
Mon thru Sat
CFV and CCC, SLP's
Lawn word incensing and
ixs 4OIT*
,wMw'
related
F
ull-time
part
time
and
9 to, 5, Sun 12 to 5
Study and Renders Training
opportunities in the
Nov 25 thru Dec 24
so wows,* Pt..... et.
Mayfield area. We offer
,1.41NC.11. AID AyAs.AasE
a base salary commen
• Sit PLACELIENT ASSISTANCE
surate with experience.
1-800427-7728
incentive bonus, a
THE MOT SPOOL
comprehensive benefits
.oiACI
package and incentive
*catalog kitorew
stock options. For more
NreCi
information contact
A
Vanessa Spells
"rhompson at 800 841
Where the Best
199 or send resume to
is Not Expensive
iS557 W North Ave Oak 14
Want to Buy
Park, IL 60302
CIVIL war artifacts,
guns, swords, etc. Ask
5 Lost and Found
for Larry 75.3 3633.
LOST Black male dog,
JUNK cars and trucks
white on nose and chest
Ask for Larry 753 3633.
Answers to "Blackle"
USED upholstered
Lost in Center Ridge
chaise lounge, suitable
vicinity. Has orange
for recovering. 753-7964.
Reward ,
collar on
WANTED
Raw furs,
436 5651.
guaranteed Sla0
deer and cow skins. See
LOST in the area of
per week pad time. fur buyer December
Anderson Shores and
16th, January 6th & 27th
Harbor Hill Marina 1
Must have own car,
and February 17th at
year old black German
insurance and be at
Jackson Auto Parts,
Shepard with blue eyes
just outside of Hazel,
least 18 years old.
and green collar. Re
Ky. on Highway 641 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
ward! 753 9300 or 759
Apply in person.
from 3 30 4:00p.m
9102
Phone (615)285-2144. THANKSGIV1N6
Holiday Specials!
Garden of Eden Fur.
Double wides reduced
15 Articles for Sale
up to $2,000. 14' and 16'
CAMOFLAGE army wide homes slashed as
much as $1,000 Sale
pants and shirts for men
prices good tit De and boys. Insulated
1st. Volunteer
work boots and cember
Homes, Hwy 79 East,
LaCrosse rubber boots.
If you need af.iy form of life inParis, Tn. 901 6.12 4466
Hunting supplies
surance, IRA, major medical, medicare
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
6th & Walnut, Mayfield,
supplement or nursing home inKy
surance just give us a call.
Mobile Horne
COMMERCIAL 16HP
lawn genie for picking
We will check with several comParts& Service
up leaves. Keith's Lawn
panies to give you the best possible
Custom Built Decks
& Tractor Center, In
Doors and Knobs
dustrial Rd. 759 9831.
rate and benefits tind deliver the infor$94.55 sod UP
Sharp
sale
FOR
mation to you at your home. If you
Exterior Windoss
copiers and fax
decide to buy a pcilicy from us, we also
'erior Bronze Storm siS
machines Demo units
also available. Call
T•loc Vinyl Sairtinq
give you free claim service.
1 800 248 4319, Benton,
Roots Kool Sealed
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Ky
"Foolery Exparionc•
MURRAY
Christmas
Savings Bldg., 7''h & Main, but when
114411001 1L Servicing
shirts! Faye's, next to
Mobilo Nereive."
you need service, all you have to do is
Pagliai's.
Feene111021411111.1141111
•
•
call.
chain
Dormer
SACHS
saws. Model 111 with 3.1
Miller
cubic inches. 18" bar,
Gee and Fetch..
electronic ignition, ad
Furnaces
justable automatic
$3211**
35.400 B T
anti
chain oiling, 02M
$348"
40.200 8.1. U
vibration, 299 95.
sass"
53.800 B I U
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
Center, Industrial
•
Road 759 9631

1-8004274728

Wiggins &
Shoppers
Mall

Wiggins
Furniture
,tp Shoppers
Mall

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Cash

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

* Four Star *

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Miirray Ledger & Times

29. Heatirvg and Cooling
!FFICIENT heating
stove. Black. Pyramid
shape, heats very large
area. $150. 753-7276 after
5P.M.

30. Business Rentals
APPROXIMATELY 2,
000 square feet available November 1 800
South 4th St

32

Apts for

Rent

2 BEDROOM apartment for rent near
downtown Murray 753.
4109 after 4p.m.
2 BEDROOM apartment with refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, central heat and air, water
furnished, $260 per
month. 759-4406.
FOR girls- Efficiency
duplex, close to campus.
$125 per month, water
furnished. 753 0973 or 1
247-3946.
FURNISHED apartments. 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Also sleeping rooms. No
children, no pets.
Zimmerman Apart
ments, South 16th. 753
6609.
MUR Cal apts. Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-498-4.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.

43. Real Estate

49

Used Cars

1 BAY clean up shop 16
miles north on 111 on 1
acre with all hook-ups
for a trailer 753-0318

z -PONTIAC • TOYOTA

.ZUILDING

•

and lot, 504
Maple. 100'x50' brick
building near down
town, has showroom,
excellent for offices.
$30,000. If interested
write: IKT, P.O. Box
760, Metropolis, IL
62960.

EXCELLENT rental
property. Efficiency
duplex, recently re
novated. Close to cam
pus. 753-0973 or 1-247-3946.
FREE LOT Visit our
subdivision, then register for free lake view
lot. Located near Ky.
and Barkley lakes. $4,
000.00 & Up. Call Lake
Realty (502)3614219.
kENTUCKY Lake lot,
12x60 mobile home,
septic, well, lot goes to
survey line. $16,500.
442-1770 or 442-3632.
koPPERub Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1800251 HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LOT for sale- single
family dwelling, re
stricted, joins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.
44. Lots for Sale
SHADY !di in Sherwood
Forest. A'l't-Services.
759 9268.
45

Farms for

Sale

79 SURVEYED wooded
acres near Kentucky
Lake, good road front
age, very reasonable
price, $24,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753
1222.
46

Homes for Sale

3
4

C$
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MERCURY • MA ZDA

1980 OLDS Cutlass LS, 1
door, V-6, electric windows, tilt, AM FM, very
good car. $1,295- Must
sell, need the money.
See at Ruthie's Gulf, 5
Points, 16th & Chestnut.
489.2278.
1981 MAZDA GLC, 2
door, 5 speed, great gas
mileage After 5p.m.
753-7323.
1982 CAMARO extra
nice and clean car.
Excellent paint job
blue, 51,000 actual
miles. After 5p.m 492
8261.
1982 PLYMOUTH Re
liant wagon, A/C, PBS,
tape, $1,995. 753-9371.
1982 REGAL Somerset
Limited, fully loaded,
AM/FM cassette, velour interior, sharp_
753-0509 or 759-1543.
1983 BLACK Cutlass
Supreme Brougham
power brakes and steering, air and cruise, excellent condition. 753 7307 or
753-8254.
1983 BUICK LeSabee,
owner, extra nice. 7536943. 1984 Bronco X P2000,
tires and running boards,
blue and silver. 436,2936.
1983 CADILLAC El
Dorado, loaded, new tires
and shocks, excellent
conditon, 83,000 miles.
$6500 or will trade. 759
9698.
1983 ISUZU
good
mechanical shape, 4
door. Must sell! 753-7721
after 6p.m.
1983 OLDSMOBILE 96
Regency, 4 door, local
car, triple gray, all
factory options. Call
Mike Outland 753-3154.

53

Services Offered

ANY type of hauling
gravel, Mulch, etc
753 0467.
APPLIANCE S ER
VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
753-4872 or 436-5848.
CONTRACTOR- Portable storage buildings,
pole barns, general
home improvement.
Quality work for less.
Free estimates. 8'x12'
for $585. 489•2663.
DUNAWAY
Painting'
interior, exterior, residential, commercial.
753-6951, if no answer,
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL repair
Carpentry, plumbing,
roofing, yard and tree
work, wood $25 a rick.
Call 436-2642.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and 'tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
JEAN'S Custom Sewing
Alterations- Make
pageant dresses,
custom sewing of all
kinds, from replacing
hat bands to making
pageant dresses. Have
new Serger machine,
can give your garments
that professional touch.
354-8669.
15uNcAN S Iandscap
ing and lawn service
provided for the Murray
area. For free es
timates phone 753-3266.
LICENSED Electri
ban, Doug Jones Elec
tric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs. No
rewinding
Call
759,4751.
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
Free estimates. 10%
discount for Senior
citizens. 474 8057.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former County Attorney;
former District Judge.
Office, 104 N 4th St.,
Murray, 753 3153
Home, 753 7900
MOBILE HOME
Specialist , repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, tear downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
P A ROSE carpet and
upholstery cleaning
Quality results and
satisfaction. 759 4450.
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service
Call 759-4850

53

Services

Offered

PROFESSIONAL
Painting Contractor
Brighten up your horntCall now to book your
top notch Quality Pain
ter who has years
experience in 1 23 story
homes and businesses,
has all tools and
equipment. No lob too
large or too small
Phone now 753-5192.
FOR Sale 3 storage
sheds like houses,
complete electric in
every way. 2 TVs, color.
1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
with complete hook ups
for mobile homes. Rare
Doberman pinchers,
fond and rust color.
AKC registered. 2
mobile homes. You
have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492-8806.
REDING and tarter's
complete mobile home
repairs service. Call
492-8806 for estimate.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding;
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 0,
753-6973.
SEASONED oak
firewood. 753-5476
SEWING machine rep
air. All makes and
models, home and in
dustry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tre,
Service Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. Ac
rial bucket truck. Full
insured for your pro,
ection. /Stump remova ,
with no lawn damage
Free estimates
No
obligations. 753 5484.
TELEPHONE wiring
lacks installed phones
moved residence and
business experienced
Call Bobby Wade 753
2220.
WET BASEMENT. W
make wet basemen,
dry. Work complete
guaranteed. Call c.
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WILL do plumbing i stallation & repairs. A.
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting, &
Yard work. Call 753 4370
or 436 5895

3 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine
Crest Resort. Quiet and
private setting, for sale
or lease. Owner financ
ing, low down payment
and low monthy
payments.
(502)442 5647.
34 Houses for Rent
Now it's
) BEDROOM house. 1 BEDROOM home in
After 6p m
call country. 2 extra sleeping rooms upstairs,
436-2976.
r0ii F,ee
large living room and
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath, dining
room. Central
Northwest No pets or
gas heat and air 12
children Evenings 753
miles east of Murray.
6825.
$50,000. Call 753 1203.
ROOM, 2 bath, 307 4 BEDROOM Kentucky
North 7th, 5200/ month. Lake home,
Septic Tanks
1 1/2
New & Used
753 2475.
baths, central heat and
Pumped
GM Executives &
air, 8 lots with .hook up
.,ewer Imes clean,Program Vehicles
36. For Rent or Lease
for mobile home, 79x20
Grease Traps
pumped
work shop with base
14x28 SHOP, furnished
901-842-3000
,Portable to,let
ment, 2 car garage,
for use as a stripping
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
rentals
$35,000 436 2994 or 436
shed. 759 4707.
Office trailer r.
821
30'x50' WAREHOUSE
• sales
EAUTIFUL 1984 NISSAN 300 ZX,
building tor rent on
bungalow, newly de red, 5 speed, loaded,
Industrial Road, $200/
month 753 5976, 436, corated with new car $5,995 898 3562.
Mobile John ts
pet, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1986 DODGE Charger,
5862 after 5p.m.
Septic Service
carport, fenced yard, silver and gray, auto•
37 Livestock -Supplies
527 9945
electric heat. 5.35,000, matic, air, 49,700 miles,
extra clean. 753 5171
North 18th St 753 2937
1 800 592 3308
REGISTERED Arabian
horses colt, phillies: FOR Sale By Owner 1 days, 753-6358 nights.
coming yearling, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, living 1986 FORD Escort GT, S
room, dining room, speed transmission,
years, 3 years old
kitchen, half basement, good gas mileage, fuel
7519894, evenings only
injection, excellent
SIMMENTAL and Zone B-2. 753 4827
HOUSE and 2 lots, 1 condition. Priced to sell,
Simbrah bulls. Per
bedrooms, kitchen, liv $5,500 753 6432 after
formance & semen
Custom !Kitchen
ing room, bath, dining 6p.m.
tested. Excellent qual
Cabinets
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, room, utility room, 1986 GRAND Am LE
carport, garden and 2 sedan, PS. PW, air,
Ky. 522 7630.
outbuildings, $21,000 tape stereo, fog lamps,
All Types Of
•
gauges, cruise, sport
38 Pets Supplies
492 8492.
Woodworking
Custom
•
handling
wheels,
pack
AKC puppies Scottish IMMEDIATE posses
•
sion Murray Mayfield age, new wide tires, •
Terriers, West High
area. 2 story Victorian MPI V 6, silver, 30,000 •
land Terriers, Australia
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
home in excellent con miles, $7,800. 753-2494 *
Terriers and Cocker
after 5 .m
• Drop by & see our showroom
•
dition,
nicely
decorated,
Spaniels. 489 2246.
*
:
I3r s*
d•
:
•
1987 PLYMOUTH Sun
bedroom,
2
4
den,
*409
4, *SaUN*13*UR4:-.6-r-*M*UFI*RifrAY*-*,*sast:7;
din
AKC registered Cocker
dance, automatic, air,
mg,
living
room,
large
Spaniels 4 males, 4
L
cruise, $5,995 4.43 7456.
females, 6 blonde and 2 utility, large garage,
GOVERNMENT
approximately
1
acre.
red. 1-345 2426 or 489
747 7917.
SEIZED Vehicles from
2617.
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, $100. Fords Mercedes
CFA Persian and
Corvettes Chevys
Hemilayan kittens, brick home with large 2
car garage. Energy Surplus. Buyers Guide
shots and wormed, $150
r
=
efficient central gas (1) 805 687 6000 Ext P
each. 489-2495 after
111111114.24?
heat and air. Located in S 8155
5p.m.
Martin Heights sub
XOTIC birds of all
Trucks
Used
50
division Call 759 1503
kinds. Parakeets on for an appointment
1 9 8 4 JEEP Grand
special, 5.8,95
Cockatiels, $29 95. Also WATERFRONT Wagoneer, loaded, V 8,
Barkley Lake new home excellent condition.
h ave puppies
Average retail $10,200..
D aschunds, Toy in Canton area. 2.000 sq
19843 Buick Riviera, white with red inPoodles, Yorkies. Also ft., cathedral ceiling, 5 asking $8,900. Call 753
terior. loaded, 39,XXX miles, $11,000.
ceiling fans, central 7307.
some young dogs
753-5562 (7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.)
Miniature Poodles, heat and air, beautiful 51
Campers
Silky Terrier and a pair view with wrap around
753-3433 (After 5:00 p.m.)
,
of Lhasa Apse Will hold deck, $62,500 Tripp 1983 TOYOTA
Sunraider motor home,
until Christmas 901 642
Williams, Broker and
34,000 miles, 1 owner,
7067.
Builder. 753 0563
full galley and bath,
WESTIES Champion
Motorcycles
roof air, engine air,
line AKC, satisfaction 47
guarantee. 5.300-5600. BORDERS CAle and sleeps four. Good gas
759-i&SA
-A-TV- --Ee-rt-te-e-. 4Jted mllactea_ PriCelL 1St_ *ell.
753-0822.
ATVs, parts, service,
41
Public Sales
accessories and tires. 52 Boats Motors
MO North Main, Benton
1986 BOMBER /7 bass
Ky. 502 527 1680
boat, 1979 50HP Mer
Mooing
cury, trolling motor,
49
Used Cars
Wed.-Fri, 9 am-3 pm
depth finder. 759 9213.
1971 VW Super Beetle
16' CHEROKEE V
Gus 24 Nutty brke gins 24
convertible 759 9213
bottom with 25H P
Murray bike girls 21 told co
197/ FORD LTD, 2 door, Johnson and trailer
bike handmade
runs good. S350. 413 Good crappie or duck
)s shell, fireplace grate
Visit us for unusual Christmas
South 9th St 753 3958.
hunting boat 759 1543 or
• -irs weighi bench & weights
1978 FORD Chateau 753 0509
ornaments,
music boxes.
Oroo-ieal coffee tab*
super wagon Van, 2
Christmas
mints,
wide assortr• lamp table J C Penney
53 Services Offered
owner, 90,000 miles
l green draperies & linens
ment of stuffed animals,
Priced
to
sell.
7539433
A
1
TREE Service and
games smak size roller
beautiful poinsettias, plants,
1979 DELTA 88 Royale stump removal Your
• 4ies boys size 5-6 clothes
Oldsmobile,
nice,
1
professional tree ser
jewelry, arrangements and
•ves. kitchen •terns
owner, loaded
Floyd vice. All types, remo
unusual gift items for the family
'107 Elm St
7534130
Mt Kenzie, 753 4725.
val, topping, feeding
1979 FORD Fairmont 1 Free estimates 50'
Hours
door, power and air, bucket truck and chip
automatic, factory AM
Mon Fri.. 9-00 m -4.30 p m.
7530906.
r.
Call
Real Estate
43
and 6,00 p.m.
FM, excellent condition
LLEN'S Tree and
-8:30 1).^1
BUILDING
5 apart inside and out. 5 Point Landscaping Service
Sat Sun.. 12 noon-5 p.m
Auto
Repair,
810
Colments with 25x40 store
Free estimates Haul
front plus land for dwater Rd. (behind Inc mulch, manure,
Murray
Paving),
$895. gravel, dirt 753 8619 or
approximately SO apar
tment units
753 6951 after Sp.m
1303 753 9181.
803 Poplar
1974
T BIRD, 51,700 7 5 3 7 3 3 2
Chestnut St., adjoining
24 Hour
753-5131, Ext. 175
Murray. KY 42071
after 5p.m. 753-7323.
MSU. 615-762-0000.
answering service.

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
CectIlx, Ix. of
Pons, TN
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Lending rates slow economy

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ella
Lois Norwood
Mrs. Ella Lois Norwood,87, died
Monday at 10 a.m. at her home on
Rt. 5, Benton. She was the widow
of Ralph Norwood.
Her birthdate was Dec. 27, 1900.
She is survived by two sons,
Wilburn Bradford Norwood, Rt. 5,
Benton, and Wilson Dwain Norwood, Panama City, Fla.; two
sisters, Mrs. Calls Lee, Hardin,
and Mrs. Katie Clingan,
Oklahoma City, Okla.; three
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Norwood was a member of
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church where the funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. The Rev.
L.E. Moore and the Rev. James
Lawson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery with arrangements by
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, where friends may call
after 6 p.m. today )Tuesday).

David Lee
Manley Sr.
David Lee Manley Sr., 39, St.
Louis, Mo., died Wednesday at the
Veterans Administration Medical
Center, St. Louis, Mo.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a professional
welder.
Survivors are one daughter,
Tyronna Griggs; one son, David
Lee Manley Jr.; three sisters, Linda Ruth Wilson and June Kaye
Manley, both of Murray, and
Dorothea Merriweather,
Evansville, Ind.; three brothers,
John H. Manley Jr. and Prence M.
Manley, both of Chicago, and
Richard Lynn Manley, Lexington.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Diggs and Pettus
Funeral Home, Paducah. Burial
will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery
there.

Alton Free
Alton Free, 81, Columbia Station, Ohio, died Sunday at Leary
Memorial Hospital, Elyria, Ohio.
r The deceased had retired from
the Swift Packing Co., Cleveland,
Ohio. A member of the Primitive
Baptist Church, he was a member
of the Masonic Lodge.
He is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Lucille Short, Paducah, and
Mrs. Lola Rule, Hardin; one
brother, Howard Free, Hardin.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Mike Littrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Soldier
Creek Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday'.

Hog market
report listed
rnirral 414$1. Atattui %.•.• 'NP1,11M. %.444,474.1.II
lMj kpntock) Puri tut., rett Hot Market IAN-port
In,lode. S Buying Station. Ret ripte Act 724.1.
73e Barrow.4 1.111.• .15 50 lower 14owtA stead:, 1.'41
lower.
$.15 75311.2.5 ft.* 10 311.30
US Il =to a° lb.
145.75,1515
lb.
5
US 43 311,230 lb.436.23-35.75
$34.33 35.2.5
1'5 3-4 $114470 lb.

-I swans

Sows
lb..
IS
IS I •3 140-40S Mt.
S 1.11 410-5114 1124
sad up
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I 'A 1•3 3113011
Roan 422.44 74.!10
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Mrs. Maye Owen
Mrs. Maye Owen, 95, of 508
Broad St., Murray, died Monday
at 11 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home. Her husband, Ginath
Owen, died Nov. 30, 1986.
She was a member of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Born March 26, 1893, at Hazel,
she was the daughter of the late
John Dick and Julia Ann Allbritten
Dick.
She also was preceded in death
by three sisters and four brothers.
Mrs. Owen is survived by two

sons, John Owen and wife, Nell,
Paducah, and G.S. Owen and wife,
Edith, Louisville; four grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. John
Dale will officiate. Burial will
follow in Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Robert Ernest Rogers
The funeral for Robert Ernest
Rogers was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
home, Paris, Tenn. TheRev. Cecil
Brewer officiated.
Pallbearers were Harold
Darnell, Terry Darnell, Michael
Hill, James L. Parker, Earl
Matheny and Norman Hughes.
Burial was in Poplar Grove
Cemetery, Paris.
Mr. Rogers, 83, of 728 30th St.,
Humboldt, Tenn., died Sunday at 5
a.m. at Cedar Crest Hospital,
Humboldt.
Born Oct. 14, 1906 at Coldwater
in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Robert Albert

Rogers and Laura Jane Black
Rogers.
He also was preceded in death
by one son, Bobby James Rogers,
in 1952; one sister, Mrs. Lennie
Leoda Burgess; half sister, Mrs.
Mattie Lamb; one brother, Honey
Rogers; and a half brother, Jim
Rogers.
Mr. Rogers was a member of
Springville Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mattie Modelle Hughes Rogers, to
whom he was married in 1932; one
son, Ernest Donald Rogers, Humboldt; two brothers, Opal D.
Rogers, Springville, and Roy R.
Rogers, San Antonio, Texas;
several nieces and nephews.

Ethics board charges
official in Lexington
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP ) —
State Rep. Jerry Lundergan of
Lexington has responded to a
charge filed against him by the
Board of Ethics of the General
Assembly, but the complaint and
response were not released on
Monday.
Chairman Ed O'Daniel, a
Democratic state senator from
Springfield, said the board will
meet Thursday to discuss its investigation of Lundergan.
O'Daniel also said the board will
decide Thursday whether to
release the complaint and
response as requested by The
Associated Press and other news

organizations.
The board voted at its last
meeting to file the complaint
against Lundergan for allegedly
violating a state law that prohibits
legislators from receiving any
state contract except after competitive bidding.
A company owned by
Lundergan received about $53,000
from the state for catering work
done for an Economic Development Cabinet meeting in
Louisville in 1987.
Lundergan did not return a call
on Monday after a message was
left on an answering machine at
his home.

Six county elections audited
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Six
counties were chosen Monday to
have election audits conducted by
the attorney general's office. The
counties were chosen at random
under the terms of legislation
adopted by the 1988 General
Assembly

The counties selected were Edmonson, Wayne, Owen, Trigg,
Greenup and Laurel.
The legislation requires the attorney general to investigate elections for possible irregularities.
The audits are required after each
primary and general election.

NEW YORK(AP) — Consumers
may cut back on big -tag
Christmas presents now that the
nation's biggest banks boosted
their prime lending rates to 10.5
percent, the highest level in 3%
years, some analysts said.
The increases in the key lending
rate by a half percentage point
were announced Monday and were
the fourth this year.
Many economists have been
predicting a prime rate hike in recent weeks because interest rates
in the bond markets have been rising due to inflation speculation
and the dollar's weakness in
foreign exchange.
"It comes as no surprise. In
fact, they (banks) seem to have
held back longer than I expected,"
said Edward Yardeni, chief
economist for Prudential-Bache
Securities Inc.
The prime rate reflects a bank's
costs of borrowing money, including interest it pays on savings
accounts or certificates of deposit,
and trails more subtle increases in
other interest rates.
The rate is watched closely

because bankers use it as a basis
for calculating interest on corporate loans and for determining
many types of fixed and
adjustable-rate consumer loans,
such as home equity loans.
"It's clear that consumers will
be absorbing higher borrowing
costs in December or early next
year," said William V. Sullivan,
an economist for the investment
firm Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
But some economists said it was.
unclear whether the rate-hike
would adversely affect the
economy, specifically consumer
buying habits during the holiday
season.
"I think the direct effect is pretty small because generally consumers aren't affected by modest
increases in interest rates," said
James L. Kochan, chief fixedincome strategist for Merrill
Lynch Capital Markets Inc.
But Yardeni said some consumers might cut back on spending and "buy only things that
they can afford."
"There's an underlying sense of
uneasiness because so many peo-

It's official -Bush's totals show
margin of victory at 153,913 in state
FRANKFORT, Ky. iAPj — George Bush carried Kentucky in the
Nov. 8 presidential election with 734,281 votes, 153,913 more than
Democrat Michael Dukakis, according to vote totals certified by the
State Board of Elections.
Bush and Republican running mate Dan Quayle carried 82 of the
state's 120 counties. The ticket of Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen received 580,368 votes.
Totals certified Monday for other presidential candidates were
4,494 for David E. Duke and Floyd C. Parker, Populist Party; 2,118
for Ron Paul and Andre Marrou, Libertarian Party, and 1,256 for
Lenora B. Fulani and Mamie Moore, New Alliance Party.
A constitutional amendment to authorize a state lottery was approved with 694,577 votes, while 446,937 votes were cast against it.
Another constitutional amendment, to outlaw strip mining without
landowner permission under "broad-form" mineral deeds, carried
every county with 882,960 votes to 187,119 votes.
The board also certified these vote totals for Kentucky's seven congressmen, each of whom won re-election:
— 1st District — Democrat Carroll Hubbard, 117,288; independent
Charles K. Hatchett, 6.106; write-ins, 16.
—2nd District — Democrat William H. Natcher, 92,184; Republican
Martin A. Tori, 59,907; write-ins, 8.
—3rd District — Democrat Romano L. Mazzoli, 131,981;
Republican Philip Dunnagan, 57,387.
— 4th District — Republican Jim Bunning, 145,609; Democrat
Richard V. Bellies, 50,575.
—5th District — Republican Harold "Hal" Rogers, 104.467; writeins, 34. Rogers had no Democratic opponent.
—6th District — Republican Larry J. Hopkins, 128,898; Democrat
Milton Patton, 45,339; write-ins, 40.
—7th District — Democrat Carl "Chris" Perkins, 96,946;
Republican Will T. Scott, 68,165; write-in, 1.

ple have been through rough times
even when the economy was
strong. The prime rate hike coming into the Christmas season may
make people more cautious," he
said.
The financial markets had no
major reaction to Monday's announcement. Stock and bond
prices rose modestly, while the
dollar held firm against other major currencies.

Farm exports
soar to peak
WASHINGTON (AP) — Farm
exports soared to a six-year peak
of 147.5 million metric tons in the
year that ended Sept. 30, and black
ink -in U.S. agricultural trade
doubled to more than $14 billion,
the Agriculture Department says.
Japan was again the top
customer of the American farmer,
as it has been for more than two
decades, according` to figures
released Monday.
.American farm exports climbed
from $27.87 billion in fiscal 1987 to
$3:i.2 billion this past fiscal year, a
gain of 26 percent, while imports
of farm products were up 2 percer t to a record $21 billion, USDA
said.

Burley growers
selling product
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky burley growers sold more
than 24 million pounds of leaf Monday for an average price of $162.93
per hundred pounds, the FederalState Market News Service said.
The average price was up 39
cents from the previous sale last
Wedr tesday.
Farmers sold a total of
24,802,147 pounds of leaf, with 22 of
the state's 28 markets reporting
sales.
Owensboro growers received
the highest price for their leaf,
more than $1.63 per pound on sales
of 719 ,495 pounds. Farmers in Springfield received the lowest price
of the day, more than $1.62 on
sales of 802,793 pounds.
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Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+0.17
Industrial Average
2081.44
Previous Close
Ingersoll Band
383/4 unc
Air Products
(ferric°
29%B 29s/5A
A.T.C.-Class A
Kmart
29'/, -1/4
AT&T
Kroger
4 -%
/
271
Briggs k Stratton
JCPenney
25 unc
Chrysler
Penwalt
SO% unc
CSX Corp
Pillsbury
28% +'/
Dean Foods
quaker Oats
9%1I 101/4A
Dollar Gen. Store
Sears
42% unc
Exxon
Texaco
50% +
Ford
Time Inc.
4 .1
1
45/
4
/
GAF Corp
U.S.Tobacco
82% +%
General Motors
17% .14
Wal-Mart
GenCorp. Inc.
49% +1,4
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich

471/2 +3/2
1181/4 -3/2
4 unc
1
. 33/
2A
1
16%13 I8/
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BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

***********4111
1986 Chevy Cavalier, b,Je
•rr
automatic. air AM-FM
86,500

PAT GOSSUM

EUREKA

1.11Pm111/ Nam
MIGHTY

MITE
Comenel
1411$440114
11•1014

TRUCKLOAD
SALE
00

HIGH
ERFORMANCE

5.5 Amp Motor
$60
OFF
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Problem - What To Get Uncle Harry For Christmas
V Solution What is a eJfzizi-cYde - Lighted House Number
—
Why Get A „A•ni-cgite ?
p
1

2251

-(1) Affordable
(2) Virtually Maintenance Free
(3) Weather Resistant
(4) Durable
(5) Highly Appraised by Local Chamber. Police, Fire & Ambulance
(6) Manufactured & Distributed Here In Murray

3.2 Peak HP.
• C.arpot Haight Adfustment
• Power Drrren Bear
Bar Brush Roll
• Tap Loading Dust Bag
• Dual Edge kisen•r.

Power Team

sc;k7
L.i

.1" 41,71:

L
IL

I

$5995

3.14444100

Yik,? - Prices Start At '19.95
How much is a.
items
How many numbers are in one? -3, 4, 5 are stock
Request)
Upon
Available
(Other Sizes
Where -

Free From Eureka..
How to Beat Housework!
1404141

1432

A $19.95 value. Hardcover book
Yours at no additional i:ost when
ou purchase any Eureka (leaflet
or $8000 or more

r

JERRY ATKINS& ASSOCIATES,INC.
M.-F. 8-4:30
Sat. 10-2

-04*
A

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

121 By-Pass
Rt 8, Box
Murray, Ky. 42071
502 75343407
04.
4
•

,

4t

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street - 753-1586
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meep
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